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PROBLEMS ON THE THEORY OF HEAT RESISTANCE OF ALLOYS

[Following is a translation of excerpts from
Trudy Instituta Fiziki Metallov -- Voprosy
teorii Zharoprochnosti metallicheskikh Splavov
(Works of the Institute of Physics of Metals
-- Problems of the Theory of Heat Resistance of
Metal Alloys), No. 4, 1958, pages 3-94 and
101-162]

Work of the Institute of Physics of Metals of the
Ural Affiliate of the Academy of Sciences USSR,

on the Theory of Heat Resistance of Alloys

By V. I. Arkharov

It is unnecessary to explain the importance of im-
proving (increasing) the mechanical properties of metals
used for various machine parts, mechanisms, apparatus,
and structures subjected to high-temperature heating
under service conditions. Naturally, in addition to heat
resistance, such materials must also meet other require-
ments; in particular, their cost must be sufficiently low,
the raw materials for them must not be scarce, and they
must readily yield to various operations in the process
of mechanical, thermal, and other types of treatments when
used for the fabrication of parts and components of
installations.

The importance of the problem dealing with the
correspondence of the characteristics of the mechanical
properties of a material under certain test methods to
the behavior of the same material under real service
conditions is conceded; in this case, the shapes and
dimensions of the product, the vibrations, the sharp and
frequent changes in thermal loads, etc., acquire a sub-

stantial and sometimes decisive role.

The specific nature of deformations of materials
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at high temperature introduces into the problem of their
selection and characterization additional factors which
strongly complicate the picture as compared to a similar
selection and characterization of materials subjected to
deformation under normal temperatures (such as the load
duration factor).

The introduction of a newly created material some-
times proves unsuccessful due to the fact that, though
meeting all specifications, it is actually almost useless
because of its failure to satisfy what is apparently only
a minor requirement, whose importance could not have been
foreseen because of our incomplete understanding of the
nature of deformation of materials at high temperatures.

In this connection we must understand the great
difficulties to be encountered in an empirical investiga-
tion of new materials subjected to deformation at high
temperatures.

On the basis only of experimental data on the re-
quired composition of the material, on the methods of
production and processing, and on the permissible ranges
of service conditions, the researcher will seldom achieve
his object. Even if the object is attained after having
concluded numerous unsuccessful variants, there always
arises a doubt as to whether one variant close to those
tested had not been left unchecked; whether that one
could not have produced better results; whether its effect
had therefore been lost for practical purposes because of
the impossibility of investigating too many variants.

Such a situation is caused by the absence of
sufficiently clear concepts of the physical mechanism of
deformation phenomena in materials at high temperatures.
It is obvious that the correct evaluation of the role
played by individual factors which provide material with
the ability to resist deformation at high temperatures
(in short, its "heat-resisting" properties), and the
evaluation of the importance of those or other service
conditions on the behavior of the material in service,
etc., depends on the completeness of our knowledge.

Thus, solid-state physics and, in particular, both
physics of metals and metallography face the important
problem -- the creation and elaboration of the theory of
heat resistance of materials. This includes a great
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number of problems and the most important is to determine
the following: (a) the mechanism of high-temperature
plastic deformation in monocrystals; (b) the dependence of
mechanical properties of the crystal on the atomic inter-
action within the lattice; (c) the influence of structural
nonuniformity of real solids on the mechanism of the
development of deformation in them and on their mechanical
properties*; (d) the influence of nonuniformity of
concentration in real solids on their mechanical properties.

The problem of studying the mechanism of some
physical phenomenon is often more easily solved on
materials under conditions which are different from those
used in practice but in which the resulting phenomena are
more contrastible and more readily traced in detail. In
other words, the phenomena under study are better repre-
sented on materials under conditions specially selected
for the investigation. The relationship revealed must
then, of course, be checked on materials under conditions
employed in practice, which is immeasurably easier to
accomplish after the model study had been carried out.

At first sight, model studies seem to be unconnected
with those in practice. However, this idea is erroneous.
Related to practical objects, the results of these investi-
gations give a more general and therefore more valuable
solution of the practical problems set forth than does a
similar investigation conducted from the very beginning
on a material employed in practice but in which the
mechanism under study is not so clearly apparent and the
relationships revealed in the test are not so singularly
defined nor as accurate as on the prototypes of the
material.

Of course, here as in other similar problems, a
reasonable compromise can be found by selectingthe model

*We have in mind the influence of the extent of poly-
crystallization, the mosaics of the crystallites (and
a suberystallite structure in general), the heterophase
of the alloy and the heterogeneity of a single-phase
crystal, and, particularly, the influence of various
phases of aging of alloys, etc.
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material that is closest to that used in practice*.

In the wide scope of work conducted in the Soviet
Union for finding ways to improve the heat resistance of
materials needed for the new techniques, a substantial
part of this work to create a general theory of heat re-
sistance and its details is conducted in many scientific
institutions. A share of this work is being conducted
by the Institute of Physics of Metals of the Academy of
Sciences USSR (AN SSSR), Ural Branch, where some of the
basic problems on the theory of heat resistance are worked
out, namely, the problems associated with two aspects of
the mechanism of high-temperature deformation: 1) the
localization of the processes of high-temperature plastic
deformation on structural nonuniformities in a deformed
solid; and 2) the internal adsorption of some dissolved
admixtures on the same nonuniformities. The combined
influence of these phenomena on the heat resistance of the
material is particularly important because they are both
localized in the same regions of the alloy. Actually, de-
formation develops in the regions where the composition
of the alloy -- due to internal adsorption -- is sub-
stantially different from that of an average composition
determined through a chemical analysis for the entire mass
(or the entire volume). The fact that the influence of
internal adsorption depends on the preceding heat treat-
mont is also important in this case. It follows from this
that the "small" impurities, frequently not even accounted
for by the analysis, may noticeably alter the heat re-
sistance of the alloy to various degrees, depending on the
treatment. It can be assumed that the main factor which
determines the heat resistance of a crystal is the
interatomic bond in its lattice. This bond varies with
the composition of the solid solution. However, the heat
resistance of a real polycrystalline body is determined
by the interatomic bonds, that is, in those regions of the
body where deformation originates and develops. And since
the internal adsorption can change the composition in
these regions quito substantially, their interatomic bonds
may prove to be greatly different from those existing in
the lattice of a solid body which has the average compo-
sition of the given alloy. This important fact must be

"7For instance, to study the general problems of heat
resistance, we have used ferrum-chromium-nickel alloys
of the heat-resistant type, close in composition to those
used in practice but more simple.
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remembered when studying the influence of the composition
of the alloy on the interatomic bonds in it and on its
heat resistance, since this may cause the incompleteness
and the ambiguity of the results of such an investigation.

The above considerations form the basis of the com-
plex work on the theory of heat resistance conducted in
the Institute during the period 1949-1954. At present
the first phase of this work is completed. The results
obtained make it possible to assume that our suppositions
on the role of localization of deformation on the struc-
tural nonuniformities and of the internal adsorption of
impurities on them were to some degree correct. With
respect to such nonuniformities as intergranular coupling
in polycrystalline alloys (under certain deformation
conditions), this role becomes substantial, and there is
reason to assume that the heat resistance is influenced
by the localization of deformation and by the internal
adsorption of impurities on finer structural nonuniformi-
ties -- on cells of subcrystallite structure (further work
is planned in this direction).

Thus, the immediate problem set forth by the team
of scientific workers of the Institute was solved. In
this connection there arose the need of summing up the re-
sults obtained at the completion of the first phase of the
study of the problem of the theory of heat resistance, to
which this collection of articles is devoted.

The article by V. I. Arkharov and M. B. Yakuto-
vich (2)* gives a developed substantiation of the investi-
gations conducted in the Institute on the problem of heat
resistance and a detailed elucidation of the General
leading idea of the entire complex of these investigations.

The works described in the article by V. I.
Arkharov, I. P. Polikarpova, S. I. Ivanovskaya, and
N. P. Chuprakova (3), and the article by V. I. Arkharov
and A. A. Pen'tina (4) are devoted to the elucidation of
the adsorption activity of admixtures of a number of
elements (molybdenum, tungsten, niobium, titanium,
aluminum, and boron) in ferrum-chromium-nickel austenite.
The first article describes the investigation of the
diffusional mobility of one of the main components of the

*The numbers of the references (in parentheses) correspond

to the order of the articles in the collection (see index).
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alloy (nickel) in the intergranular transitional zones --
a characteristic important for heat resistance, since
plastic deformation has a diffusion mechanism.

A confirmation of this fact is obtained by
analyzing the experimental data on high-temperaturo re-
laxation of stresses. This analysis is given in the
article by G. N. Kolesnikov and Ab I. Moiseyev (10);
the article by G. N. Kolesnikov, A. I. Moiseyev, and
M. V. Yakutovich (9) is devoted directly to the experi-
mental work on measuring the relaxation of stresses. The
correlation between the data on intergranular diffusional
mobility of nickel and the data on the relaxation of stresses
in the tested alloys, which confirms the basic assumptions
concerning the mechanism of high-temperature deformation
as well as the role of internal adsorption in this case,
is given in the article by V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
G. N. Kolesnikov, and A. I. Moiseyev (11). The article
by V. S. Averkiyev, G. N. Kolesnikov, A. I. Moiseyev, and
M. V. Yakutovich (8) gives the description of the methods
of -measuring high-temperature relaxation of stresses.
The article by V. A. Pavlov, E. S. Yakovleva, and M. V.
Yakutovich (5) relates the basic experimental data on the
influence of small admixtures of "horophile" (active with
respect to internal adsorption) elements on the creep of
solid solutions. It has been shown in this work that at
low stresses, when deformation is considerably localized
in the intergranular transitional zones, such an admixture
has a strenthening effect. At high stresses, when do-
formation is mainly of a displacive nature and extends
over the entire volume of the crystallite, the role of
internal adsorption of a small admixture in the inter-
granular zones comes to naught, and in some cases, at
high stresses, a small admixture can reduce the resistance
of the material to flow. Additional data on this problem
are contained in the article by 1. G. Gaydukov and
V. A. Pavlov (14), as well as in the article by E. S.
Yakovleva (6).

The article by E. S. Yakovleva (7) accounts for
the results obtained in attempting to get a microintor-
forometric confirmation of changes and of distribution
of deformation over the grain of the metal in alloying
it with small admixtures. The first very small additions
markedly influence deformation, which is (at low stresses)
localized at the intergranular boundaries. Further in-
crease in the concentration of the admixture introduces a
thickness of crystallites into the deformation process
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and raises the flow rate. These results also agree with
the basic hypothesis on the influence of internal adscrp-
tion of admixtures on the heat resistance, and supplement
this hypothesis with indications on tha range of condi-.
tiozis of deformation where the internal adsorption plays
a substantial role.

In the course of investigating the relaxation of
stresses in some alloys, there was detected a peculiar
effect cf "negative relaxation", which consisted of a
build-up of stresses in time rather than the usual,
natural droop of stresses, This effect was explained on
the basis of an assumption of the phase transformation's
taking place -- under conditions of relaxation testing --
in the material as the specific volume is reduced (12).
This effect obtained further confirmation in the work
by M. G. Gaydukov and V. A. Pavlov (13),

The article by V. i. Arkharov (16) is devoted to
discussing the possibility of practicing the basic idea
of this complex of studies on subcrystallite structural
nonuniformitles, and particularly cn those which occur and
develop during aging. If we take into consideration the
fact that most heat-resistant alloys can be classified as
aging, the problem of the influence of inter-nal adsorption
of admixtures structural ncnuniformities on the heat
resistance of an alloy develops into a problem of major
significance. Thus, in essence, is mapped the program of
an important section of remaining work connected with
the creation of the theory of heat resistance; this pro-
gram is the logical development of works already conducted
in the institute and stated in this collection.
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Heat Resistance and Internal Adsorption in Polycrystalline
Alloys*

I. General Considerations on the Aechanism of Plastic
Deformation at Low and Elevated Temperatures and on

Internal Adsorption in Solid Alloys

By V. I. ArkharOv and M. B. Yakutovich

Raising the heat resistance of a polycrystalline
alloy consists in preventing and encumbering the elementary
processes of plastic deformatioL at elevated, possibly
much higher, temperatures. This can be attained, on the
one hand, by preventing or encumbering the nucleation of
the elementary act of plastic deformation and, on the
other, by preventing Its proaation and development (the
formation of a build-up procesi-consisting of new nucleation
cf elementary acts and their propagation in groups).

*Thi• article is based on a report written by V. I. Arkharov
made on behalf of the entire group of workers of the
Institute of Physics of Metals of the Academy of Sciences
USSR, Ural Branch (IFM UFAN), which had participated in
the. works on heat resistance produced during the period
194U'--1953 (the report was read at the Scientific Technical
Session on Heat-Resistant Alloys in Moscow, 1953); the
text has been supplemented in accordance with the results
of the works conducted in 1954.

M. V. Yakutovich, who had taken direct part in these
works in the first part of the above period and had kept
in touch with them during the second part of the same
period, is responsible, together with V. I. Arkharov, for
the scientific idea which was the basis of all works on
the theory of heat resistance carried out during this time
in the IFM UFAN. This idea consists of a presentation of
the combined influence of two factors on plastic deforma-
tion: (1) localization of plastl. deformation on struc-
tural nonuniformities; and (2) internal adsorption of
dissolved impurities on the same nonuniformities.
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It is obvious that, to prevent plastic deformation,
we must know:

(1) the mechanism of nucleation of the elementary
act of plastic deformation;

(2) the conditions favorable and unfavorable to
the nucleation;

(3) the localization sites of these conditions;

(4) the propagation mechanism of the elementary
act of plastic deformation;

(5) the conditions favorable and unfavorable to
its expansion; and

(6) the distribution of these conditions in a
polycrystalline aggregate.

1. Nucleation Mechanism of Plastic Deformation

It can be assumed (1) that in the basis of the
elementary act of plastic deformation in general and at
high temperatures in particular lies the act of atomic
displacement from the lattice point to the nearest inter-
stice in the region of the lattice elastically most dis-
torted; such a displacement occurs under the influence of
fluctuation of thermal motion and represents an elementary
act of diffusion directed by the acting stress. The act
of displacement may develop further by means of a repeti-
tion of similar acts performed by the adjoining atoms, in
which the force effect of distortion created in the
lattice by the first displacement subsequently spreads.
Thus, the elementary act of plastic deformation of the
displacive type can develop and expand, covering the region
of either a larger or smaller lattice. For a directed
propagation of an elementary deformation process it is
necessary to have a field of stresses which is created by
external effects on the polycrystalline body and whidh
has certain directions within the limits of the region
in the lattice considerably exceeding the normal interatomic
distance.

With this mechanism of nucleation of the elementary
act, the conditions favorable to Itsnucleation are the
distortions available in the lattice beforehand and reducing
the energy barrier; the latter must be overcome so that
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the atom can be displaced from the lattice point. The
atomic displacements, including also the first displace-
ment, constitute the elementary act of plastic deformation.
In order to diract them in a certain manner, it is necessary
that the favoring initial distortions are oriented in a
certain manner, or that they are not oriented unfavorably.
Obviously, the conditions favorable to the nucleation of
elementary acts of plastic deformation are most probably
encounterodin regions where there are in general lattice
distortions which are not oriented; for instance, near
the structural nonuniformities. First, we may refer here
to the intergranular transitional zones (roughly described
as intorgranular "boundaries"); we may also refer to the
interlump zones on the "boundaries" of the lumps of the
subcrystallite structure in general (distortion zones
surrounding the submicroscopic inclusions of different
sizes up to individual foreign atoms, etc.). And we may
also refer to the distortion zones which are to some
degree oriented; for instance, the boundaries of twin
crystals, traces of slippage which had earlier taken place
in this crystal under the influence of different effects,
and so forth. In view of the fact that in the regions of
these uniformities there are distortions of a disordered,
complex nature, there will always be found among these
distortions such that will enhance the nucleation of the
elementary act of plastic deformation, an act which is
oriented* according to the field of acting stresses.

2. The Mechanism of Inhibition of the Elementary
Act of Plastic Deformation

Parallel with the nucleation of the elementary act
of plastic deformation we must also discuss the conditions
which inhibit (end the propagation of) the act which had
already originated. The most favorable conditions "relay"
the displacements from one atom to the adjoining one --
in a regular lattice where each preceding displacement
cquses the one which follows, since at each subsequent dis-
placement the periodic field of the lattice becomes dis-
torted to such an extent that the atom which adjoins the
distortion is pushed out from its "energy pit".

*In other words, the first atomic displacement will occur
in a direction in which the displacement of the second atom
caused by the first displacement, as well as all the
following displacement, will be composed into a displacive
process directed according to the field of stresses.
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Thus, since the elementary act of plastic deforma-
tion had already started, it will propagate in a regular
lattice to a macroscopic distance. To inhibit and stop
this process we must disturb the regularity of the lattice.
When the process of plastic deformation approaches the
region of this disturbance, the next atomic displacement
will create a distortion of the lattice which, being super-
posed on the earlier disturbance and thereby being
diminished, will prove to be insufficient to push out the
next atom from its energy pit. The relaying process of
displacement will be interrupted here; the process of
plastic deformation will be inhibited -- at least in this
sector of the propagation front.

The causes disturbing the regularity of the lattice
are:

(a) the fluctuation of thermal motion; and

(b) prolonged distortion of the lattice due to
causes existing beforehand, long before the elementary
process of plastic deformation had approached this region.

The chaotic state (disordered state) of the thermal
motion makes it difficult to achieve the regular sequence
of relaying the displacive effects from one atom to another
in the propagation process of the displacive plastic
deformation. The thermal displacements create short-term
local distortions of the lattice which may become sizable
to the extent that the will interrupt the relay of dis-
placements which forms the displacive process, provided
such a distortion (fluctuation) originates the moment the
relay approaches the given region of the lattice.

The influence of fluctuation of the thermal motion
on the propagation of the displacive processes depends on
the frequency of the fluctuations in time and space. Since
the fluctuations increase their frequency in time and
space with the rise in temperature, the elementary pro-
cesses of the displacive plastic deformation diminish in
size and approach the elementary act of diffusion at a
sufficiently high temperature. At this temperature, the
macroscopically visible plastic deformation is made up
of elementary diffusion acts, not interrelated by a defi-
nite regular space-time sequence.

In this sense, plastic deformation at high tempera-
tures may be called diffusion ductility.
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The influence of the second cause on the propagation
and development of displacive processes depends on the
nature of the space distribution of the initial distortions
in the lattice, on the distances-between the sites of
distortion, and on the expanses of these sites. In parti-
cular, if these sites are the nodes or the interstices of
the lattice replaced by foreign atoms (in solid solutions),
the propagation of the displacive process depends on the
concentration of the solid solution.

3. The Development of Plastic Deformation as a
Dialectical Unity of Opposite Factors

In examining the conditions of nucleation of ele-
mentary processes of plastic deformation, as well as the
conditions of their inhibition, we find that the physical
nature of the influence of structural nonuniformities of a
polycrystalline body on the course of the deformation
phenomena becomes profoundly dialectical: these nonunifor-
mities bring about the nucleation of the processes of
plastic deformation and cause the inhibition of these pro-
cesses.

Thus, the development of processes of plastic de-
formation reflects the struggle of these two opposites.
The rise In the number of nonuniformities in a unit of
volume of a crystalline medium facilitates the nucleation
of the deformation processes, making their occurrence more
freqaent in time and space. At the same time the rise in
the number of nonuniformities leads to a reduction in the
expanses between them where the undistorted lattice makes
possible the propagation of each originating displacive
process; as a result the development of plastic deformation
is curtailed. Obviously, the different denseness" of the
distributed nonuniformities leads to various combinations
of their stimulating and paralyzing influence on the
development of plastic deformation; at a certain nearness
the predominance of one of the two struggling factors will
be evident, while at some other denseness the other factor
will predominate. This picture will look particularly
simple in a case when the distortion regions of the lattice
near the nodes (or the interstices) replaced by foreign
atoms in solid solutions act as structural nonuniformities.

The displacive processes can develop without
hindrance in an undistorted lattice of a completely pure
solvent, but the stimulus to their nucleation is lacking.
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There is such a stimulus in the presence of a low
concentration of the dissolved component; the displacive
processes which originate can develop comparatively freely,
since obstruction in the form of replaced nodes which are
encountered is rare.

As the concentration increases, obstructions to the
propagation of the displacive processes become more fre-
quent and deformation is hampered. However, as the con-
centration becomes very high (this becomes particularly
distinct in the case of a system with a continuous series
of solid solutions) in a crystalline lattice, the degree
of distortion declines again, and the distribution density
of the disturbance sites and -- at some concentration --
the deformability of the crystal rise again.

Along with the influence of the distortions earlier
originated in the lattice we must also take into account
the distortions which originate in the very development
process of plastic deformation in the crystal. The passage
of every subsequent elementary displacive process througbh
the region of the lattice where the preceding elementary
displacive process had passed and had been halted prior
to it becomes difficult because of the distortions which
had remained in this region; the distortions extend also
to the regions adjoining the one where the distortion
which had halted the preceding elementary displacement is
localized. Thus, as the subsequent elementary displacive
processes are being inhibited, the distortions of the
lattice build up s.nd their inhibitive influence on the
further development of plastic deformation increases. This
is the essence of the strengthening phenomena in deforma-
tion.

Thermal motion enhances the discharge of the
inhibited displacive processes and the decline in the
lattice distortions caused by them: the deformed crystal
resoftens. The resoftening processes develop with the
intensification of thermal motion, i.e., with a rise in
temperature. The dialectical struggle of opposites --
strengthening and resoftering -- is therefore characteris-
tic for high-temperature plastic deformation; the picture
of high-temperature deformation appears as a result of
the struggle of these opposites.

Besides the influence of the concentration of the
solid solution on the development processes of plastic
deformation we must also take into account the influence
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of the deformation rate; in other words, the magnitude of
the acting stresses. Both these factors determine the
greater or smaller degree of participation of the entire
volumo of the crystallite in plastic deformation and the
localization of the latter in the regions of structural
nonuniformity.

Higher deformation rates enhance the development
of overstresses on nonuniformities, and greater acting
stresses are favorable to the development of the displacive
processes within the entire volume of the crystallite where
nonuniformities of all sizes are distributed.

At low stresses (at slow-rate deformation), parti-
cularly at elevated temperatures, deformation is localized
to a greater degree at the structural nonuniformities,
without exceeding the bounds of the regions nearly ad-
joining these nonuniformities.

The resoftening factor has the same tendency: at
high deformation rates, resoftening is unable to take
place at the degree at which it is accomplished during
slow deformation, when the removal of strengthening at the
region where deformation begins makes it impossible to
propa ate the deformation process to the adjoining re-
gion (i.e., to develop into a displacive process) and
deformation becomes localized in the region of structural
nonuniformitics.

4. Localization Mechanism of Plastic Deformation
at the Intergranular Boundaries

Among the variety of causes of lattice distortion
in polycrystalline bodie.s there are such whose action is
most stable with respect to time (those that resist to a
substantial degree the balancing influence of thermal mo-
tion) and at the same time appear to be the strongest
(cauce the greatest distortions). This is the influence
of the neighborhood of adjoining crystallites with strongly
differing orientations, which distorts the lattice. At
the articulation of such crystallites --. as has been
pointed out earlier (2-6) -- there must be transition
(intergranular) zones, generally of polyatomic thickness;
the arrangement of atoms in these zones is only partly
coordinated and the degree to which the order is disturbed
increases at the transverse transition from the crystallite
to the central zone (from both sides), where the lattice is
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distorted to its maximum. According to the crystallographic
nature of nets arranged parallel to the joint boundary in
both of the adjoining crystallites, the degree of lattice
distortion in such a transverse transition depends on the
location (with respect to the crystallographic axes in the
net-plane) of the region of the intergranular zone on
which the transverse transition can be tracod. In some of
these regions, the transverse transition through this zone
can be achieved while maintaining most of the coherency in
the arrangement of the atoms; in other regions, this
transition is accompanied by an almost complete loss of
coherency in the central zone.

Without going into a more detailed description of
the constitution of the intergranular transitional zone
(2-6), we can concludethat as long as there exists an
intergranular transitional zone it will contain regions
with an atom arrangement considerably different from a
regular crystalline lattice and, consequently, with excess
potential energy. We will call this energy the excess
energy of intergranular transitional zones, as distinct
from the incorrect concept "surface energy of intergranu-
lar boundaries", which is frequently applied. The nucleation
of the elementary acts of plastic deformation in the
intergranular transitional zones, as well as the initiating
elementary diffusion acts, is eased -- depending on the
thickness of the crystallite -- due to this excess energy,
to a degree which increases with the rise in temperature.
This means that with the increase in temperature the
plastic deformation processes (at stresses not too high)
will concentrate to a greater and greater degree in the
intergranular transitional zones and in the adjoining
layers of the crystalline lattice of both crystallites
linked through the zone.

At the same time we must take into account the fact
that with a macroscopic uniform stressed state of a
single-phase polycrystalline material there occur over-
stresses in the boundary zones, the adjoining sites of
differently oriented regions of the media which are
anisotropic by their elastic properties. This also leads
to a. localization of the origination of plastic deformation
processes in the intergranular transitional zones.

The fact (as mentioned above) that the resoftening
processes arc intensified with the rise in temperature
is of utmost importance. At low temperatures, when the
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strengthening factor is substmatial, plastic deformation
which had originated and had begun to develop in the
intergranular zone, strengthening the adjoining regions,
is passed on deep down the crystallite to where the material
is not yet hardened; consequently, deformation may begin
at lower stresses. At elevated temperatures, due to
weakening which immediately follows plastic deformation,
the latter is not passed on deep down the crystallite,
since the stresses there are lower than in the overstressed
intergranular zones, while the activation energy is higher
due to the absence of a distorted lattice.

5. Experimental Proof of Localization of Plastic
Deformation in Intergranular

Conjunctions at High Temperatures

The tendency of plastic deformation processes to
localize in intergranular conjunctions is shown experi-
mentally. The elongation of macrocrystalline aluminum at
various temperatures was investigated in the tests con-
ducted by M. V. Yakutovich and E. S. Yakovleva (7). The
elongation of a bicrystal* of aluminum led to the forma-
tion of a "node" near the intergranular conjunction (i.e.,
the transverse dimensions of the specimen were found
greater than in its other parts along the axis). The
deformation at the same rate at 4000 showed no formation
traces of a "node" near the intergranular conjunction.

The flow at 5500 under a constant stress of 0.144
kg/mm2 has led to the localization of deformation (kinks)
in the boundary zones of the crystallites. To confirm
the localization of plastic deformation at the intergranu-
lar conjunction at high temperatures, we can cite certain
observations of a similar localization in creepage tests
and a considerable rise in creep strength at the coarsening
of the grain.

6. Intergranular Internal Adsorption

The presence of excess energy in the intergranular
transitional zones may also cause another phenomenon
independently of the localization of the deformation
processes.

*The intergranular transitional zone was arranged across
the tensile stress (force).
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In the presence of foreign atoms in a crystal,
namely, atoms of an impurity dissolved in the crystal in
a low concentration (considerably lower than the solubility
of this impurity at this temperature), the processes of
self-diffusion will rearrange these foreign atoms in the
lattice.

It may turn out that the atoms of certain (so-called
"horophile") elements, which are present in the crystal
as impurities,- may get into the intergranular transitional
zone by means of self-diffusion and replace the atoms of
the solvent in this zone, partly reducing the excess energy
of the zone. This reduction may be caused by the fact
that the atoms of this impurity will be of a different
size than those of the solvent, and also because the inter-
action forces between the atom of the impurity and that of
the solvent differ from the interaction forces between two
atoms of the solvent. Consequently, getting into the inter-
granular zone by means of self-diffusion, the atom of the
admixtur, till be found in a more stable (equilibrium)
state as rompared to the atom of the solvent which had
been replaced. It will take a greater activation energy
to recover this impurity atom from its position in the
intergranular transitional zone and to send it to the
nearest less distorted lattice than for a similar transfer
of the solvent atom. Therefore, the impurity atoms
getting into the Intergranular zone (which is where the
solvent atoms also get in) by means of self-diffusion will
stay there longer than the solvent atoms; consequently,
the concentration of the admixture in the intergranular
transitional zone will be increased. This phenomenon,
which is analogous to the Gibbs effect on the free inter-
face of two different media, we called (2, 8, 9, 10) inter-
granular internal adsorption*.

Due to the intergranular internal adsorption, the
concentration of certain impurities in the intergranular
transitional zones, which are positively active with
respect to internal adsorption (in the conception Just

*The concept of intergranular internal adsorption may be
extended to any case of structural nonuniformity in
solids; the lower the excess local energy related to such
structural nonuniformity the weaker will be the internal
adsorption.
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stated) and which are called for short horophile admix-
tures, may, due to the intergranular internal adsorption,
become very high, although in the crystallite mass (and
upon the average over the entire volume of the poly-
crystalline body) the concentration may be very low with
respect to both the absolute value and the solubility at
this temperature.

In accordance with the conception of the structure
of the intergranular transitional zone, which unites
continuously and smoothly by each of its sides with the
corresponding crystallite, the rise in concentration of the
horophile admixture is smoothly accomplished, with each of
two sides attaining a maximum in the central part of the
zone, where the arrangement of the atoms is most distorted,
as compared to a regular lattice, and, consequently, the
excess energy is at its maximum. In this central part
of the transition zone the concentration* of the horophile
admixture may even exceed the solubility which is deter-
mined for the macroscopic volume of the body, since the
crystalline lattice is almost completely disturbed in this
part of the zone. As for the parts of the transitional
zone situated nearer to each of the two crystallites being
Joined by it, the arrangement of the atoms approaches a
regular lattice; in these parts the concentration gradually
decreases, changing smoothly to the central concentration
common to the entire volume of the body -- where the
lattice turns out to have almost no visible distortions.
Considering the entire intergranular transitional zone as
a whole, we can speak of its mean value of increased
concentration; this value must be related with the solu-
bility, i.e., with the maximum high concentration of
this horophile element which can be held by the crystalline
lattice of the solvent. Such a correlation between the
adsorptive increased concentration and the solubility is
caused by the fact that solubility is determined by the
nature of interatomic interactions in the crystalline
lattice, and in a intergranular transitional zone, con-
sidered as a whole, we do have a crystalline lattice, though
It is distorted.

The structural details of transcrystallite

*For such thin layers of a substance as the "central
part of the transitional zone" we can speak of concentra-
tion only if we bear in mind the expanse of these layers
along the zone.
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transitional zones, their expanse across, the degree of
distortion of the crystalline lattice in them, and, con-
sequently, their excess energy are distinguished according
to the varieties in relative crystallographic orientation.
The excess energy also causes diversities in the level
adsorptive increase of concentration in the zones. For a
large volume of polycrystalline material, in the absence of
a distinctly manifested uniformity in the orientations of
the crystallites (i.e., in the absence of a highly perfected
texture), the intergranular internal adsorption will display
itself to a greater or smaller degree throughout, and we
can speak of an averaged increase of concentration of the
horophile admixture in the transitional zones as well as of
the averaged value of the "thickness" of the zones and
their excess energy.

The variation in concentration in the transitional
zones, which, generally speaking, may attain high levels,
can considerably change the properties of a solid solution
and the development conditions of the plastic deformation
processes in these zones, depending on the mass of the
crystallites.

"With a change in temperature, the concentration of
the horophile admixture in intergranular transitional
zones, estimated on the average, will vary according to
the variation in solubility, which depends on the tempera-
ture. Sufficiently rapid changes of temperature may cause
the occurrence of supersaturation phenomena of the solid
solution in these zones, and may even cause its decomposi-
tion, despite the fact that for the polycrystalline alloy
as a whole the concentration of this admixture is low and
there remains considerably less solubility with all the
temperature variations considered.

This fact raises even more the importance of inter-
nal adsorption fQr the development of deformation processes.
In investigating the problem on the influence of the
concentration of any alloying element and, in particular,
of a small admixture, we must define more accurately the
formulation of this problem with respect to the horophile
activity of this element. Due to internal adsorption on
various structural nonuniformities, the true distribution of
a given component in the alloy can be found very uneven,
and then the mean concentration, which is calculated for the
entire volume (more accurately, for the entire mass of the
alloy) will not correctly characterize the ability of the
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alloy to resist deformation. This ability will be deter-
mined by what the true concentration in the sectors is,
where plastic deformation begins, and to what extent the
deformation processes in these sectors are localized. To
pass Judgement on the heat resistance of an alloy we must
know the influence of internal adsorption on the distribu-
tion of the concentration of the alloying elements, as well
as the influence of the deformation rate on the localization
degree of deformation at the structural nonuniformities.

7. Experimental Proof of the Phenomena of Intergranular
Internal Adsorption and Its Influence on the

Properties of a Polycrystalline Alloy

Despite the great difficulties of exposing and con-
firmin3 experimentally the intergranular internal adsorp-
tion (which is due to the thinness of the layers where the
variation in the concentration of the dissolved admixtures
occur), we have already accumulated some experimental
material which either directly or indirectly proves the
existence of this phenomenon and makes it possible to make
a number of conclusions on its nature, its variability
under the influence of various factors, and its importance
in the properties of alloys.

Without aiming to give a detailed review of the
oxporimental data in this article, we will enumerate only
the most important ones.

1. An analysis of the surface layer of an inter-
granular fracture of steel containing a small impurity of
molybdenum showing an increased concentration of the
latter by comparison with the average content in the entire
mass of steel (11).

2. An analysis of the surface layer in the specimens
of a platinum-silver alloy hardened from a temperature for
the maximum solubility of silver showing a substantially
increased concentration of silver by comparison with the
moan value of 0.5 percent (12).

3. A great number of observations of intergranular
diffusion; the influence caused by impurities contained in
the alloy in which the diffusion is observed (4,13-19)*.

*See also the article by V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
I. P. Polikarpova, and N. P. Chuprakova in this collection.
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L.f special interest to us in this series of investigations
would appear to be the investigation of the Intergranular
diffusion of silver in a solid solution of palladium in
Iron (20).

4. The dependence of the parameter of a crystalline
attice of a solid solution containing a horophile admix-

,ure on the grain size; this dependence shows that when the
grain breaks down, a portion of the impurity which had
been dissolved in the mass of the grain goes to the newly
formed Intergranular zones (when the grain subsequently
coarsens, it returns into the mass of the grains). The
effect was detected on a number of alloys with copper as
the basic material (21), as well as on Ag-Ti alloys (22).

5. A micro X-ray analysis of polycrystalline solid
solutions (silver and aluminum) showing the enrichment
of the intergranular transitional zones with silver (23).

6. Selective oxidation of small impurities on the
surface of the specimens of a number of solid solutions
(24, 25).

7. A chemical analysis of the products of a micro-
section etching of some polycrystalline alloys (26, 27)
showing that the concentration of certain dissolved im-
purities in the intergranular transitional zones differs
from the mean concentration.

A more detailed review of these data has been
published by one of the authors of this article (4, 8, 10).
It should be noted that the investigations of the inter-
granular diffusion and the influence caused by certain
dissolved admixtures, -as well as the investigation of the
parameter of the lattice as a function of the grain size,
were also conducted on alloys of a heat-resistant type;
they also have confirmed the phenomena of intergranular
internal adsorption. These investigations are described
by the articles in this collection*.

In addition, there is experimental proof of the
assumption expressed by one of us on the possibility of

*See the articles by V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
I. P. Polikarpova, N. P. Chuprakova, as well as those by
B. I. Arkharov and A. A. Pen'tina.
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internal adsorption on thinner structural nonuniformities,
-- that is, on the conjunctions ("boundaries") of the
mosaic lumps of the crystallites (28, 29); obviously, such
phenomena may occur on structural nonuniformities which
originate in the crystals of supersaturated solid solutions
in the process of their breakdown (4, 23, 30-33). This
phenomenon may be of particular importance in the formation
of heat-resistant properties in alloys*.

II. The Importance of Structural and Concentration
Nonuniformities for the Heat Resistance of Alloys

1. The Basic Idea of a Plan to Increase the
Heat of Alloys -- Using the Internal

Adsorption of Small Impurities

In the light of the general ideas stated, and as a
result of their comparison and coordination, there came
into being the basic idea for possible ways of increasing
the heat resistance of alloys used as ground work con-
ducted in the Institute of Physics of Metals of the Academy
of Sciences USSR (AN SSSR), Ural Branch; this work is
described in the contents of the articles in this collect-
ion. The idea can be formulated in the following funda-
mentals.

1. Plastic deformation in a polycrystalline system
originates, as a rule, mainly on the boundaries of
crystallites (in the intergranular transitional zones).
Since at high temperatures hardening caused by plastic
deformation is directly followed by resoftening, the
plastic deformation processes (at stresses not too high,
i.e., at slow deformation) localize in the boundary zones
and do not propagate into the mass of the crystallites.

2. Intergranular transitional zones are regions of
substantial distortion in a lattice, even when the entire
polycrystalline body is in an unstressed state. The pe-
culiar effect of internal adsorption occurs in them as the
result of the excess energy; it is similar to the Gibbs
effect on the interface of phases (Gibbs phase rule) and
may lead to a substantial variation in the chemical compo-
sition as compared to the mean composition of the entire

*See the article by V. I. Arkharov in this collection.
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alloy.

As for the variation in the composition, it changes
the properties of the solid solution, and in particular,
the ability to resist the development of plastic deforma-
tion processes. Thus, it will appear that the properties
of the solid solution are changed in the boundary zones
of the crystallites, i.e., in the sites where the plastic
deformation processes are principally localized.

3. With the rise in temperature, the elementary
processes of plastic deformation become smaller in size,
and they approach the elementary act of diffusion: dis-
placive plastic deformation gradually (with the rise in
temperature) "degenerates" into diffusion ductility*.
Heat resistance is thus associated with the diffusion mobility
of atoms in a solid solution, where the diffusion phenomena
are of preferential importance in those regions of the solid
solution which are adjacent to the structural heterogeneity,
particularly, in the regions adjacent to the boundaries
between crystallites, that is, in the intergranular transi-
tion zones.

The main factor which determines the diffusion mobility
of atoms in a crystalline lattice are the interatomic bond
forces. However, this factor alone is insufficient for heat
r-sisTance. The heat resistance of an alloy of a given
chemical composition depends, in addition to it, on a certain
content of structural nonuniformities in this composition.
In the absence of these nonuniformities, it would become
necessary to increase the interatomic bond forces so as to
completely prevent the nucleation of an elementary act of
plastic deformation, since cvery act which originates in an
undistorted lattice develops on a macroscopic scale in view
of the fact that there are no obstacles to its propagation.
The presence of structural nonuniformities makes this condi-
tion (dependence) unnecessary and permits it to be replaced
by a condition of maximum possible intensification of inter-
atomic bonds by means of selecting the corresponding basic
components.

*This does not exclude the fundamental possibility of dis-
placive processes at high temperatures in cases when the
effective stresses are high. However, at slow deformation
(effective stresses being not too high), as the tempera-
ture increases, the displacive processes become smaller to
the degree the effective stresses become lower.
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4. The heat resistance of a solid solution may be
raised by introducing into the alloy such soluble ad-
mixtures which, being horophile and being concentrated
in the distortion regions of the lattice, at the structu-
ral nonuniformitios (primarily -- in the intorgranular
transitional zones), hinder the completion of the
diffusion (to be more exact -- the self-diffusion) pro-
cesses of which the high-temperature plastic deformation
of the alloy is composed.

5. In the very way the problem of the nature
of heat resistance is generally formulated we can observe
the thorough-diversity of structural nonuniformities in
the alloy: beginning with the most sharply pronounced
nonuniformities on the conjunctions of the crystallites
(i.e., intergranular transitional zones); proceeding
further to the elements of subcrystallite structure --
including the intragranular finely dispersed inclusions
of crystalline particles of extraneous phases, the inter-
lump zones of mosaic, slippage traces, the boundaries
of twin crystals, the "pre-transitional" density regions
of concentration in supersaturated solid solutions (at
their initial stages of aging), the regions of nonuniformity
in concentration in unsaturated solid solutions, and,
finally, the surroundings of individual dislocations of
the lattice of various sizes; and continuing down to the
hole in the lattice, the atom wedged in the interstice or
the foreign atom which replaces the basic component atom
in the node of the lattice.

The above presentations on the localization of the
processes of plastic deformation, on the reduction of
them (at an increased temperature) to diffusion processes,
and on internal adsorption and its influence on the self-
diffusional mobility of atoms in regions adjoining the
structural nonuniformity are valid to one degree or
another with respect to the structural nonuniformity of
each type. From this position we face the construction
of the theory of heat resistance in the most general way.

6. Proceeding to more specific aspects of the
problem as applied to various types and groups of alloys,
i.e., to each "basic" chemical composition of alloys, we
must examine a number of detailed factors, pertaining to
which, are:

(a) the interatomic bond which determines the
diffusional mobility (in this case we must consider the
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dependence of the interatomic bond on both the concentra-
tion and composition of the solid solution; at the site
of nucleation and localized development of the diffusion
plasticity both concentration and composition may differ
from those of the alloy as a whole);

(b) the optimum dispersion degree of the structural
nonuniformities at which the inhibiting effect of these
nonuniformities on the development of the plastic deforma-
tion processes is evident (for alloys of various types,
tnis dispersiveness may be attained at a different stage
of heterogeneity);

(c) the degree of the horophile activity of
various components of the solid solution (in this case
we must consider a possible difference in this degree with
respect to the structural nonuniformities of various
scales and dispersiveness, a possibility of "competition"
of various horophilo admixtures present at the same time
in the solid solution as well as the dependence of the
results of this competition on the absolute and relative
amount (concentration) of the competing horophile admix-
tures in the solid solution).

7. In order to ease the approach to the problem
of experimental investigation of the questions set forth,
and to verify the expressed hypothesis on the nature of
heat resistance, it is sensible to narrow somewhat the
general problem in the first phase of the study, and in-
vestigate, first of all, the localization phenomena of
plastic deformation, its diffusional nature, and internal
adsorption applicable to more sharply pronounced structural
nonuniformities, such as intergranular transitional zones.

In addition to the general importance of such an
investigation for the creation of a general theory of
heat resistance, there can also be a more immediate
problem -- that of finding methods for additional alloying
of heat-resistant alloys in order to give them increased
heat resistance by means of horophile admixtures.

In formulating the problem this way, we take as
a base an alloy with a chemical composition which already
provides a sufficiently high level of heat resistance
within the crystallite; the horophile admixture which
works (by means of adsorption) in the intergranular transi-
tional zones raises the heat resistance of the alloy to a
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level exceeding that attained in this chemical composition
of the alloy (without the horophile admixture).

8. Parallel to the importance that the investiga-
tion of the influence of internal adsorption on plastic
deformation may have for finding ways of improving the
heat resistance of alloys, this investigation may also
have another value. It may bring to light the reasons for
the difference in the heat resistance of alloys of an
identical composition in basic alloying elements but con-
taining various small impurities unaccountable for by
chemical analysis, which are capable, as previously stated,
of exerting a strong influence on the heat resistance,
when these unaccountable impurities are horophile active.
Obviously, the differences in the heat-resistant properties
will not be equally evident in the various states of these
alloys after these have undergone different treatments,
since the internal adsorption will in this case be rezlized
to an unequal degree.

The presence of certain unaccounted. for strongly
horophile impurities in the alloy may paralyze the effect
of the admixtures introduced on purpose in the composi-
tion of the alloy, calculating on their being horophile,
while they "cannot compete" with the more horophile im-
purities that cannot be accounted for.

From this viewpoint we are able to plan ways of
exposing similar cases capable of creating the false
impression of a negative result in the tests by using
certain alloying admixtures, the useful effect of which
could not be brought out because of their being overlapped
by the adsorption influence of other unaccounted for
impurities, while, eliminating the latter from the tested
composition, a positive result may be obtained.

These considerations point to the necessity of
detailing the chemical analysis of alloys for a greater
number of admixtures and also of setting up analysis on
the horophile activity of a number of admixtures which can
possibly be used for one or another category of alloys.

In addition to the factor of horophile activity
which determines the true and uneven distribution of the
concentration of the alloying elements in the alloy in
accordance with the given nature of distribution of
structural nonuniformities in it (the sizes and shape of
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the crystallites, the micro- and submicroscopic inclusions
of other phases, the nature of the mosaic substructure,
the pre-transitional heterogeneity, etc.), to evaluate
the heat resistance of an alloy, we must define still
more accurately the deformation rate and the magnitude of
effective stresses*.

Alloys may have a high heat resistance at low
deformation rates due to a favorable distribution of con-
centration Which paralyzes the development of localized
processes of diffusional ductility. At the same time
these alloys may show a low heat resistance at a high rate
of deformation, since they have no sufficient resistance
to the development of displacive processes of plastic
deformation which propagate into the crystallites.

In accordance with all examined aspects of the
phenomenon of high-temperature plastic deformation of
alloys, there is reason to assume that internal adsorption
may be of the greatest importance, primarily for slow-
moving deformation processes (creep).

2. The Works of the Institute of Physics of Metals
of the Academy of Sciences USSR (AN SSSR),
Ural Branch, on the Study of the Problem

of Heat Resistance

Some experimental investigations along the above
lines were conducted in the laboratories for mechanical
properties of materials and diffusion of the Institute of
Physics of Metals of the Academy of Sciencea USSR (AN
SSSR), Ural Branch. The contents and results of these
investigations are set forth in the articles of this
collection.

The following are the basic divisions of these
complex investigations:

A. Measurements of creep in austenitic alloys
having a ferrum-chromium-nickel base and small dissolved
impurities of certain elements, and also of aluminum
alloys with small concentrations of alloying elements;

*See the article by V. A. Pavlov, E. S. Yakovleva, and
M. V. Yakutovich in this collection.
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B. Measurements of relaxation of stresses at
high-temperature elongation of austenitic alloys having the
same compositions as those tested for creep*;

C. The investigation of the diffusional mobility
of nickel in the intergranular transitional zones in the
same austenitic alloys by means of analyzing the unevenness
(of intergranular nature) of the frontal diffusion of
nickel in these alloys, on the unevenness of diffusion (the
procedure is described in article 34). Parallel to this
there were also conducted auxiliary investigations
(measurement of continued hardness, measurement of uneven-
ness in the distribution of plastic deformation in the
microstructure of polycrystalline alloys, determination of
intergranular internal adsorption in the same austenitic
alloys using the method of measuring the parameter of the
crystal lattice with the variation in the dimensions of the
crystallites, and others).

One general explanation, important in principle,
must be made with respect to the materials selected for
the investigation in the works on heat resistance conducted
by the Institute of Physics of Metals Academy of Sciences,
Ural Branch (IFM UFAN). Basically, these materials are
single-phase solid solutions: either ferrum-chromium-
nickel austenite with small dissolved impurities or
aluminum with small dissolved Impurities.

We consider that an alloy attains its greatest
possible heat resistance at a certain (specific for each
alloy) degree of heterogeneity in structure: this still
does not imply that every heat-resistant alloy must be
heterophase. A detailed study of this question is given
in other articles (4)**. We must then note here, that the
phenomena of nucleation, development, and deceleration of
the elementary acts of plastic deformation take place in
the regions of the crystalline lattice adjoining the
structural nonuniformities at any degree of heterogeneity
of the alloy (including also cases with heterophase
materials). In these regions there are distortions of the

*The test methods are described in the article by V S.
Averkiyev, G. I. Kolesnikov, A. I. Moiseyev, and
M. V. Yakutovich in this collection.
**In addition, see the article by V. I. Arkharov in this
collection.
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lattice and nonuniformities in the chemical composition.
But these regions pertain to the solid solution, and the
analysis of the phenomena of high-temperature deformation
in heat-resistant alloys inevitably loads to the examina-
tion of the elementary processes which take place in the
regions of the single-phase solid solution. Therefore,
in order to investigate high-temperature deformation, tests
must be conducted using polycrystalline single-phase solid
solutions where the structural nonuniformities are the
intergranular conjunctions ("boundaries"). These nonuni-
formities are of the same type and are more clearly pro-
nounced; in those alloys, therefore, it is most easy to
study high-temperature deformation as well as the influence
of structural and chemical nonuniformities in the crystal
on the deformation. The notions obtained can further be
oxtended to cover alloys with more complex nonuniformitios,
ablQ to provide an optimum heat resistance. The selection
of material in our investigations was thus specified by
the problem of such a "model study" of the basic phenomena
of high-temperature deformation, at which the study of
these phenomena would be most simple, though the materials
selected are, of course, not heat-resistant. Molybdenum,
tungsten, titanium, and niobium, introduced into the
alloys either individually or in combinations, were used
as admixtures. The alloys were melted in sufficiently
large quantities that they could be investigated using
various methods in accordance with those indicated in the
sections.

The results obtained from the various parts of
the whole, complex investigation are summarized at the
conclusion of each article of this collection. From this
summary we may draw the following general conclusions.

1. The investigations of intergranular diffusion
of nickel in ferrum-chromium-nickel austenitic alloys
with additions of certain elements, as well as the in-
vestigations of the variations in the parameter of the
crystal lattice of these alloys during the variation of
the grain size, show that such admixtures as molybdenum,
tungsten, niobium, titanium, aluminum, and boron dissolved
in solid solutions of ferrum-chromium-nickel are horophile
(positively active with respect to intergranular internal
adsorption).
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2. The deformation has a tendency to localize in
intergranular transitional zones at creep with low defor-
mation rates.

3. High-tomporaturo plastic deformation at creep and
rellxation of stresses is accomplished basically by the
mechanism of diffusion ductility*.

4. Intergranular internal adsorption of the in-
vestigated horophile admixtures affects the diffusion mo-
bility of the basic components (in any case -- of nickel)
in the intergranular transitional zones..

5. The observed influence of the small dissolved
impurities on the ability of the alloys to resist high-
temperature deformation in creep with small stresses** and
during the relaxation of stresses*** can be explained on the
basis of our hypothesis that the localization of deformation
is the determining factor of the heat resistance in alloys
and of the internal adsorption of impurities on the
intergranular boundaries; these experimental data thus
confirm our hypothesis (taking into account the role of the
deformation rate).

6. The role of the processes which develop in the
mass of each crystallite substantially increases at high
deformation rates, and the role of the structural and
concentration nonuniformities which localize in the inter-
granular transitional zones accordingly decreases; these
experimental data determine the range of conditions of
deformation within which the hypothesis expressed is of
consequence.

7. There is a possibility of considerably expanding
the applicability of the above hypothesis -- by means of
oxtending the basic conceptions of both localization of
deformation and internal adsorption -- from the most crude

*See the articles in this collection by G. N. Kolesnikov
and A. I. Moiseyev, as well as those by V. S. Averkiyev,
G. N. Kolesnikov, A. I. Moiseyev, and M. V. Yakutovich.
**See the article in this collection by V. A. Pavlov,
E. S. Yakovleva and M. V. Yakutovich.
***See the article in this collection by V. I. Arkharov,
S. I. Ivanovskaya, G. N. Kolesnikov, and A. I. Moiseyev.
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structural nonuniformities of the intergranular transitional
zones to the finer nonuniformities of subcrystallite
structure; in particular, to the mosaic constitution of the
crystallites and to the "pre-transitional" formations of
the decomposing supersaturated solid solution. These
considerations map out a program for further studies on
the improvement of the theory of heat resistance.

8. On the basis of both the results of the experi-
mental studies cited in the articles of this collection
and the general theoretical considerations cited here and
in the last article of the collection -- and considering
also the results of the studies made by other scientific
teams working on the development of other aspects of the
general theory of heat resistance -- it seems that we are
in a position at this phase of our work to point out in
a very general way the conditions which determine the heat
resistance of an alloy. These are as follows:

(a) an optimum degree of structural nonuniformity
created in the alloy of a given composition by means of
both heat treatments and mechanical treatments;

(b) an optimum unevenness in the distribution of
concentration of components at these structural nonuni-
formities created (on the basis of utilizing the phenomena
of internal adsorption broadly recognized as the result of
compensation of energy nonuniformities of any type and size
by means of uneven concentrations);

(c) a conformity of thus created structural and
chemical unevenness to the conditions of distribution of
acting stresses over the volume of the alloy (to the
nature of the mechanical service conditions of the material);

(d) sufficient time stability of the structural
and chemical unevenness thus created in the alloy.

The most primary condition is the selection of
components of the alloys both qualitatively and quantita-
tively so as to ensure a sufficiently strong interatomic
bond in the localization region of the deformation processes,
as well as in the other parts of the alloy, in accordance
with the level of the acting stresses.
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The Investigation of Irregularities in Frontal
Diffusion of Nickel in Polycrystalline Ferrum-

Chromium-Nickel Alloys

By V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
I. P. Polikarpova, and N. P. Chuprakova

The basic scientific idea from which we proceeded
in setting up this investigation is rooted in the fact that
the processes of plastic deformation in a polycrystalline
material at high temperatures develop primarily in the
boundary zones of the crystallites (in the zones adjoining
the intergranular boundaries). These processes are com-
posed of elementary processes similar in scale to the
elementary diffusion acts in a crystal lattice.

In this connection, there occurs a notion that heat
resistance is related to the diffusional mobility of atoms
in the boundary zones where the solid solution has an
increased alloying ability due to internal adsorption (1)*.
Hence arises the'necessity of investigating the diffusion
processes in alloys; particularly, the nature of diffusion
of the alloying elements. For the object of study of
ferrum-chromium-nickel. alloys we selected chromium, nickel,
cobalt, and manganese as the alloying elements.

In view of the fact that a direct study of the
diffusion processes in very thin boundary layers (of the
order of 100-1000 A) is extremely difficult, we have
attempted to study the processes of diffusion by a method
that investigates the frontal diffusion, I.e., the diffusion
moving with its leading edge through a great number of
crystallites and intergranular zones.

The investigation of the metallographic pattern
of a number of elements (such as nickel, chromium, cobalt,
manganese, etc.) diffused in austonitic ferrum-chromium-
nickel alloys has shown that it is possible to develop

*See also the article by V. I. Arkharov and M. V.
Yakutovich in this collection.
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metallographically only the diffusion of nickel and cobalt,
since only in these cases did we obeerve formations of
narrow edges along the grain boundaries of the austenite,
apparently of the solid solution enriched by the diffusible
element (2, 3, 4).

In the diffusion of chromium and manganese, an even
diffusion front was observed.

The fact that chromium and manganese diffuse at
the same rate through both the mass of the grain and the
boundary regions, while nickel and cobalt diffuse pre-
dominantly along the grain boundaries, points to the un-
equal activity of different elements (at their diffusion)
with respect to the grain boundaries of austenito.

Since nickel has produced a more distinct metallo-
graphic pattern of preferential diffusion along the
Intergranular boundaries forming clearly pronounced
projected points (edges) of the diffusion front, our fur-
ther attention was concentrated on the study of the frontal
diffusion of nickel in various austenitic alloys.

It was of primary importance to clear up the
question of how the admixture of elements which may be
regarded surface-active* affects the diffusional mobility
of the atoms of nickel.

A considerable part of the study Is therefore de-
voted to the problem of the influence of additions of
molybdenum, titanium, niobium, aluminum, tungsten, and
boron on the diffusional mobility of nickel along the
grain boundaries.

I. The Metallographic Analysis of the Diffusion
of Nickel in Ferrum-Chromium-Nickel Alloys

1. The Composition of the Tested Alloys

*By analogy with the phenomenon of the change in the rate
of diffusion of silver along the grain boundaries in
copper alloys under the influence of small admixtures of
beryllium (5), as well as with the deceleration in the
diffusion of nickel in alloys of iron with a small ad-
mixture of molybdenum or boron as compared to the
diffusion of nickel in iron (4).
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The investigation was conducted on ferrum-chromium-
nickel monophase austenitic alloys containing 20 or 40
percent Cr and 10 to 40 percent Ni with some of the follow-
ing admixtures: 0.24 - 5.0 percent Mo; 0.01 - 1.9 percent
Ti; 0.25 - 2.0 percent Nb; 0.13 - 1.0 percent Al; 0.20 -
4.0 percent W; 0.01 - 0.05 percent B.

In addition, tests were run on ferrum-chromium-
nickel austenitic alloys with 20 percent Cr and 20 percent
Ni containing admixtures of two elements:

(1) niobium (0.5 percent) and titanium (0.1 - 0.6
percent);

(2) niobium (0.4 - 0.5 percent) and molybdenum
(0.2 - 1.43 percent);

(3) aluminum (0;5 percent) and titanium (0.2 and
0.8 percent); and

(4) aluminum (0.05 and 0.5 percent) and niobium
(0.3 and 1.0 percent).

The content of base elements in the investigated
alloys is given in Table 1.

These alloys were melted primarily in the Labora-
tory of Precision Alloys of the Institute of Physics of
Metals of the Academy of Sciences USSR, Ural Branch; some
of them were melted in the Central Scientific Research
Institute for Ferrous Metals.

2. The Technique of Investigation and Testing
Conditions

The specimens of the investigated alloys, 10 mm
thick, were cut from forged rods which, as a rule, were
subjected to a preliminary treatment: heating to 12500,
holding for 1 hour, and quenching in water. At one end
of the specimen, two to four hollows (2.2 - 2.5 mm in
diameter and 9 mm deep) were drilled. The hollows were
etched for about 10 to 15 minutes with aqua regia in order
to remove the surface layer which had been deformed during
the mechanical treatment; they were then washed with
water, then with alcohol, and were thoroughly dried in a
blast of air; they were then filled with the powder of
the metal designed for diffusion in this test.

Nickel was employed in the form of file dust ob-
tained by means of a thin barette file from an electrode
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nickel plate. Electrolytic types of chromium and manganese
were used, and the cobalt was made by reduction from
hydroxide at the plant. These elements were ground to a
fine powder in an agate mortar. The holes of the hollows
were clogged up with iron plugs. The specimens were then
subjected to heating In the following variants: 7500 and
holding for 50 -.100 hours; 8500 and holding for 16 hours;
9500 and holding for 8 hours; 11000 and holding for 2 hours;
and 12500 and holding for 1 hour. This was followed by
quenching in water. The polished section was made on the
cross-sectional plane of the specimen through the hollows
filled with nickel on the side opposite the plugs. The
results of the microscopic investigations are given in
Figures 1 - 8.

In most of the cases, the microsections were etched
with a reagent consisting of a mixture: four g CuS04,
20 cm3 HC1, and 20 cm3 H20 (Figures 1 - 4,h); in some
cases, the reagents used were either a solution of picric
and hydrochloric acids in alcohol (Figure 4,1) or aqua
regia [l : 3] (Figure 5,c).
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r Table 1

The Content of the Basic Elements in the
Investigated Allays

Conventional a 0.,
brand of 0 H 0o •loy* a) 0
0* 0 ' ' b

10 z H ZL9°

Alloys without admixtures
11 'r29Nill o091,705 20.35

Cr2ON1IO oW09 t9,5o 1 10-
S1I 2t:10 20,3o0 - - -

a Cr2ONi20 0,025 19,95, 20,001 - -6j Crgt2O 1 O,064 19,731 2D,70 - -

7 Or20t '5 0,023 20,24 34,92 - -
8 Cr2ON140 0,0 CZ20,04 39,85 - -
9 Orl8Ni39 0,06 17,701 39,40 - -
10 Cr38Ni37 0, 10 38,50 372 -
11 zr2ON180 - 19,52 79.86 -

Alloys with an admixture of molybdenum
12 Crl9NI2oMO.2 0,048 19,22 20,1 0,24 -. . . .
13 Cr2ONi2OMoO.7 0.03f 20. 20,0 0,65 -_
141Cr2ONI2OMOi.2 0,0120,4 20,32 1,20 --.
15 1Cr21NilOMol 0,05 20,90 10,20 0,90 - - -

15 1Cr16NilOMol 0,02 16,10 OO 1,00. -- .
17' Crl8NilOMo2 0,04 I7,5 10.00 2,10 -- _18 n1r2ONilo0o3 0,1t'2,30, 9,80 2,59-- - -19 Orl8Ni2OMo3 0,04 118,20 19,70 2,97 -- -20 Cr2ONillMo4 0,08 19,861 10,80 4,07 - -21 1Cr2ONil6Mo4 0,077 20 i• 16,40 4,20 -- -
22 fr2ONIlOMo5 0,23 19,59 10,3 5,49 -- - -
23 Crl9Ni2OMoO.2 ma048I n9,22t 20,01 0,24_ - -

*Cr -- chromium; Ni -- nickel; Mo -- molybdenum; Ti
titanium; W-- tungsten; Nb -- niobium; Al -- aluminum;

LB- boron.
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F Table 1 (continued)

f-0
'-- 4

S Conventional ' 0 1W Mq W4

brand of- 4

* alloy 0 0 z

24 Cr2ONi2OMoO.6 0,031 20.10 20.20 0,65 -- - - -

25 Cr2ON12OMol.2 O,0I 20,48 20.30 1,20 - - - -

26 Cr20Ni20Mo4.7 0,064 19,47 19,98 4,65 - - -

27 Crl8Ni2OMo5 0,05 18,41 19.97 5,00 - - - -

2;• Cr20Ni36Mol 0,028 20.27 3., 1,30 - - - -

29 CrlTNi4OMo3 0,08 17,20 40 2,84 - - - - -
30CGr20Ni39Mo3 0,05 20,35 38.90 2,56 - - -
31 Cr38Ni39Mo2 0,.11 37,50 38, 1,85 - - - -

32 Crl9Ni37Mo3 0,043 18,60 37. 0,25 - - -- -

Alloys with an admixture of titanium
31 Cr2ONi2OTiO.Ol 0,026 19,59 19,8 - 0,01 - - --
31 Cr2ONil8TiO.l 0,024 20,251 18,45 - 0,09 - - -
3q Cr2ONI2OTiO.4 0.05 20.15 20,38 - 0,37 - - -

'AH CrN,•.•Sl:• :5o214 - 0.42 - - -
0,05 20,95 20,45 - 1,47 - -.

3' COrl9NI36TIO.2 0.063 18,50 36,43 - 0,24 - -..
3 Cr2ONi36TIO. 5 0,068 20,00 35,76 - 0,50 - - - -

Cr21NI4TiO.l 0,06 21,24 40,11 - 0,08 -. . .
4 Or i4OTi.3 0,05 20,56,2 - - - - -

4 Cr2Ni4OTiO.6 0,06 2t,04 39,R - 0,57 - - --

Alloys with an admixture of niobium
4 Cr20Nil9NbO. 3 0,02 9, 18,2 - - 0,25 - - -

4 Or2ONi21NbO.5 0 9, 20,62 - - 0,•0 - -

45 Crl9Ni2ONbO.5 0,03t 8, 19,61 - -- 0,47 - - -

46 Crl9Ni2ONbl.O 0,05 19,1 19,96 - - t,10 - - -

47 Crl9Ni2ONb2 0,0 190, 20,2 - - 2,02 - - -
48 Cr2ONi36NbO.2 0, 19,87 3,0 - - 0,20 - - -

L4.9 Cr2ONi36NbO.5 0,065 19,55 35," - - 0o,5t - -_
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F Table 1 (continued)

Conventional 2
brand of 0 It 4

alloy A H W4 4 M

Alloys with an admixture of aluminum

50scUA2C.NI2C'AlOl oM. 2o,20o 19,85 - - -0,3

51•jCr9N'•2&U•oo 5 0036: 0,45 19,70- - - 0.,4
52 iCr2ON12O0l 0:033~ 20.481 20,00 - - I - ,00

Alloys with an admixture of tungsten

5? ~iCrl9NI2OWO.2 10,040119.482001 - - 0,20
4rl9NI2OW.26 0,04119,02 19,96i - - --

-~~~~~ I~1~2W.61,4 9~. - 128
55 Crl9Ni2OW2.8 0 184 Jg,91 -2-

56 Crl8NilWi t7,50110, 5O, - 0,80
5 Crl8NilW2 0. 1 18:20 10,50 - - -,80

58 ICrlgNilOW4 00,0 18 ,40 - - 3,80 -

59 Cr2ONI2lW. 0,07 ' 1 .971 21,10 - -- 0,98

Alloys with an admixture of boron

60';Cr2lNi2OBO.05 0.( 20,50,,20,45) - -0-1-

61Cr2ONI25BO.05 0,(AI 2U.3 25, i 0,047
6 23 O20Ni4OBO.O3.05 :0,05 20.45 40 .111 -,047

64 Cr2ON4OBO. 0l o,(-z ;r, " ,5 -- Uol
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F Table 1 (conclusion) -1

. .. . ....- . .. - - - .. ..

Conventional
brand of P4 W

7.alloy U 0 0 ,4 -

Alloys with admixtures of molybdenum and niobium

65 Cr29Ni21NbO.4MoO.2 0,037 19,97 20,56 0,17 - 0,40! -
661 Cr2ONi2ONbO.5MOO.7 0,0306 19,75 20,24- 0,70 - 0,5t -

67 Cr2ONi2lNbO.4Mol.4 .Q0,23ji 2D,29J 21.04f 1,43 J- j0 :401-

Alloys with admixtures of titanium and niobium

68 Crl9NI2ONbO.5T10.l 0,045 19,z20 19,961- 0.1t 0,48 - j
69 Gr21Ni2MlO.5TI0.2 o0,021, 19,65 20,2 -- 0,23 0,50 -
70 Crl9Ni2lNbO.5TIO.6 0,2 18 .95j 2D,9t- 0,8000,49 - I

Alloys with admixtures of titanium and aluminum

71 Cr21NiOAlO.5TiM 0,0 2102,11,6 05
72 Cr2lNi2OAlO. 5TIO.8 011 2t02 06 05

Alloys with admnixtures of niobium and aluminum

73 Cr2ONIil9AlO.514bO.3 0,0371 20:2 1 188f - 1 029 0521 1
74 Or2ONi2OAlO.6Nbl.o j 0,037 29,0 19:7 1j - j 0,98 0,:63

The ring-shaped diffusion zones obtained around the
holes filled with nickel were examined microscopically;
that is the shape of the diffusion front was examined and
the thickness of the diffusion zones was measured by means
of a preliminary calibrated ocular ruler. An examination
was then made of the microstructure of these zones.

In addition, the microhardness of the diffusion zone
•s measured on some specimens by the PMT-3 instrument. J
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The characteristic pattern of the microstructure
of the diffusion zone obtained at 8500 is that the con-
tlnuation of the "compact" layer is composed of very fine,
1•-. veins alone the grain boundaries (Figure la-e)
ar'e quite different from the pro ections of the diffusion
front formed at ll000 (Figure 4b) and, all the more, at -

12500 (Figure 5b).

At a temperature of 8500, very thin projections
form in all examined austenitic alloys either with or

t.0itOut, specially introduced admixtures. Thus, for in-
starcLe, Figure 1 gives a microstructure of the diffusional
zone in an alloy with titanium; Figure lbc in alloys with
molybdenwn; Figure ld in alloys with niobium.

The sharp difference between the pattern of the
diffuslonal front obtained at 7500 (Figure 2) and 8500
(Figure 1) as compared to the one obtained at 11000 and
12-0° indicates that at lower temperatures the diffusion
rate of nickel along the boundaries is very much increased,
while the '"lateral" diffusion (from the boundary zone in
the cross-sectional direction deep down the grain) is rather
Insignifiaant.

Consequently, at temperatures of 7500 to 8500 the
diffusion of nickel takes place apparently in a very narrow
boundary zone, and the penetration depth of the projections
of the diffusional front revealed by etching along the
boundaries Is greater than the depth revealed after heat-
ing at much higher temperatures.

Provisional measurements were made by us at a 154X
m•<•.nification of the very thin and long projections formed
at the diffusion temperature of 750 - 8500 along the
bofuiidaries. The actual diffusion of nickel along the
7rain boundaries extends much further -- in the form of a
fine net, distinct at great magnifications.

As a result of the diffusing of nickel at a tempera-.
ture of 9500 for eight hours (Figure 3), the microstructure
of the diffusional zone differs somewhat from that ob-
served at 850 and 11000.

The characteristic feature of the diffusion zone
obtained at 9500 is an uneven border of the "compact"
layer; that is, this layer forms short and wide projections
AIn the regions within the grain which are removed from the
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adat the same time for'ns projections along.ý, n ?rtee(Figure 3a-c). ~3uch difl'uslon&J. project-
S omnetimes also observed alone, thie boundaries of'

t-, t~tn crYSt4.:la (FIgures 2 and 7Jd).

- ~At temperatures ran.zJng from 750 to 9500 the diffu--
si.on of nickel thu.s takes place not only slong the bound-
aries of the crystaliite8, where the distortions In the
cr'rztal lattice are -rat bu l~ao along the twin crystal

c:~ieswhere there are conisiderabl-y fewer distortions
ci~n~crystal lattlice than at the bount,3aries off the
r~rUTlyoriented crys~tallites.

?iTUr'-e 3. Diffusion temperatures 9500; holding time 8
ucrs(U3). (a) alloy type Cr20~i~lbO.5; (b) alloy

*type Cr2OM3MMoO.3, (a) alloy type Cr2M~258O.O5;
t)alloy type Cr=lN4OTIO0.3 2J
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layer" At a 11000 diffusion temperature the "compact
aer appears more bright and uniform.

At a 12500 temperature all examined austenitic
alloys, either with or without admixtures, have a diffu-
sional front without a distinctly pronounced boundary.
ThIs makes it possible to draw the conclusion that at
12500 the rates of diffusion of nickel along the grain
boundaries and through the grains become evened out, and
wa observe a diffusional zone with either an even front
(Fisure 5a) or with a front in which rare, individual,
wide, and washed-out projections may be detected (Figure
5b).

The best etchant for exposing the diffusion layer
turned out a reagent consisting of a mixture of four cm3

CuSO4, 20 cm3 of HRl, and 20 om3 H20. This reagent etches
distinctly the diffusion layer, producing a dark consti-
tuent on a light background (see, for instance, Figure

Obviously, the light background corresponds to the
solid solution with a high concentration of nickel as con-
firmed by the roentgenographic investigations described
below.

L -J
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4. The Results of Determining the -F-Mlicrohardness of the Diffusion
Layer

The specimens of two alloys were taken in order to
determine the miorohardness of the diffusion layer. A
Crl9NIll specimen (Table 1, alloy 2) was examined after a
diffusion at 11000 and a prolonged holding for 12 hours.

The specimens of the Cr2ONi36Mol alloy (Table 1,
alloy 28) were examined after heatings at 850, 950, 1100,
and 12500 temperatures and 16, eight, two and one hour
holding times, respectively, and quenching in water.

The microhardneas of the diffusion zone was measur-
ed on the PMT-3 Instrument at a P = 50-g load and at a
485 magnification.

The microhardness measurement results, each of
which were obtained as an arithmetical mean of many mea-
surements, are given In Table 2.

Table 2

The microhardness of the specimens after nickel
had been diffused Into them

Microhardness values

Crl9Nill Cr20NI36Mol alloy
alloy after heating

The region measured after at °O temperatures
heatin% at - I

110ou 850 950 1100 1250

Austenite grain (specimen
metal) 100 104 112 104 104

Diffusional zone:
Compact layer of

diffusion zone 72 : 76 68 721 69 97
Projections along the

boundary 60 : 67 - .
Electrolytic nickel
L (before grinding) 65 - - "
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Fb As we can see from Table 2, the microhardness of I
o th the compact layer and the projections along the

boundaries of the crystallites in the diff,ional zone is
intermedi:Lte between that of the specimen metal and that
of metallic nickel. At the diffuaion o! nickel in an
austenitlc chromium-nickel alloy (at temperatures rangin-g
from 850 to 11000), the concentration of nickel in the
sol id solution of the diffusional zone increases. As a
result, the microhardness becomes reduced as compared to
tho initial solid solution. At a diffusional tempera-
tare of 12500, the mierohardness of the diffuslcnal zone
axpproaches the magnitude of that specific for the initial
metal. Obviously, at 12500, the diffusion of nickel pro-
oepda more intensively over the entire front, creating a

s:•o.r ýoioentratlon gradient of nickel in the solid
solution as compared to the diffusion at temperatures
rarSi ng from 350 to 11000. The microhardness at the pro-
Jtc'Ion regions alcri the grain boundaries makes it
possible to assume that the projections represent the so-
lid golution of a considerably Increased concentration of
nikel, as opposed to its concentration in the austenite
of the initial metal.

It should be noted that the measurement of the
microbardness of the projections of the diffusional front
offered certain difficulties, on account of its rather
narrow area of the measurement regions. This explains
the fact that two microhardness values for the projections
(60 : 67) and two for the diffusion zone (72 : 76) are
given in Table 2; these values are arithmetical means of
8 and 15 measurements, respectively.

5. Examination Results of the Diffusion Zone
Obtained by lfggnetia Metallography !'ethod

In order to make a more detailed examination of the
d8ffusional zone formed at the diffusion of nickel into
f -ram-ohromium-nickel austenitic alloys, we employed the
mEz.Id of magnetic metallography (N. I. Yeremin, Central
Soientific Research Institute of Heavy Machinery,
TsN1)T'ash, Moscow).

this method is carried out by means of applying a
mz.unetic emulsion to the polished section.

We took a specimen of the Crl9Nill alloy (Table 1,
lalloy 2) wIth the intergranular diffusion of nickel
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distinctly pronounced on the _.Acrostructure of the
polished section (Figure !'a). Fig-irec 6 and 7 Ahol the
polished section before and after the application of the
ferroma.jnetlc e-ulpion. As we can see, the magan"t1c
emnulsion precipitates on the diffusional zone (on both
the compact layer and the projections) with the same de-
Zree of intensity. Figures 6b aid 7 show that the Inter-
granular projections of the diffusion front are ferro-
in.%netic.

*.

'I0

..

Figure 6. Area of polished Section I, alloy Crl9NIll,
before the application of the magnetic etmulsion
(a), and after (b) (XIS8).

This confirms our conclusion, based on the results
of metallographic examinations, that the intergranular
projections of the diffusional front represent zones of
Increased concentration of nickel which had become ferro-
ma.,netic as a result of it, as distinct from the non-
mag;netic austenite of the alloy.
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6. Evaluation Method for the Diffusional1 IMobility of Nickel .4long the Grain
Bound ar ie s

It has been established by the examination of the
microitructure that the diffusion zone of nickel consists_
of two parts: a compact layer adjacent to the nickel and
the extension of this layer which consists of branched,
more or less narrow, and lone, projections alone the
boundaries of the crystallites of the saturable basic

The tests have showi that the thickness of tha
diffusional layer and the degree to which the %nterz3ranu-
lar effect" is pronounced depend on the composition '-f the
alloy as well as on the presence of various admixtures in
It. These observations were helpful in finding more con-
crete qualitative characteristics of the diffusion of
nickel. In order to make a comparative evaluation of the
diffusional mobility of nickel atoms in alloys with differ-
ent base elements -- nickel and chromium as well as
different admixtures (molybdenum, titanium, niobium, etc.)
-- we introduced a ratio of the thickness of the portion
of the diffusional layer containing the projections along
the grain boundaries to that of the compact portion of t:.
diffusional layer. This ratio has been called the co-
efficient of diffusional mobility of nickel along the
grain boundaries _. A high value of this ratio charac-
terizes the increased diffusional mobility of nickel atoms
along the grain boundaries (Figure 4b-e) while the tendency
of coefficient a to approach zero means the decrease of
diffusional mobility down to the complete liquidation of
the intergranular effect when a = 0 (Figure 5cd).
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and still more for the specimens of one and the same
alloy.

The coefficient a depends on the degree of distor-
tion In the intergranular zones of the alloy and the de-
, tree of internal adsorption of the impurities. Both of
these depend most strongly on the interrelated orientation
of t:e crystaJltes connected by this zone.

Consequently, the effect of the increased inter-
_a nxlar mobility of nickel evident in the projection of
te d u3uiontl front -aso depends, within a wide range,
oii -nls Intcrrelated orientation. In addUtion, importance
may be att-,ched to the segre6ation of the alloying, ele-
mc•n ,- ,w..ich 2lads to t,.. effect of intargranuiar dif1'u-
!!en beirZ. pronounced In a different degree in various
sectors over the volumne of one and the same specimen.

However, despite the strong fluctuation in the values
o- t4e measured coefficients _ of diffusional mobility,

, •veraging of these values from a sufficiently great
...r....er of measurements made it possible to obtain an idea
o -the ln..•fIenie exerted on the diffusional mobility of
n.ikel b~y the factors soueht (alloying elements, tempera-
"tiure, etc.) in both qualitative and roughly quantitative
*Texns. We will therefore not dwell upon the results of
the numerous measurements, but will confine ourselves to
tho conclusions stated below.

7. T.easurement Results of Diffusional Mobility of
Nickel in the Alloys Under Examination

We have investigated the diffusional front of
nl,- in austenitic alloys (without admixtures) containing

•t~her P0 or 40 percent chromium, where the nickel content
v•-÷• .. f~rom l0, 20 and 40 to 30 percent. The intergranular

.'•et (projections of the diffusional front along the
bc'ndaries of the crystallites) was observed neither in
t4- ( r4ONi40-type alloy (Table 1, alloy 10) nor in that of
Cr:2cN1~o (Table 1, alloy 11).

Thcý intergranular effect was distinctly pronounced
in the CrCN1lO-, Cr2ONi20-, and Cr2ONi40-type alloys.

.. lzAybdsnum, as we know, is particularly exposed to such
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F For example, for one melt series, without admixtures, the
Icoefficlent of diffusional mobility of nickel along the
boundaries came down from values of 1.5 - 2.5 for
Cr2ONilO-type alloys to those of 1.2 - 1.6 for the
Cr21li20-type alloy and to 1.0 - 1.36 for the Crl8N139
type; in the Cr38Ni37- and Cr2ONi80-type alloys the co- -

efficient j was equal to zero.

From the examined additions of molybdenum to the
chromium-nickel austenitic alloys, ranging from 0.24 to
5.0 percent (Table 1, alloys 12-32), the highest additions
of molybdenum at temperatures of 1100 and 12500 reduce most
strongly the diffusional mobility of nickel (Table 3).

Table-3

The diffusional mobility of nickel A in austenitic
alloys with the admixture of some elements

I',Mean value Mean value
v- of the 0 of the

Conventional coefficient H Conventional coefficient
brand of . at brand of j at0.t alloy diffusional ' alloy diffusional

! , temperatures temperatures

8500 11000 8500 11000
510r2Oi0 2 32 35 Cr2ONi2OTIO.4 0.7

13.3Cr20Ni2OI1oO.7 3, 37 Cr21Ni2OTil.9 - 0,o
12! Crl9Ni2OMoO. 2 3,3 43 Cr2ONil9NbO.25 -- 0,
l4CCr20Ni2OMol.2 - 4,8 5 Orl9Ni2ONb0.5 - .7
21 Cr20Nil6Mo4 - 0,4 46 Crl9Ni20obl.0 - 1,1
22 Cr2ONilOMo5 47 Crl9Ni20Nb2 - 1,7
:6 Cr2ONi2OMo4.7 _ 50 Cr2ONi2OAl0.1 2,5 2,2

27 Crl8Ni2OMo5 - 0. 51 Crl9Ni2OAlO.5 (,5 2.1
7.31 Cr2ONi2Oi0.01 _ 2- 8 52 Cr2ONi2OAlOl* 1,7 1,0
34W'.'rONii8TiO 1 2,3

*Tranea-t-r'o snote-: Apparently the decimal has been left
out in the original. _j
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F( The additions of titanium, nioblum, and aluminum-f
F(Table 1, alloys 33-42, 43-49, and 50-52) quite markedly
reduce the diffusional mobility of nickel along the
boundaries within a specific range of concentration and
temperature.

From the examined additions of titanium, 0.01 -
1.9 percent (Table 1, alloys 33-42), the strongest influ-
ence on the shape of the diffusional front of niokel was
exerted by the addition of 1.9 percent Ti at a diffusion-
al temperature of 1lO0; in this case there is no diffu-
sion of nickel whatsoever along the boundaries of the
crystallites. Niobium is most effective when added In
amounts of the order 0.25 - 0.5 percent at a diffusional
temperature ranging from 1100 to 12500; it reduces the
diffusional mobility of nickel along the boundaries. At
considerably lower temperatures (950 - 7500) the diffu-
slonal mobility of nickel increases in the indicated alloys.

On the other hand, the most effectively acting
addition of aluminum (0.5 percent) strongly reduces the
diffusional mobility of nickel at 8500 (see Table 3).

All examined additions of tungsten (0.2 - 4.0 per-
cent) (Table 2, alloys 53-59) moderately reduce the dif-
fusional mobility of nickel along the boundaries of the
crystallites; alloys containing 1.26 - 4.0 percent tung-
sten show the lowest coefficient (a = 0.9 - 1.5).

The additions of boron exerted the least notice-
able influence on the diffusional mobility of nickel.

DiffusiLg nickel in high-nickel alloys on the
basis Cr20N135-40 (chromium 20 percent, nickel 35-40
percent) with various admixtures, the coefficient of
iffLuslonal mobility a is pronounced less.

In examining thediffusional mobility of nickel in
allcys on the basis of Cr2ONi20 with admixture combina-
tions of niobium and molybdenum or titanium, as well as
combinations of aluminum with niobium or titanium, no
additional effect of these additions was observed. These
alloys may serve as an example to confirm the possibility
of competition of various surface-active (horophile)
impurities with respect to their being saturated by the
intergranular zones of the alloy; the adsorption of one
of the impurities may in some cases predominate (6).

.5J
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F Table 4
The diffusional mobility of nickel a In alloys with

combined admixture s*

IMean va:lue of
Conventional coefficient a

INO. of brand of at diffusional
alloy alloy ttemperatures

9500 11000

6 -,A r'9NI 20NbO -3T 10. ** to5
43 C~r-2ORNil9NbO. 3 0.25 00

34 Or2ON,18Ti0.1 .0.90 2.3
615 Cr20Ni2l.NO. 4MoO. 2 45
i45 Crl9N120N'b0-5 2.80( 0.7
1 2 ICrl9Ni2OMoO. 2 1.50 3.3

Cr,20N119Al0.5Nb0.3- 1.20 0.0
51 Crl9NI,20AlO.5 08 2.1

43 C~jr2ONitl9NbO.3 .0.25 0.0
172 Cr2lNR2QA1O.5TiO0.8 0.80 0.0
51 Crl9N12OAlO.5 0.80 2.1
-56A Crl9Nil9TiO.8*** 1.00 0.4
1Cr2ONi20 4.2 22..

A~crc ,;-,ired. to thie diffusional mobility of nickel in
%!*ýnys w'it'h Jt-he same admixtures taken separately.
**T~he alloy contained 18.90 percent Cr; 19.60 percent NI;
0.15 percent TI; and 0.251 percent 14b.
***The alloy contained 19.95 percent Or; 20.00 percent NI;
tr'nc] 0.79 percent Ti.
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•of theAs an example, Table 4 gives the average values -h
f the coefficient of diffasional mobility of the atoms

of nickel a for four groups of alloys with the combined
admixtures of the following elements: niobium and
titanium, niobium and molybdenum, and, finally, aluminum
and titanium. The values of the coefficient a for the
base-alloy (Gr2ON120) are given for comparison.

It is obvious from Table 4 that the combined ad-
mixture of two elements for any of the four alloys (Nos.
68A, 65, 73, and 72) was composed in such a way that, in
two alloys of the same base adding the same elements, the
coefficient A at a high temperature (1100) of either one
of them considerably differs; for example, for alloys 43
and 34, the coefficient g was 0.0 and 2.3; for alloys 45
and 12 it was 0.7 - 3.3; for alloys 51 and 36A it was 2.1
and 0.4; and for alloys 43 and 36A it was 0.0 and 2.1

In alloys with a combined admixture of the above
elements, the coefficient q at a diffusion temperature
(11000) as a rule dropped, its value approaching to that
of the coefficient a for an alloy with one of the elements
t&ken individually. Here, in all three alloys where
Alobium was used in the combined admixture (in amounts
ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 percent), at a diffusion tempera-
ture of 11000, niobium "subdued" the influence of the
other competing element (titanium, molybdenum, and alumi-
num), and the coefficient _q decreased.

At much lower temperatures of diffusion (9500) a
similar relationship in the reduction of coefficient was
observed only in the alloy with the combined admixture
ofl niobium and titanium. In the other alloys with a com-
bined admixture, the diffusional mobility either increased
considerably as compared to that of the alloys with one
of the admixture (alloys with niobium and molybdenum as
well as with niobium and aluminum) or remained at the
samo level (alloy with titanium and aluminum). This means
thaft the adsorption effect of niobium becomes paralyzed
at reduced diffusional temperatures in an alloy with a
cozbntned admixture (niobium-molybdenum and niobium-alumi-

Thus, the additions of molybdenum and aluminum
wth1.out niobium display the adsorption effect weakly,
whireas in the presence of niobium they paralyze its
effect.

L ._
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II. X-Ray Diffraction Examination of the
Diffusion Zone of Nickel

An X-ray diffraction examination was carried out
in order to clarify the nature of the diffusional zone of
nickel with the projections along, the grain boundaries.

A special specimen of the Crl9Nill alloy (Table i,
alloy 2) was prepared for the X-ray examination. A
hollow 6 mm in diameter ad 13 mm deep was dri~led In the
15 x 15 x 15-mm specimen. A 4 x 4 x 7-mm insert was made
s-eparately of the same alloy as the basic specimen. Both
t:ie insert and the hollow were deeply etched to remove
the deformed layer. The insert was placed into the hollow
and the clearance between the insert and the surface of
the hollow was filled with nickel powder, tightly pa.cked;
the 'hollow was clo-.ted up with an iron plug.

The diffusion of nickel took place at a 11000
to,,-.,rature over a period of 12 hours. A longitudinal,
3Ii~htly inclined cut was then made near one of the lonWi-
tu:,dtnal pIlanes of the insert. Thus, the plane of the cut
,--: ,,sed through the diffusion zone at a slight angle of

-n-ination approximately perpendicular to the direction
clf te1 d(iffusional flux). This cut is exhibited in Figure

a zhowing the dIffusional zone corresponding to the
variation in depth; the lower portion of the picture shows
t'-s aren- nearer to the compact diffusional layer; the

,pper portion of the picture shows the "projections" along
the -rain boundaries which in this section represent a net
alon1 g the grain boundaries of the basic metal (austenite).

The X-ray diffraction examination was carried out
by the method of filming the stationary polycrystalline

e-oimen (polished section) in the monochromatic K-
radiation of iron. The X-ray pictures produced various
sectors of the inclinced cut of the diffusional zone which
c be seen in Figure 8a, beginning with the region near
t e nickel -log (see Table 5, Sector No. 1) and ending

sa.-tors in the area untouched by the diffusion, the
S....hed . austenite -- the basic metal of the specimen
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F Examination of the X-ray pictures obtained shows
that on some of the roentgenograms (Sectors 1, 2, 6, 9,
and 10) there are two line systems, each of which corres-
ponds to a face-centered cubic lattice; these two lattices
differ in parameters. A lattice parameter was determined
from each of the two line systems on said roentgenograms
by extrapolating the lattice parameter values for each
individual line at a 900 angle. Obviously, two line
systems on one and the same roentgenogram resulted when
the primary beam illustrated the microstructure sectors
containing simultaneousaly both the cross sections of the
projections of the diffusional front and the polyhedrons
of austenite between these projections (Figure %3b). But
In cases in which the primary beam illuminated the sectors
of the polished section filled with either diffusive pro-
Jiections (Figure Bc) or only with polyhedrons of austenite,
there reoulited one line system*.

*1' .:,I..ae system may also result when the illuminated
po.m:..ihed section contains, basically, sectors of one type
(et.her austenite or cross sections of diffusive pro-
ections") in the presence of small sectors of another

t-pe; in this case, the latter produce very weak lines
on the roentgenograms which blend into the background
a•ad are therefore almost imperceptible.

L _J
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F Table S
The values of the lattice parameters of the solid

solution of the diffusion zone, A

"The numbers {The numbers

sector Al A sectorsof the of the&ieotors A1 thetr A1

picture picture

N ic 1 3,5t2 - ,9 3 .M3 i • .,•:i i• 3.510 3,,4 10 3,52 3,5.)

2 3,520 3. i , 3,!M,
3 3.: 1z -.

4 3,542 13 - 3.5W
' -- 3.542 14 3--,5

3,521 j3,544 15 -3.M

-3,2 17 - 3,576

La.tttce p~rameter, A Diffusion zone at
/ the diffusion of nickel/

specimen

ra *v.~~ui~ Ni Jae~C, ealt Sctrso
pSectors of-- • the X-ray

I Z J4 • • f/ II 3/ t/

the spemimen

Figure 9. Variation curves of the
lattice parameter of the solid solution
of the diffusional zone. _1
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Figure 5 gives the values of the lattice parameters
for the various sectors of the diffusional zone. In cases
of one-line systems, one parameter (.A.) is given, and in
cases of two-line systems, two parameters (Al and A2).

Figure 9 shows curves mapped out on the basis of the
examination results given in Figure 5.

The data obtained make it possible to draw the follow-
ing conclusions:

(a) in some sectors (in the central portion of the
section) within the range of the illuminated area there are
two solid solutions of different concentrations, one of which
corresponds to the intergranular projections of the diffu-
sional front, and the other of which is contained in the
sectors between these projections. The slight blur of the
lines indicates thatthe possible drop in concentration
between the diffusional projectOn and the grain must be very
sharp;

(b) in all cases when two values of the lattice
parameters for one and the same photographed sector are
obtained, the value corresponding to that of the solid solu-
tion, richer in nickel (the lower value corresponds to the
projections of the diffuslonal front), must be approximately
constant along the entire length of the diffusional zone.

It follows from this that the concentration of
nickel is approximately the same along the projection of the
diffusional front, dropping sharply at the end of the pro-
jection as well as sideways toward the mass of the grain.

Conclusions

1. Disclosure was made of a phenomenon of prefer-
ential diffusional mobility of nickel along the intergranu-
lar boundaries in ferrum-chromium-nickel austenitic alloys;
this explains the formation of distinctly pronounced pro-
jections of the diffusional front along the crystallites of
austenite. According to the data of the investigations con-
ducted by different methods (microstructural, X-ray diffract-
ion, magnetic metallography, and the microhardness measuring
method), the diffusional zone of nickel (the intergranular
projections and the compact layer) represent a solid solution
of a much higher nickel concentration, as compared to the
initial austenite of the alloy, showing a sharp drop in
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concentration toward the mass of the grain and the end of
projections. This is confirmed by the fact that in the
diffusion zones the etching properties of the solid solution,
the lattice parameter, and the microhardness are reduced,
whereas the magnetic properties are increased.

2. The degree to which the diffusional mobility of
nickel along the grain boundaries evident is evaluated by us
according to the icrostructure of the diffusional zone
(coefficient q); it represents a structure-sensitive char-
acteristic which varies strongly, depending probably on the
reciprocal orientation of the given pair of crystallites,
at their conjunction where the diffusional mobility is de-
termined, and on the nonuniformity of the specimen (the
segregation of the alloying elements).

Having taken sufficient measurements and having
averaged the coefficient a of the diffusional mobility, we
obtained both qualitative and roughly quantitative ideas
concerning the influence exerted on the diffusidnal mobility
of nickel by such factors as the admixture of alloying ele-
ments (the chemical nature of the admixture, amount, etc.),
the temperature of the test, etc.

3. In analyzing the diffusion of nickel into
austenitic alloys, mainly of a Cr2ONi2O base (20 percent
chromium and 20 percent nickel), with the admixture of such
Alements as niobium (0.25 - 2.0 percent); aluminum (0.13 -
1.0 percent); titanium (0.01 - 1.9 percent); molybdenum
(0.24 - 5.0 percent); tungsten (0.2 - 4.0 percent) and boron
(0.01 - 0.05 percent) we found that all these admixtures
reduce the intergranular diffusional mobility of nickel to
one extent or another. The most effective influence here is
that of niobium (at low and medium contents within the range
under study), aluminum (medium contents), and titanium and
molybdenum (at high contents); tungsten is less effective;
and the most feeble influence is exerted by boron.

The amount of the admixture, which reduces most of
all the degree of diffusional mobility, depends on tempera-
ture.

4. The nature of the projections of the diffusional
front varies depending on the temperature regions of the
diffusion. At low diffusion temperatures (750 - 9600), the
projections originate in the form of very long and thin
veinlets extending far down into the specimen of austenite,
along the boundaries of the polyhedrons; in the temperature
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regions of 950 - 11000, the projections appear as narrow
strips with distinctly outlined contours turning deep into
the austenite along the intergranular boundaries and forming
characteristics loops around the polyhedrons of the austenite,
the nearest to the compact diffusional front.

At a temperature of 12500 and above, the projections
of the front are rare, wide, and blurred down to complete
smoothing of the diffusional front.
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The Influence of Internal Adsorption on the Variation of the
Crystal Lattice Parameter of a Heat-Resistant Alloy

at the Change of the Grain Size

By V. I. Arkharov 9nd A. A. Pen'tina

The chemical emd structural nonuniformities of the
alloy are of great importance in decelerating the processes
of plastic deformation. A certain optimum of these nonuni-
formities is required to raise the heat resistance of one or
another alloy*.

One of the earlier published studies cites the intro-
duction of a hypothesis on the existence of an effect,
called the intergranular internal adsorption, which is analo-
gous to the Gibbs effect on the free interface of two
different media. This hypothesis has by now obtained some
experimental confirmation. The existence of the above phe-
nomenon results in the fact that tie concentration of some

impuritios (called horophile) in t'-ie intergranular transi-
tional zones is increased in compa&ison with their average
concentration in the alloy. At sufficient soaking this
concentration attains a certain level at a given temperature
and relationship of the orientations of the grains.

The nonuniform distribution in the concentration of
the horophile element may exett a substantial influence on
the heat-resistant properties of the alloy.

In many alloys the parameter of the crystal lattice
of the solid solution markedly depends on the concentration
of the impurity. In polycrystalline specimens of such solid
solutions, the variations of the distribution in the con-
centration of the impurity -- due to its being horophile --
may be observed during the roentgenographic measurement of
tha lattice parameter, particularly when measuring the grain
size. The smaller the grain size is, the larger will be the

*See the article by V. I. Arkharov and M. B. Yakutovich
in this collection.
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total volume of the intergranular transitional zones; the
greater the amount of the diffusible horophile impurity in
them, the greater will the corresponding variations of con-
contration in the mass of the grain be, and, consequently,
the more will the parameter of the crystal lattice vary.
The variation in the parameter will be directed toward either
its decrease or its increase, depending both on the chemical
composition of the constituents of the solid solution end
on the correlation of their atomic radii.

It should be noted that the diffraction pattern on
the roentgenogram reflects both the state and structure of
the grain mass, whereas the intergranular transitional zones
do not in view of the fact that, first, the total volume
of these zones is small in comparison with the total mass
of all grains and, second, the crystal lattice in these zones
is strongly distorted.

Consequently, the precision measurement of the para-
meter of the crystal lattice may be used as a method for
studying the intorgranular internal adsorption aiding the
determination of the horophile activity of some element or
nnother.

The Technique of the Investigation

For this investigation certain alloys were selected
from those tested by other methiods described in the other
articles of this collection. The composition of the alloys
is given in Table 1.
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r Table 1

The chemical composition of the alloys, percent
(of an Iron-base)

Conventional i
make Cr Ni C Mnj Si IMO Nb Ti

of steel

Cr20Ni20 19,95 20,00 0.025 0,30 006
C- ,"ON-120 21,10 20,30 0,080 o,0o 0,15 -

Cr'2ON02OoO. 6 20,10 20,20 0,031 0,322 0,1 0,65

,r'ON1L2'02i.4 215 20136 0,005 0,39 0,4 - 0,37
Or,?ON12OMO3 18,20 19,70 0,040 0,02 0,32 2.97 -
Cr2ONi2ONb2 19,45 20,20 00080 0.3t 54 j, ,09 1 --Cr, PON12OT12 20,95 , 20,40 0,05) 0,38 0:60 187

The alloys were forged and rolled in the form of
rods with a cross section of 15 x 15 mm; the rods were then
out. The specimen dimensions were: 15 x 15 x 10 mm.

Since it was necessary to trace the effect of the
variation in the crystal lattice parameter due to the
possible internal intergranular adsorption of one element
or another, a technique developed earlier was used to com-
,-are crystal lattice parameter of the solid solution in one
t•'" .he same specimen; the latter was submitted to thermo-
mechanical treatment in order to produce first the macro-
grain state and then the micrograin state. The observation
of the variations in the crystal lattice parameter on one
tnnd the same specimen eliminates the influence of a possi-
ble nonuniformity in concentration from one specimen to
P-noLher. A few test series were run on different specimens
to verify the reproducibility of results for one and the
same alloy.

As previously indicated, the greater the difference
in grain size the greater the variation in concentration
in the mass of the grain. The parameters of the crystal
lattice of the solid solution in macrocrystalline and fine-
grained states differ accordingly. The lattice parameter
Lof the specimen in the maorocrystalline state will J
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lorrespond to a higher concentration of the horophile
element, but in the fine-grained state, the lattice para-
meter will, inversely, vary in thp '1-c-tion corresponding
to a reduction in the concentrat ne horophile ele-
ment.

"Originally we investigated specimens some of which
were annealed at 12500 and had a coarse grain and the
others of which were annealed at 9500 and had a fine grain.
Next, the grain of the macrocrystalline specimen was
grcund by cold rolling to a cross section of 10 x 10 mm
%nd then annealed at 9500 to remove stresses. In the
fine-grained specimens, the grain was coarsened by collect-
ive recrystallization at 12500. After the specimens were
X-rayed they were subjected to a reversal operation: the
structure in the fine-grained specimens was coarsened by
annealing at 12500, and the macrocrystalline specimens
were converted to fine-grained by rolling to a cross
section of 10 x 10 mm. The subsequent thermomechanlcal
treatment similarly resulted in a reduction of the coarse
grain and in a coarsening of the fine grain in the speci-
lens.

The specimens of each alloy selected were subjected
to this treatment.

The grain size was checked after each annealing by
photomicrography at a magnification of 130X. Here the
cross-seotional area of the grain varied 100 - 1000-fold.

The measurement of the crystal lattice parameter
was carried out by the method of reversed roentgenography.
The X-rays were taken in the beams of K(-Cr.

Repeated measurements of the distances between the
lines on the roentgenograms have produced a maximum
difference of 0.3 mm. This corresponds to the maximum
error in measuring the crystal lattice parameter of the
analyzed solid solutions which is 0.0010 $•

In determining the parameter of the crystal lattice,
the error is calculated according to the following formu-
la:

LJ
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a cot a& -.

whereas A = + L • sin4(.- f )

L 4

where a is the latt&ce parameter;

@ is the angle of reflection; and

L is the distance between the symmetrical lines on
the roentgenogram.

Examination Results

The observed variations in the parameter of the
crystal ltttice in the solid solution of Cr2ONi2O without
th÷ Special admixtures and with the admixtures of molybde-
rnum, niobium, or titanium are given in Table 2. These
variations represent the difference in the parameters of
the crystal lattice for the macrograin and fine-grained
structures of the alloy tested,

The parameter measurements of several specimens of
jach alloy were taken with repeated reducing and coarsening
of the grain by means of a specific thermomechanical treat-
ment; the variations of the parameter exceed the measurement
error.

The variation of the parameter with either an in-
crease or decrease in grain size was reproduoed in all
cases and for each alloy. The observed variations in the
size of the parsmeter of the crystal lattice reflect the
ve.r-ations in concentration that actually occur in the
solid solutions with the change In grain size.

In order to clarify the general character of in-
fluence of the above admixtures on the parameter of the
crystal lattice, measurements were also taken of the
lattice parameter of the Cr2ONi2Q base with relatively
admixtures of molybdenum, niobium, or titanium (see Table
2), The obtained values for the parameter of the speci-
mens with solid solutions having a macrograin structure
are siven in Table 3.
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F Tal2
Th3 variationo In the parameter of the crystal lattice

of the solid solution of Cr2ONi2O with and without
admixture s

Conventional 0 0make *0® , o Remarks.0 . D z ,'

of steel 0 Cs

IDI
In all cases the

2 5 20 parameter varies to-
3 5 Is ward a decrease when

the grain is coarsened
I land varies toward an

increase when the
Cr2ONi2OMO0.6 1 3 -0 rain size Is reduced.

2 3
3 1 25 In all cases the
4 4 28 parameter varies to-

Cr2ONi2ONbO.5 1 5 45 !ward an increase when
2 1 40 f the grain is coarsened
3 1 64 and varies toward a

Cr2O!i2OTiO.4 1 3 25 decrease when the grailn
2 3 19 size is reduced.
3 3 26

*Th- thermomeohsuic-l treatment was conducted in succession
for either reducing or coarsening the grain In the micro-
structure of the specimen.
**T'he mean variation value of the parameter with the
change in grain size is 10 - 100-fold; the absolute
•mensions of the grains in various tests varied from 4 to
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V T~able 3 -

Conventional make Paramneter Of crystal lattice
of steel (mean va.lue At

Cr2M~2MO~ 3.5984
GCr2ONI2ON'b2 3.5871

Cr2OMiO 53.52

Discussion Of Reaults

The measurements Of the crystal ~.atti0"e parameter
conducted on several specimens show that the reoults amr
erat~lr,:y reproducible.

The lattice paramete- of the macrograin structure
of: the austenitic alloy Gr20N120 (without special ad~ix-
Vures) Is lower than that of the fi&ne-grainied structuare.
Sinci itMe n~aeter ofL#;h9..qrsta.la ,,.!L of Il nvesti-
.,ted tripl.e solid_ soluti-on increases with~the r,-duction
ia ýx one~ttration of nickel, it Is obvious that the
C; e nýfn e nte I decreases with the
r.,,duction in Sgrain size, Insorar a3 the total amount of
vlea'kel increases in the intergrexiular transitional zones as
t-a~ total volume of the l.atter' is Increased. Consequently*
1..e tra,-Ition q oýf nickel _from therj tno t1ie nterzrirnur

_L ne ause~a the Increase- of -the parameter of the ar ystaj
l.tice in tile mass of teFan

This provIdes a reason for concluding3 that the
rAIr,-:.a In this solid solution is a positively active horcs-

ob lement which participates In the Internal 4n~~r~I

uiar adsorption.

The variations Inl the crystal ',Lttice parameter of
";i~e solid solutions of Cr2QMi2Ž base wt4 ml amxue
off nolybdenuci, niobilum, c.- titanium are opposite (with I- A ie

change ID grain size) to those observed in a solid sola-
tlion w-thiout these addlt-Ions. The paramiater of the crystal

Thticsfor a zmacrogra-In state is In th- - ases greater
that for a fine-grained. state. Int -ýhe variation
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l n the parameter from its absolute value in alloys with -l
swall additions is greater than in the Cr2ONi2O alloy
selected as base. The greatest variation of the parameter
of the crystal lattice occurred in the alloy with the
admixture of niobium (Wr2ONi2ONbO.5).

In this case, the variations of the parameter show
that the admixtures of molybdenum, niobium, and titanium
are adsorption-active. As in the first case, the concen-
tration of the horophile element (Mo, Nb, or TI) decreases
in the mass of the grain when the latter Is reduced due to
the withdrawal of the horophile impurity to the Intergranu-
lar zones. Here, however, in cleaving the structure of
the solid solutions the diffusion of the horophile element
in the intergranular transitional zones causes the reduction
of the parameter in contrast with the analogous case of
such a diffusion of horophile nickel in the Cr2ONI20 alloy.
When the grain in the structure of alloys with small addi-
tions of molybdenum, niobium, or titanium is coarsened
(the overall expanse and total volume of the intergranular
transitional zones become smaller), a corresponding amount
of the horophile element returns to the mass of the grain,
and we have a greater parameter of the crystal lattice
than in a fine-grnined structure. The fact that the In-
crease in concentration of such impurities as molybdenum,
niobium, or titanium in the grain causes the increase of
the crystal lattice parameter as compared to that in alloys
without these additions Is obvious from the nature of
variation of the crystal lattice parameter in alloys con-
ta.Lnin a high amount of introduced additions, of the order
of 2 to 3 percent (see Table 3).

Thus, It may be assumed that the adsorption activity
of additions in The alloys containing them (molybdenum,
nioblum, or tita•ium) predominates over the adsorption

ectivity of nickel.

Conclusions

The observed variations in the parameter of the
crystal lattice of alloys with the change in grain size
suggest the conclusion that nickel, molybdenum, niobium,
and titanium in the tested alloys are adsorption-active
(horophile) elements. This leads to an increase in chemi-
cal nonuniformities in the alloys which may help to de-
celerate the processes of plastic deformation in them.
This behavior of the admixtures may be one of the factors

Lcreasing the heat resistance of alloys. _I
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The Influence of Small Admixtures on the
Creep of Solid Solutions

By V. A. Pavlov, E. S. Yakovleva, and M. V. YeF~utov-1cb

This article cites the firdingti on the Yardenlr4"
e of small admI;Zture8 on the jr-qn baundar1.ei. 'I-e
p:op~rt~tes of the gýratn bourndaries must strongly affect
the cr'eep Of alloys* since in this case the deformatcion la
r!o a great extent localized at the grain boundariee (1-71
in this connection, we carried out an investiation on the
creep of e Uin-am and ferr•j-chromi"Om-niceke! alloys, a.lloyed
by various elements forming with them soli'd sol-tions.

investigation of Aluminui Alloys

The study was conducted on alloys of aluminum with
copper, magnesium, silver, end zinc. Three series of P l1ovs
"swele made using a 99.99-percent pure a2uminum base; and two
series of 99.97-percent pure aluminum (Table I).

!ablel1

The chemical composition of aluminum alloys

__••- . rt I Av~ &e'•

purtty, Alloying Percentae of alloying element sizessi ze,

I I•,e'cntelement ![m

I I ' I

99. 9 Zinc P)0 ' 'traces o2 %,h 0,,41, , 8' 1 ,2

"99.909 Silver 0:0,) tracfms 0 03 0,,1, 0. 05 i .k,:"

99 97 lMagnesium 0'(9) i t~i 1) 07, 0 8 0 79 ",8 o')i 06--. '

-,ý*7 t.% " 2, i9 7 Copper 0, Q ,',,o , o.4 o,48 2,,,, 1 0 ,

theearticle by V. I. Arkharov and M. V. Yakutovich

1-in thia collection.
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rF. The specimens had the shape of wires with 2.0- and-I
F1.7-mm diameters. The calculated length was 25 mm. Prior
to the test, all specimens were sub3eoted to recrystalliza-
tlon annealing; the temperature was so selactod as to Im-
part to each serlea of alloys the same grain size aftcr tho
annealin•.

The test on creep was conducted on the tension-
testing machine, permitting the testing of six specimens
simultaneously. The overall view of the machine is shown
in ,i-eure 1. The test temperature was taken below the
",cýrystallization temperature. The alloys made with the

k:9.•)9-percent alumnirzzm base were tested at 2500, and the
alloy,;, made with the 99.97-percent aluminum base at 3000.
The creep test of the latter alloys was conducted at a
3on,.tant tension, equaling 0.67 kS/MM2.Telly ae
with the 99.99-percent pure alumln'im base were tested at
vm-rious tensions rsaiging from 0.2 to 0.6 ks/ira2.

The measuring of length was carried out onr a measur-
ing microscope accurate of 0.01 mm, at a relative measurin6
error of 0.04 percent. To measure the length, the specimens
we~re periodically unloaded, taken from the machine, and
urcanafsrred to tihe microscope stage.

The next loading of the samples was carried out
e..-'r %ttaining the required temperature in the furnace and
h dincy at thls temperature for 1 hour.

The temperature was measured with a chromel-alumel
theriocouple, placed at the middle of the calculated length
of the specimen, at a distance of 1 mm from its surface.
Tbe conatancy of the temperature during the test was main-
talned by means of a thermocontroller accurate to 11.
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11 31eclmen; furt~nace;

On. the basis of the. -,sureinentri we plotted thŽ:2
-ý,!..--ry flow c-irves ta corox-2Inntes of elr.1OiyPtiofl time,-nc
tDJ-zc)aeded to their f'urther study.

Figures '2 and 'V' I ts+.Iie characterietle creeco curves
for foilr Pl-uImmiui alloys (09.9Y7-per~cent- pure) with reui
and copper. The dotted line- on each I-raph shows thie re.-,ior.
vy.ere. tho flow curves of' h pur-: aJiz-inu-n speol~nien, pass3.

From~ the ear.Anmttion of thn curves on Ficure Pla

see that the ~.lycofta'lrtfls 0.0'7 -oarent -a,-nes iuin J



fl ovS considerably faster than pure aluminum. The spread-"
othe flow curves ts as great as that of aluminum. The
alloy containing 0.79 percent magnesium (Figure 2b) flows
at a slower rate than aluminumb and the spread of the flow
curves is insignificant.

The alloy of aluminum with 0.09 percent Cu flows
at a faster rate than pure aluminum, but that containing
2.4 percent 0%u (Figure 3) at a rate much slower than
aluminum. Similar curves were obtained for alloys of
other oompositions. For a quantitative comparison of the
creep of various alloys, mean elongation values were found
from the flow curves for each alloy after 48, 72 and 96
hours of testin6.

Figure 4 gives a combined graph of the mean elonga-
tion values for all tested aluminum alloys. The graph
shows clearly that the alloys differ sharply from each
other In behavior. The low-concentration alloys (below 0.5
percent Xg and 0.5 percent Cu) have an Increased flow rate
as compared to pure aluminum. The alloy containing 0.07
percent Mg has the highest flow rate. After 72 hours of
testing, this alloy has elongated 20-fold in comparison
wit-h aluminum. From the aluminum-copper alloys, the alloy
containing 0.09 percent Cu has the highest flow rate. After
96 hours of testing, Its elongation is 5.5-fold in compari-
son with that of aluminum.

L9
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Zigure 2a. Flow curves of alluminum alloys oontalnlr• _J.07 percent, Mg.
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Fth At hi&h-admixture conoentrations, the flow rate oF-
Fthe alloys drops and becomes lower than that of pure
aluminum. The alloy containing 5.8 percent Mg is an
exception. At 3000 this alloy approaches the solubility
limit of magnesium and aliminum. It is possible that the

,,,solid solution of magnesium and aluminum breaks up during
flow, and this may result in the Increase of the flow rate
of the alloy. The observed strong variation in the flow
rate of the alloys by alloying them with hundredths of
one percent of the admixture provides reason for assuming
that the great spread of the flow curves of pure aluminum
is associated with the small fluctuations in the degree
of purity in the volume of the initial material.

Elongation,
percent -

hours

Figure 2b. Flow curves of aluminum alloys
containing 0.79 percent M1g.

Aluminum-zinc alloys were tested for creep at the
same stresses.

The elongation values were determined for all alloys
after a 50-hour test*. Figure 5 gives the dependence of
ths8 elongation on ooncentration in the zinc alloy at four
different stresses, It is obvious from this figure that
the effect of the zinc addition somewhat varies with the
reduction in stress.

*Curve 5 in Figure 5 is ieN-n because the alloys contaiznrzs
0.08 percent zinc failed at a tensile stress of 600 g/mml
Lefore the end of the 50-hour test. IJ
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b
Fl-'azuree 3. Flow curves of aluminum alloys containing 0.09

percent Cu (a) and 2.4 percent tu 
(b). -j
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I I I

Elon~eation, I___ ______

percent 2 _I I I I

II

Th ILZo ..Ft7 f.I

Admixture,
percent

Figure 4. The dependence of elongation of
aluminum alloys.

(1) On the concentration of magnesium (after
72 hours of flow);

(2) on the concentration of copper (after
9• hours of flow)
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-V -'

Elongationg
percent

SJ 4
£1-

\ 1 ....

Figure 5. The dependence of elongation off
aluminum alloys on the concentra-
tion of zinc after 50 hours of
flow at a stress of:

(1) 200 S/= 2 ; (2) 400 g/m2; (3) 500 g/mm2 ;
(4) 600 g/mm2; (5) 600 g/Mm2 (after a 30-
hour test)
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4; L7, t1 aq ro0 e.

a
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4, 4

b

Figure 6. The dependence of the elorgation of
sluMInwn alloys after 50 hours of flow
on the ooncentrstion of silver (a) and
copper (b) at a stress of:

(36) 20C /i0 Ž (2) 400 g/mm2; (3) 500 g/mm2 ;
(4) 600 S!/m2
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r a t-t- 4•: .... ~.-.-.-...... ... -.. .

3lon-.tion, percent

FWi ýx 7. The dependenne of the eLonatacon
of aluminusi-zinc nllcys on strec&
after 50 hours of flowl

(1) 0"00 percent of zinc; (2) traces of zinc;
(30 0.02 -ercent. Zn; (4) 0.08 percent of •.n;
I5) 0.46 percent. Z.n; (6) 0.87 Percent Zn;
(7) 1.7Z percent Zn

It follows from the gven curves that "ho varicn.t..ov

of the mechanical properties of the alloy with the corcen-
' t.ion of the alloying element Is not monotonous and the
1n4'.uence of small admixtures varles qualitatively whrn

,-,E-'., from high stresses to low ones. 'The latter bS,.,-•-_,,
S.ri..early obvloua if we ar&e to plot the dependence of

c hongatelon on stress for cne and the esme Instance of tiVme
.ho,.c no ?:-, O. a!!oya .ontani.irFk.- a different amr.iount of iýn•

a~ •cyla e&leient. Ac we see from FIZure 7, in the regio:n
,-f -•i stresees, pure a81umlnix appears to be strongjer

">-•u the alloy with t-he addition of 0.03 percent Zn. in the
-,.on of low strezses, all alloys are, on the contrary,

trorger than pure aluilnu,. fhe flow rate of the soecl-
o( e or-Inral. 99-.99-percent pure aluminum has -n

extreely strOng sprea~d. It is therefore dlff~eult to v1re

a reliable estiwate of both the hardening axid resofteninv
,cffeete o-f the al'cyingL elements.

The Investigstlon of Fer-muu-C romium-Nickel Alloys

4 study was made or. ferrous e-loys with a eonatzt
S.neit of chromium snrl nickel alloyed with various amounts

L,ýf molybdenum and titanium (Table 2). 1
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F Tab1-a 2
Th c1hem.cai com~posit ion of e - oiuzickl

0 ven I on al

S67 rp9,to W,0 06

The alloys~ wer'e tested In ai ha.,rd en 9d stat'e ~
--mz e125C,)i Th averec iineair ;--~rai a 2z.

CQI'tn ' &iOY8 a Ws 0.4 to (~Žmm.

*I3:',n -coý,eat~ 0,02' -c CX.!4 trcer.t; allieccrL 09.02 to C(-
>r~t r~an~es 0-2- to 0.3 peirelr.nt; su1~l-r andl n"Os:Q

~an .Q~ ;~r~ea. Traxis&1at or ' s rio* a Thi~s
I~~in the orl'aInal; I.t Isa eithe'r O.Op. or 0.0-1



stress.

Elongatlon, percent

Figure 8. The dependence of the
eloneation of alloys, alloyed
with molybdenum on stress after
250 hours of flow:
(1) Cr2ONi2O; (2) CrPON12OMoO.26;
(3) Cr2ONi20MoO.67; (4) Cr20Ni2OMol.25

I.Iim Cli

El ongation, per cent

Fig•ure 9. The dependence of the
elongation of alloys alloyed with
titanium on stress after 250
hours of flot:

(I) Cr2DNi2O; (2) Cr2ONI2OTIO.095;
(3) Cr2ONI2OTIO.03
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F ~The testlnk3 off the alloys was condu~cted on
ITsYTI-2 machines (Central Institute of Bollere and Tur-
bines). The specimens had a calculated lenj~th of 100 mm
ar, 10 mm diameter. The elongation was measured by

mW-as of' an eXtensoxnet~er accurate to 1 micron. All tests
-were conducted at the same-temperature off 70C0, at varioua-
etres8es,

1.The flow rete during~ the tests did not exceed
5-10--: percent per hour.

The elongation off all tjested alloys aft~er 250 houra
c2tzstins at various atreases was determined fr~om t-he

-Pr.Iýary flow cur-ves. :wxamining the cu~rves given In F'jýurrýs
-,,r e sqe that the 0-'20N120 (with-_u.' an~ admixtu.~ro)

Aroe- at hi1ft stresses than the allo'ys containii 02
porce~rt lklc or 0.0-3 percent TI, but on the contrary,, It i's
~eakir 1M tha regions of low straezes thlan the alloys, W~
16".e m~entioned admhixtures, which Is the samne as In the case
Of ailuml=nu~ alloys. A hardening off alloys over the en~ire
1-viýsttlgated reanxe of stresses Is observed at a higher
~Ž~tof alloying elements. A simllar qual.itative var4.a-

t i: in th-e efftect of a-mall admixtures was ravea.led by
z. .. in6 in fferrmm-chromium-niakel alloys with addi-

o of titanlumi by changing from low testing rates to
~ on~~ ~and by var~ying the concentration off eA4wx-
t~r~in seel i).The hardening of-feet of small admixtures

4h or tested fferram-chromilim-ricakel alloys In the regions
of~ 1crVT a3resses Is itiare clearl~y pronounced than In aluinum~

.~iQ8~since the elongation measurlre technique made I't
-Ible to study mo-re closely the region of low flow

r s

if we plot the~ dependence a--? the elori~ation of the
,r,- I RO alloy -,r the cone ntrat ion off molybdenum after a

2Kýi-T-,-our test at varlous stresses,, we will obtain the

,Scmqaring the trend off the curves Inl Figure 1.0 with
4:hoae for aluminum all-lys (Figures 4-6), we see that the
nitture of the dependence off the elongation on concentration

ThiAs 11 keness aIn the behavior off the Investigated
alloys inl flow in various stress ranagas permits up to

fldj single treatment of the observed relationshiaps.

L _J1
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V 4$

El Ong at Ion,
percent F

2-4--4-o

Figure 10. The dependence
of elongation on the oon-
tent of molybdenum in the
Cr2ONi2O alloy after 250
hours of flow and stresses.
(1) 5 kg/mm2 ; (2) 4.5 kg/mm2

Dlscussion of Results

The alloying of metal with admixtures forming solid
sc]iutons cazuses a strong variation in the resistance of

A'e Alloy to creep. Raising the amount of introducible
a!.1.xtures will not produce a monotonous change in the
prmŽpertres.

A maximum variation In these properties is observed
irn the reg!on of low stresses. In. some cases this variation
Is so substantlal that the properties of the metal are
£ound to be charged in the direction opposite to the effect
of the same element at all other concentrations. The in-
co^st.tency of the influence of the amount of the intro-
lucible alloying element becomes evident to a varying extent
under various deformation conditions; In particular, it is
obaerved in the flow of the alloys under the effect of
hi.ch stresses.

The observed phenomenon is, obviously, associated
wit'- the tonuniform distribution of the admixture and with
tILe difference in the distribution of the deformation over
the grain of the metal under various conditions of strain.

L The nonuniformity In the distribution of the J
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F
The Influence of Small Additions of Titanium,

Molybdenum, and Tungsten on the Mechanical
Properties of Ferrum-Chromium-Nickel Alloys

By E. S. Yakovleva

This work gives an account of the results obtained
from the study of the effect exerted by small amounts of
solid-state soluble alloying elements on the mechanical
properties of ferrum-chromium-nickel alloys at elevated
temperatures. The Investigation was conducted by the method
of measuring the short-term and prolonged hardness.

It has been established experimentally that the
usualI hardness (2u) is associated with the temporary
aardness of the material by a simple relationship (1).
But the lasling hardness (njD) is, in the opinion of a num-
ber of researchers, qualitaTively correlated with the
characteristics of lasting toughness and creep. The
correlation between the lasting hardness and these char-
acteristics is mainly observed during accelerated tests --
but even so, not on all alloys (2-5).

We know that the distribution of plastic deformation
over the grain volume is not uniform.

At high rates and elevated temperatures the deforma-
tion covers the entire grain volume, while at low rates
it lccaltzes to a considerable extent in the narrow bound-
ary zone of the grains. Therefore, if the properties of
the volume and grain boundaries are not alike, the
accelerated testing, which reflects the properties of the
grain itself, and a slow testing reflecting the properties
of the grain boundary will yield strongly differing test
results.

The alloying of the alloy with an admixture will
cause a change in the properties of both the grains and
their boundaries. It follows from the above that hardness
and lasting hardness cannot give a comprehensive reflection

iof all the variations taking place in the metal during
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loying; they must, however, reflect the variation In thie-'
ropertiee of the grain Itself. The latter fact, as well

as the rapidity with which test results on hardness were
obtained, made it posuible in this study to apply this
technique for developing the influence of small admixtures
on the mechanical properties of the grains of solid solu-

-tions. The hardness measurements were conducted on a
lever-type instrament the diagram of which is given in
Figure 1.

The specimen 1 is placed at the end of the travel-
±-nr, rod 2. Tha other end of the rod rests in a ball on the
a''.i of the lever 3. The carriage with loads 4 travels
over one arm of the lever and applies the load to the speci-
men. The other end of the lever rests on the indicating
probe 5 which gives the indentation depth of the indentor.
The Indentor 6 has the shape of a cylinder with a pobedit*
tip on one end. This end of the indentor comes in contact
with the specimen; the opposite end rests against the lid T
of the heat resistant tube which is rigidly secured to the
frame. The thermocouple 8, which measures the temperature
during the test, is inserted in the tube through a side
hole.

The initial pressure, equal to 1.07 kg, is applied
by the indentor to the specimen by the spring of the indi-
c-tor 5 through the lever.

After setting the specimen, the hiat-treatment fur-
naie is moved down over the heat resistant tube. The lower
end of the heat resistant tube is cooled by running water
in order to protect the ball and the lever from the heat.

raissa or note: "Pobedit" to the brand name of a hard
alloy consisting of 71 to 97% tungsten carbide (We), 3 to
l.• cobalt, and 5 to 21% titarnium, and is equivalent to
some of the American grades of carbide metals used for
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Figure I. Lever-type Instrument
for measuring the hardness.
1 -- Specimen; 2 -- rod which
holds the specimen; 3 -- lever;
14.. carriage with load;
5 -- indicator probe; 6 -- indentor;
7 -- 14d of heat resistant tube;
8 -- thermocouple; 9 -- furnace

The dimensions of the specimens were 10 x 10 x 5 mm
or were the shape of a 5-mm thick disk with ý = lo mM.
The surface where the hardness was to be measured was
preliminarily polished on paper No. 4/0. Two specimens
were tested at each temperature; if there was a consider-
able spread between the hardness values, a third specimen
was tested and the mean hardness value obtained.

The indentor tip had either the shape of a small
ball with a diameter of 2.5 mm or of a blunt cone with a
900 span and a 0.97-mm curvature radius at the apex.
The indentor had to be given this shape, since a sharper
apex did not hold out the working loads: it failed. Of
interest was not the hardness itself but its variation
caused by the effect of the additions; we were therefore
not necessaril. y interested in the absolute hardness values,
and so were able to use an indentor of a nonstandard
curvature. In order to eliminate distension and cracking
while operating at 600 to 800o, the pobedit was submitted
to a special chemothermal treatment.

The full-load magnitude was so selected that the
1i=ersion depth would not exceed 0.1 [?] of the specimen
,thickness, i.e., less than 0.5 mm deep. When a ball-type
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indentor was used, the immersion depth was so selected as
to have the indentation d ameters within a range of 0.?
to 0.6 d (d is the diameter of Mhe small ball); that is to
say, the conditioni of a wsak deT endenoe oft tih.e baarri.ss on
the aiagnitude of load applied would be satisfied. Tr.
n-dtiplyin7 factor of tVe iJ.ldlcatcnr had a 0.0031 -rn
immersion depth. The lasting hardneas was determined after
holding the specimen under a constant load for 60 minutes.

TGst Results

Ferrna-chromium- nlckel alloys alloyed with '.y-
'Aenum (Tiable i) were te'ted in two states: harden-:

rorm sa tem;w.,rature of '150 and then stabilized for one
hour at . i.e., in ased ptate. The test temperatures
were in both cases the same: 500, 600, and 7000.

Table 1

The chemical composition of ferrm-chromi uxr-nlekeI
alloys alloyed with molybdenum, percent.

CI I S1  M

I I

t8,60 37,220 0,225 0,043 0,6 10,27
19,83 50 0,60 0,048 0,05 0,22
19, 3Z. 10 1:,30) 0,028 0,26 0,25
19,0a) 5.10 0,00 0,023 0,18 0027

Figure 2 Fives the dependence curves of temporary
hardnes s. 0 , lastitr hardness jID, and the difference of

- on the content of molybffenum for both the stabil-
I.:ed a-d har-doed states of these alloys, in the stabilized
.lloy, the addition of 0.25 percent .Mo causes a subsa.•ntial

reduction of HO and VD at; all testing temperatures.

The aext addition of imolybdenum, iLn the amount of
0.6 perý:ent under the Bame condition3, has an oppolt3e
ciffect -- it hardens the alloy. A further raise of the
molybdenum amount in the a1loy causes some resoftenin',.
The introduction of 0.25 percent Mo into the hardened alLoy
reduoes the temporary hardness at all three temperatures
,.nd the lasting hardness at two (500 and 6000) temperatures.
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At 7000, there is almost no variation in the lasting hard-
qeas with the concentration. The difference H0 - E drops
3omewhat for both alloy states with the introductiol of the
tirst 0.215 percent addition of Mo. As we further raise the
zontent of molybdenum in the alloy, there Is almost no
variation in the difference Ho- Hn- At 7000 only the alloy
in a stabilized state shows a satoa increase in creep with
an increase of the molybdenum content in the alloy.

.xamining the hardness curves of the alloys we
arrive at the following conclusions.

rA small addition of molybdenum in the xr oit of
:.25 percent softens the alloy, a larger addition of 0.6
)ercent irLnd more hardetos it.

2. The influence of alloying with molybdenum is
v-,e evi ÷nt on alloys in a stabilized state. in hardened
itates, the process of aging which takes place during the
;eff>rwation hides the effect of molybdenum. This can be
)bserved particulsrly at high test temperatures (70 0

0).

Ferrum-chromium-niokel alloys alloyed with t1tarilum
Table 2) were tested in a hardened state at 500, 600, and
"000 temperatures.

Table .

The chemical composition of ferrum-chromium-nlckel alloys
alloyed with titanium, percent.

I i C I i MI ' II

I 7

210.04 V# i' , .. 1 0,17 98)! 4).115
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Hardness, •i

t
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FHdsre 2. The dependenoe of hardness

(H ), lasting hardness (ED), and the
difference Hjo - D of ferMm-chromium-
nickel alloys in itabilized (a) states
on the content of molybdenum; the
following are the test temperatures:

1 -5000;

2 6C000;
3 7000
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Figure 2. The dependence of hardness (HO)
lasting hardness (HD), and the difference
H - H of ferrum-clTromium-nickel alloys
in har-ened (b) states on the content of
molybdenum; the following are the test
temperatures:

2 6000;
3 7000
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Figure 3 gives curves for the dependence of tempo-
rary hardness Jj, lasting hardness H , and the difference
Ro "•Don the content of titanium ii the alloy. We can
see from these curves that the addition of 0.06 percent
Ti reduces both the temporary and the lasting hardness
at all test temperatures.

H~ardness

a C

4-ft

scale --' 
l

CoQaleI

Figure 3. The dependence of
hardness (H g), lasting h&ardness
(AD), and the difference Jj - H&
"of"a ferrum-chromium-nickel alloy
in a hardened state on the content
of titanium; test temperaturei
1 -- 5000; 2 -- 6000; 3 -- 7000.

The next addition of 0.3-percent Ti hardens the
alloy at 500 and 6000 and slightly softens it at 7000.
A further increase in the content of titanium up to 0.57
percent hardens the alloy at all temperatures.

The difference lao - I at 500 and 6000 is very sm&ll
•.n all tested alloys.
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At 7000 the flow of ths alloy is more evident 9nd
ha. approximately the same rati at all concentrationa. The
V1011 Of 01o and 11D for the alloy contalnir,6 0.06 percent
t1tanium, at 70007, was found to be h•,bor than the ,
obtained at 500 to 6000; this Ls proba.ly caused !.y the
aging process takitn place at thie tem-zerature.

.vciequently, titanium Influences the aeschantai-
-rop-rtes as follows:

I. A small addition of 0.06 percent TI re3oftens
the alloy; all followine addItions harden it.

2. AlloyE with titanl-um show aimoet no fl(oP at
. a~nd 6f)00 temperatures; the (flow ob ee',vel at 750° is

appproxims.tely the same at all concentrations of titanl;:m.

A sim11iar variation in the effect of titanium !qme

molybdenum was revealed in testing these alloys -for creep*.

The chemical composItion of ferrum-chromium-nickel
alloys alloyed with tungsten, percent..

29,72 0, 48 10,04-1 0,134. 0,23
19,I48 20,12 , .0 0,01 N 0,23
19:3 -20 28 2,25 !0, :, . 0,i' 4 0,28
-.o2,20 2 rL0 0.01) " I'ot 0, 4t

S, , I

'err..'.!U-chromi.iuum-riickel alloys alloyed with tungaten
(2able 3) were tested in a hardened state at 650, 700, and
7500 temperatures.

v--ee the article by V. A. Pavlov, E. S. Yakov'eva, and

'•. V. Yakutovich in this collection.
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H ir .ne a s J&

Figure 4. The dependence of hardness(1o), lasting hardness (HD), and the
difference H - n of a Cerrum-
chromium-nickel afloy in a hardened
state on the content of tungsten;
testing temperature:
1 -- 6500; 2 -- 7 000; 3 -- 750°.

Figure 4 gives curves for the dependence of tempo-
rary hardness Ho, lasting hardness Hn and the difference
•O - H on the content of tungsten.

lie can see from the curves that tungsten added in
small amounts somewhat resoftena the alloy; a further In-
crease in the content of tungsten hardens it.

The difference Ho - _D varies little with the
content of tungsten; it incrWases somewhat when the test
Iemperature is raised.

Most probably, the trend of relaxation curves in
the temperature range 650 - 7500 is directed by similar
effects of small amounts of tungsten; this has been
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observed by Kolesnikov, Moiseyev, and Yakutovich* in re-
laxation tests of alloys of identical compositions.

Conclusions

1. The lasting hardness of ferrum-chromium-nickel
alloys alloyed with small amounts of molybdenum, titanium,
and tungsten have variations of an identical nature.

The first smtll addition of each of the investigated
elements reduces the hardness -- i-esoftens the alloy; in-
versely, a subsequent increase In the content of admixture
hardens it.

2. As had been expected, hardening effects of
small additions on the grain boundaries were not observed
with this technique.
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The Distribution of Deformation In the Grains
of Aluminum and Aluminum-Zinc Alloys at Creep

By E. S. Yakovleva

V. A. Pavlov, E. S. Yakovleva, and M. V. Yakutovich
have shown in their work* on a number of alloys that the
introduction of small amounts of the alloying element Into
a solid solution will cause a strong variation in its flow
rate; the variation of the flow rate Is not monotonous with
t•he concentration of the introducible admixture.

This nonmonotonous influence is most clearly evident
at high flow rates. In such a case the effect of small
concentrations of the alloying element often has a sign
opposite to the effect of the same element at &ll other con-
centrations.

The authors associate this alloying Influence with
the fact that various grain regions change their share of
participation in the deformation process as a result of the
nonuniform distribution of the introducible element In the
grain of the metal.

Our investigations were the first attempt at experi-
mental detection of the variation In the distribution of
d* cormatlon over the grain of the metal by alloying it with
simall admixtures soluble in the solid solution. We selected
aluminum as the test metal and zinc as the alloying element.

We had previously studied in detail the creep of
aluminum-zinc alloys In a wide range of concentrations of
the solid solution (from 0.02 to 1.7 percent Zn). The
Investigation showed that alloying of aluminum with zinc in
an amount of 0.02 percent hardens the alloy at all tested
flow rates. However, introducing zinc in the amount of 0.08

*See their article in this collection
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5ercent markedly resoftens it at high flow rates and causei
a relative resoftening of the alloy at medium flow rates.
And so the present work takes as its object of study
aluminum 99.99 percent pure and both alloys indicated. It
is known that deformation in the grain of the metal Is not
uniform. Slippage traoes, twinning, plasticity, and dis-
placements along the grain boundaries are the localization
sites of deformation. Both the nature and degree of lo-
-calzation of deformation of the metal vary with the varia--
tion in the conditions of strain. Thus, for instance,
clearly pronounced rectilinear slippage tiaces lose their
rectilinearity and densenees with the increase in tempera-
ture and reduction in deformation rate. At sufficiently
high temperatures and low flow rates, the slippage traces
disappear altogether, but then the displacement over the
grain boundaries becomes clearly pronounced (1).

We have studied the distributiou of deformation in
tŽ.e indicated materials after their flow at 2500 at rates
of o0-I to 10-3 percent per hour.

The o.ig 4. nation of local deformation in the metal
erains is accompanied by clearly pronounced fractures
alppearing on the bright surface of the metal. We can
therefore judge to some extent the nature of distribution
of deformation in the grain of the metal by the surface
contour of the specimen. It is difficult to trace the
details of the distribution of deformation by a simple
microscopic observation of the surface of the deformed
specimen. A closer study of the distribution pattern of
the deformation in the grain can be made by using the inter-
ference method. This method was repeatedly employed to
study the surface of deformed specimens. It makes it
possible to give a qualitative as well as a quantitative
evaluation of the distribution of deformation in the
grain (2, 4).

L
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Elongatilon, A
percent

hours

Figure 1. Flow curves of aluminum and
the two of its alloys with zinc at
stresses:
1 -- 500 g/;Mm2; 2 -- 400 S/MM2 ;

3 -- 200 g/Mm2 (a aluminum without
zinc; b -- 0.02 percent Zn;
a -- 0.08 percent Zn).

We used for this study the Linnik interferometer,
type IZK-2, with a 150X magnification. The observations
were conducted in white light. On the undeformed surface
of the specimen the interference lines (fringes) had the

appearance of a pack of parallel straight lines. The
direction of the strips and the distance between them
varied with the appearance of some roughness on the sur-

face of the specimen. The formation of a steplike surface
produced & sharp displacement of the strips (fringes).
Following further the course of the fringes into the
grains of the deformed metals, we have attempted to get
an idea of the nonuniformity in the distribution of de-
formation in them.

The tested specimens had the shape of strips mea-
suring 50 x 2 x 1 ma. Prior to deformation, one wide
side of the specimen was polsihed, arzi afterwards the
L
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F 1. Under these conditionst the deformation is
~:~~rilned by the development of the grain ooundaries,
W:~.~arpea-r! In 'the form of' thin~ black- lines on the polishl-

ed surfa.ce of the specimen. The interference lines (fringes)
beeome idisplaced parallel to each other. The displacement

1ne11es~:ththe 41-j-xtent of deformatilon. Consequently,
nt the ý?raln bourdptriee, the --rains become displaced with
re-3pcct to eAch other. Bssidest at a high degree of de-
420,,,ni Uon tale interference lines change their direction as -

cr~oss the !grain boundaries. -This means that the grains
~c -~-vund'_ý.-r-o dis:,lacemnent but also reciprocal rotatioll.

;'V~in the gralne, at low deformations the
lntr"Lrt-nce lines cont.nue as a paralle]. pack, that i8s,
Ic t frnattion does occur in the grain,, It occurs quite
ur2ksy.. th~e de1fcr'm-at4&.on Increases-, 'both thre %A 4ance
betwee the trince and their direct ion In the various.

.-ran ri..glns bsccme different. This Indicates that the
d ormation in th~e grain volume occurs unevenly.

...n tests conduacted at much. higher stresses (4+00 and
_.,-A/mm 2 )T th~e aspecinrens had co~nsid.e-rebly h.Fher flow

rnLet, n the order of 10-2 and. 110-1 pe-,cenat per hour); the
Initial elongation phases were therefore not studied. The
-urf ace observatio.n of the epecimen began with a 3.4 per-

cen-t olon.Lr~tlon (Figurs 3)o

We see from these ffigurees that the contour of the
sl.ýrface Is hcere con Aderably rougher- than in the specimens
d-Lormed at a lower rate. It Is possible that this Is

caiu~eed by the high degree of deformation. However, the
nr.t~ure of the diatrihution of deformation is still the 3aifle
as býýfore * We can see along the -raiLn boundaries the reci-
prc-al displacement and turn of the Grains; within thtie
g~ i~2,'hie deformation is distribut d unevenly. At even
~r~~crdeform~ations, the surface contour becomes so rough
SIts study by means of thle interloerence lines becomoes

Figure 4abc gives photographs of the surface of the
~LIU~-Zfinc alloy specimens, containing 0.02 percent Znt

ra~w ia~u elongation pha-ses and at a stress of 200 g/marap.
s~ alOy htad a soimewbat slower f' ow rate (by 30 percent)

"""hat}t of Pure aluninuiin=. We see from the figures that
r~i9~loy (lilke aluminum) had a local def ormat Ion along

t.-;1 bo u ndJar 1.es and a reciprocal turn of' the grains. As for
ttý deformnation inside the grains, we can say that If 'It
& soccur, It ise quite unIform over the volume. Atany
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rrate, it is more uniform than in aluminum (see Figures 7
2o and 4c).

The aame can also be said about the specimens of
this alloy (Figure 5) elongated under the effect of much
higher stresses (400 and 500 g/ms 2 ). True, the distribu-
tiorn of deformation in the srain is nonuniform, but it
still ii less than that in pure aluminum (see Figures 3

- md 5).

A test was run on two specimens of an alloy contain-
in- 0.0. percent Zn. Their flow rates were close to thoso
of pure aluminum. The distribution pattern of deformation
"n the grain differed somewhat from those observed in the
earlier tested materials. Figure 6abe gives a specimen in
which the difference was more sharply pronounced.

In the initial deformation stages the outlines of
the grain boundaries were very weak (Figure 6a). As the
deformntion rose, the deformation along the grain boundaries
n1roeased but remained less than that in aluminum and in
ths alloy containing 0.02 percent Zn (see Figures 2c and
6c). There was a reciprocal turn of the grains near the
boundaries but the turning angle varied in different regions
of the grain. The interference line inside the grains were
highl? distorted (not less than those on the grain bound-
arles). All this indicates that the grain underwent a sub-
stantial deformation, unevenly distributed over the volume.

This alloy was also tested at a much higher stress,
equal to 400 g/mm2 . Its flow rate under these conditions
was higher than that in aluminum and in the alloy with
0.02 percent Zn. The study of its surface was conducted
ofliy lat small deformations. Besides, the grain of the

tested specimens was very uneven in size. These circum-
stances made It impossible to draw definite conclusions
on the nature of distribution of deformation in the grain
of the alloy at a higher flow rate.

It is obvious from the foregoing that we have made
the most thorough study of the distribution of deformation
in the grain of the metal during its flow under a 200
g/•m"2 2.oad. The results of this investigation amount,
briefly, to the following.

The grains of aluminum at a flow rate of the order
of 10-3 percent per hour deform unevenly. A looal plastic
#ef*:rmation occurs at the grain boundaries increasing withj
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r The alloy containing 0.08 percent Zn flows faster 1
than that containing 0.02 percent Zn. Its flow rate is
close to the flow rate of aluminum. Thus, this alloy is
foind to be resoftened in comparison with that containing
0.02 percent Zn. This behavior of the alloy is accompanied
by a change in the distribution pattern of deformation in
the grain of the metal. The local deformation along the
"grain boundaries is considerably lower, whereas the non-

-uniformity In the distribution of deformation in the grain -

is higher than in the alloy containing 0.02 percent Zn and
in that of aluminum. Consequently, the increase in the
flow rate occurs at the expense of the higher deformation
of the grain volume. The boundaries remain hardened and,
most probably, to a higher extent than in the alloy con-
ts.inlng 0.02 percent Zn.

Conclusions

A relationship has been established between the
va.zlation in the properties of aluminum caused by its alloy
wlth: zinc and the distribution of deformation in the grain
of the alloy. The observed dependence makes it possible
tu draw certain conclusions on the nature of the variation
in the properties of the grain of aluminum by alloying
it with zinc.

1. The first small addition of Zn (0.02 percent)
c'uses a reduction in the flow rate without a noticeable
change In the extent of localization of deformation along
theý grain boundaries. Since we know that, at low flow
ra.es (on the order of 10-3 percent per hour), a substantial
share of deformation is localized along the grain bound-
aries, the observed reduction in the flow rate may be
m~tinly caused by the zinc, which hardens the grain bound-
arles.

2. The next addition of zinc (0.08 percent) causes
an increase in flow rate accompanied by a reduction in the
extent of localization at the grain boundaries and by an
increase In the nonuniformity of deformation inside the
grain. This nature of variation in the distribution of
doformation with a simultaneous increase in the flow rate
of the alloy indic.tes the hardening process which takes
place in the volume of the grain.
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The Set-Up for Testing the Relaxation of Stresses
at Elongation

By V. S. Averkiyev, G. N. Kolesnikov, A. I. M4oiseyev,
and M. V. Yakutovich

I. General Requirements for Testing the Relaxation
of Stresses

In order to make an experimental study of net relaxa-
tion we must be able to:

(1) preset, and maintain, a certain definite defor-
mation of the specimen;

(2) observe and record the variation in the force
acts upon the specimen;

(3) maintain to a certain accuracy the temperature
assigned for the specimen.

The relaxation of stresses can generally be observed
below the elasticity limit as well as above it. It is more
difficult to maintain the constancy in the length of the
specimen in the region of elastic deformations on account of
their small size (on the order of 0.01 to 0.1 percent).
Assuming that the permissible measurement error in the
elastic region is 1 percent, it will thus follow that we
must maintain the deformation to an accuracy of 0.0001 to
0.001 percent, and maintain the temperature ranges of the
specimen such that the variation in its dimensions caused
by thermal expansion remains within the permissible varia-
tion limits of the specimen dimensions. Consequently, the
temperature of the specimen must be maintained accurate to
0.1 - 10 "

The set-up for tests on relaxation of stresses must
include the following basic elements:

(1) a loading system which provides the necessary
deformation (initial stress acting upon the specimen);

(2) a system providing the maintenance of the assigned
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deformation of the specimen during the experiment;

(3) a system which permits the measuring (either
directly or indirectly) of the variation in the load acting
upon the specimen (automatic registration of the variation
in load is desirable in due course);

(4) systems which produce and maintain the tempera-
ture at the preset regime during the experiment.

Naturally, in an actuai set-up for tests on relaxation
stresses, individual structural parts and assemblies may be
components of other systems. Thus, for instance, the spring
may be used simultaneously as a part of the loading and
measuring systems as well as of the system providing the
maintenance of the preset deformation.

The above classification of elements covers various
set-up designs for tests on relaxation of stresses. For
instance, in the widely used tests of the relaxation of
stresses in the ring of equal resistance to bend (I. A.
Oding (1, 2)), the wedge acts as the loading system as well
as the system which maintains the preset deformation. The
measuring microscope is a system enabling the indirect
measurement of stresses. Finally, the tubular furnace serves
as a system which presets and maintains the temperature.

Our further report will deal only with the method of
testing relaxation of stresses at elongation.

II. A General Study on the Performance of the
Individual Elements of the Set-Up for Tests

on Relaxation of Stresses

A rational system of the individual elements of the
set-up can be selected after a detailed study on the per-
formance of these elements*.

1. Loading system

The loading of the specimen can be accomplished by
various methods: such as a spring, a traveling load, a
variable load, a hydraulic press, etc. The basic condition

*Some useful recommendations can be found in the study by
Shevenar (3).
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for conducting the test on relaxation of stresses is main-
taining constant deformation of the specimen after its load-
ing to a certain initial stress 60. In the process of
t3sting, the load acting upon the specimen must be reduced
in due course. It is desirable to simultaneously utilize
the loading system for measuring the variation in the
magnitude of the load in the process of testing. At this
point the system is presented with a number of additional
requirements; in particular, it must be connected with a
mechanism controlling the variation in the deformation of
the specimen and directing the variation in the load acting
upon the specimen.

In designing the loading system, the following general
requirements must be met:

(1) the functional diagram must be very simple;

(2) the system under prolonged operation must be
reliable;

(3) the variation in load magnitude must be smooth
(not Jumplike);

(4) the readings in the load-measuring instrument
must be sufficiently accurate and sensitive;

(5) the variation range for the stresses and defor-
mations assigned for the specimen must be sufficiently wide;

(6) there must be freedom of operation of the com-
ponents of the system with respect to the temperature and
properties of the tested material;

(7) the highest unloading rates must be attained;

(8) there must be a simply functioning connection
between th6 shifting of any loading point and the load

(a linear or close-to-linear connection is desirable).
This corxr-3ction must be independent of the properties of
the specimen and the material of the loading system as well
as of tho room and specimen temperatures.

These conditions are more than anything else met by
the application of the traveling load or the spring. The
hydraulic loading method which is widely used in the
machines that test static elongation is not suitable for
this purpose because of its unreliability under the
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conditions of prolonged operation (4), the jerky nature of
the variation in loading (4), and the difficulty of carrying
out the loading at high rates under the conditions of the
test on relaxation of stresses.

The traveling-load loading system

The system with the traveling load moving along one
of the levers of the loading system is of special interest
for measuring the stresses; in principle, it can provide
high loading rates extremely necessary in the initial period
of relaxation. The deficiency of the system, however, is
that it cannot be used as an unloading system.

In loading with a traveling load, its mass (conse-
quently, also the motor capacity, which moves the load)
will depend on the preset maximum load of the specimen and
on the gear ratio of the lever system. If the maximum load
is preset, the reduction in the weight of the traveling
load will increase the gear ratio of the lever system; this
is advantageous in the sense of reducing the weight of the
traveling load and facilitating its travel, but it is not
advantageous in this sense: that it increases the angle
of inclination of the lever with the load. In fact, if
one end of the specimen is secured, and the effect of the
load, which travels over one of the levers of the system,
is transmitted to the other end of the specimen, then the
lever with the load must inevitably assume an inclined
position in the process of loading, as a result of the
variation in the length of the specimen; this position will
remain constant in the procedure of the test itself.

When the machine is operated in the elastic defor-
mation regions of the. tested material the inclination
angles of th'e lever with the load will not be too great;
however, in toh. plastic deformation regions of the speci-
men, these agles will be great (Table 1).
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Table 1

The angle of inclination of the lever measuring 300 mm
with the load at various deformations of 100-mm long

specimens (in degrees)

At an elastic At a plastic
The arm ratio deformation of deformation of
of the levers the specimen, the specimen,

equal to 0.1%. equal to 2%

1 : 100 2 42

1 : 1000 20 >90

The quantity >900 indicates that it is impossible to
assign for the specimen a deformation equal to 2 percent
at the given correlations between the parameters.

This rough calculation is made under the assumption
that the specimen is 100 mm long and the length of the
load carrying arm of the lever is 30 cm (for structural rea-
sons, the use of long arms is inexpedient).

It follows from the above discussions that a
traveling-load loading system (having one end of the speci-
men hinged) will not allow the presetting of a high defor-
mation in the plasticity region of the specimen. Conse-
quently, this system is useless for operating in the region
of high initial deformations.

However, in the case of small deformations the
traveling-load design can be used simultaneously for both
loading and measuring the variation in the load in the
process of testing. In the case of high deformations, this
desig•n can be used only as an element of a system which
measures the load and maintains constant deformation; in
this case the initial loading of the specimen requires an
independent mechanism.

Loading system with a spring

Loading by means of a spring is simple in principle
but causes great difficulties if relatively high rates of
loading and unloading are needed. (In particular, an
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increase in rate requires an increase in motor capacity,
strongly complicates the commutation of electrical circuits,
etc.)

The variation in the elastic properties uf springs,
usually occurring in time, can be reduced by a preliminary
aging of the spring material.

The variation in the stiffness of the springs under
the influence of the variation in the room temperature by
100 C is relatively small -- on the order of several decimal
fractions of one percent.

The great advantage of a loading system with a spring
is the possibility of using it simultaneously for both
measuring the load and maintaining the preset deformation
constant.

We will henceforth discuss only this system and for
convenience will use the term "loading system' without each
time emphasizing its dual designation.

Selecting the dimensions of the specimen

The determination of the dimensions of the specimen
is the starting point in the construction of the testing
machine; all things considered, the fundamental data of the
machine such as the overall size, etc., depend on those
dimensions. In selecting the specimen dimensions we must
proceed from the most favorable combination of several con-
ditions. On the one hand, it is desirable that the length
and the diemeter of the specimen bo large. The longer the
the specimen, the easier it is to maintain constant defor-
mation to an assigned accuracy. The greater the cross-
sectional dimensions the more crystallites there are per
cross section of specimen. Consequently, there is less
(macroscopically) nonuniformity of the specimen and better
roproducibility of test results.

On the other hand, it is perhaps advantageous to have
the length and diameter of the specimen smaller: the
smaller the specimen dimensions, the easier it is to main-
tain the assigned temperature and to adjust it according
to the length of the specimen, the smaller the overall size
of the furnace and the machine as a whole, the simpler the
production technology of the specimens, the less the con-
sumption of material necessary for the preparation of the
specimens, etc.
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The maximum load of the machine depends on the pro-
perties of the material in the strongest specimen and on its
cross-sectional area. The length of the specimen defines the
dimensions of the heat-treatment furnace, which, in turn,
determines the dimensions of the machine.

The bracing of the specimen can be accomplished by
three methods; namely, by the application of: (1) a head
with a screw thread; (2) a head with a flat bearing surface;
and (3) a tapered head. The dimensions of the heads for the
specimens are determined from the condition of resistance to
warping of the bearing surfaces. At one and the same per-
missible warping stress the diameter of the flat head is
twice as large and the diameter of the tapered head is half
as much again as the diameter of the head with the screw
thread. The dimensions of the heads for the tractive forces
will depend on the dimensions of the specimen heads. It is
not to our advantage to increase the diameter of the specimen
head, since this will lead to the increase in the heat
transfer by the ends of the specimen and will create condi-
tions unfavorable to its heating. Besides, a specimen with
a small working diameter and a large head diameter is not
economical in preparation.

Centering the specimen

To obtain a uniaxial stressed state in the case of
uniaxial elongation it is necessary to completely eliminate
the appearance of bend caused in the specimen by the appli-
cation of the load.

The reduction in the magnitude of eccentricity of
the load is usually accomplished. by two methods: (1) main-
taining the highest possible accuracy in the fabrication
of the individual parts of the system which transmits the
stress to the specimen; and (2) using special devices for
centering the specimen; these devices come in various types
(4, 6). The Hooke hinge and the spherical bearing are not
very reliable for operating at elevated temperatures; con-
sequently, they cannot be placed into the heating space of
the furnace. In case they are used, they must be situated
as close as possible to the specimen heads, i.e., next to
the ends of the furnace.

Load reduction variants

The reduction of the load which is necessary for main-
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taining constant the length of the specimen, can be accom-
plished in two variants:

(1) alternately reducing and increasing the load on
the specimen within certain permissible limits; or (2) re-
ducing the load in small steps.

The machine which employs the first variant records
more fully the behavior of the specimen during the test,
noting occasional variations in the working temperature of
the specimen as well as variations in the specimen dimensions
which result from the reduction of its length (for instance,
phase transformation which occurs with the reduction in
volume). However, with this variant the operation of the
electric motor is very difficult.

The second variant greatly aids the operation of the
electric motor but has a substantial drawback. If the
dimensions of the specimen decrease, this decrease cannot be
recorded on the diagram: the diagram will have the form of
a horizontal straight line. Besides, when the working
temperature of the specimen increases, the diagram will show
a drop, which will not disappear even after a normal tempera-
ture has set in (consequently, this may be misinterpreted as
a drop in stress).

These considerations speak in favor of the first

variant for maintaining the length of the specimen.

Selecting the electric motor

The selection of the type and capacity of the electric
motor depends on many factors: the maximum load, the gear
r-itio, maximum rates of loading and unloading, efficiency
of transmission, magnitudes of permissible overloads of the
motor in starting regime, duration of starting, adopted
operating variant of the machine, reversal circuit and one-
directional duration circuit (in case of an electrical re-
versal). In the latter case, a motor with two rotors and
two independent stator windings is preferred.

Since the rates of relaxation during one experiment
vary within wide limits, it is preferred that the motor be
equipped with a gear-box transmission. It is also desirable
to have a variable loading rate to determine its influence
on the process of stress.
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2. The system which maintains the preset
deformation of the specimen

The system which maintains the preset deformation of
the specimen is the most important unit of the relaxation
machine. The following relatively independent parts may be
singled out:

(1) a device which picks up and increases the defor-
mation of the specimen (deformation amplifier);

(2) a device which sends electrical pulses to a relay
system should the dimensions of the specimen deviate from
the preset value (pulse transmitter system);

(3) a relay system which controls the electric motor
of the loading system;

(4) loading system.

The set-up for measuring relaxation stresses can be
considered as a closed self-oscillating feedback system (3).
This opinion follows from studying the above variant for
maintaining constancy in the deformation of the specimen by
means of variable unloading and loading. The amplitude of
self-oscillations is half the difference between the limits
within which the length of the specimen (or the load which
acts upon the specimen) varies. The lower these limits arc,
the more accurately is the length of the specimen maintained
and the closer the conditions of testing are to not relaxa-
tion. Consequently, we must tend to reduce the amplitude of
self-oscillations.

It can be expected that the following factors will
influence the amplitude of self-oscillations:

(a) the rigidity of the components of the deformation
amplifier;

(b) the sensitivity of the pulse transmitter system;

(c) resistances (friction, "sticking" of the contacts
in the pulse transmitter) and the inertia of the individual
components of the deformation amplifier;

(d) operating time of the pulse transmitter system
and the relay system;
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(e) loading and unloading rates;

(f) time necessary to establish the preset loading
(or unloading) rate after receiving the switching pulse;

(g) rigidity of the elements of the loading system;

(h) inertia of the moving parts of the relaxation
machine; and

(i) friction force in the connections of the loading
system.

As the rigidity of the elements of the deformation
amplifier is increased, the magnitude of elastic deformation
of these elements necessary to create the force sufficient to
overcome the resistances and produce the switching of the
contact which controls the relay system decreases. The in-
crease (or decrease) of the specimen length (speaking in
approximate terms) continues until the contact is switched
over. It follows from this that the reduction in the elastic
deformation of the elements of the deformation amplifier (and,
consequently, the increase in their rigidity) leads to the
reduction in the amplitude of self-oscillations.

The increase in the sensitivity of the pulse trans-
mitter system will also lead to a reduction in the elastic
deformation of the components of the deformation amplifier
and, consequently, to the reduction in the amplitude of self-
oscillations. Although the resistance in the deformation
amplifier (friction, sticking" of the pulse transmitter
contact) is small, it does, however, exert a great influence
on the amplitude of oscillations of the length of the speci-
men. This is caused by the fact that the forces which the
individual parts of the deformation amplifier exert upon each
other are also small; as for the displacement of these parts
with respect to each other, they are quite insignificant.

It is easy to see that the decline in resistance in
the deformation amplifier will also lead to a reduction in
the amplitude of oscillations of the dimensions of the speci-
men. The reduction in the operating time of the relay system
acts in the same direction.

Generally speaking, the increase in loading and un-
loading rates results in the increase of the amplitude of
self-oscillations. For instance, this will occur when the
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operating times of both the pulse transmitter and the relay
systems remain constant.

The other factors are evident to a much lesser extent.
For instance, the time gap in establishing the loading (or
unloading) rate after switching has a relatively little
effect on the magnitude of the amplitude of oscillations in
the dimensions of the specimen. We must, however, strive to
reduce this time gap since its reduction will lead to a
reduction of the total time gap between two successive
loading (or unloading) phases, which will enable us to record
more accurately the details of the relaxation curve.

As for the other three factors enumerated above, their
role is practically negligible, inasmuch as the rates of the
individual elements of the loading system under test condi-
tions are low. These three factors, basically, influence the
magnitude of the loading and unloading rates.

It follows from the above that in order to reduce the
amplitude of self-oscillations at a preset loading-unloading
rate, i.e., to increase the accuracy of maintaining the de-
formation, we must, on the one hand, reduce to a minimum
(1) the resistance in the deformation amplifier and (2) the
operating time of both the pulse transmitter and the relay
systems; and, on the other hand, increase to a maximum (1) the
rig idity of the components of the deformation amplifier and
(2) the sensitivity of the pulse transmitter system. In
other words, at a preset loading-unloading rate we must tend
to reduce the total time gap between two successive loading
(unloading) phases. However, reducing this time gap will
place a burden upon the operating conditions of the relay
system (particularly, the relay contacts) and the electric
motor, which, being frequently switched will operate most of
the time under starting regime conditions.

Let us dwell at some length on the analysis of the
operating conditions of the individual elements of the system
which maintain the constancy in the deformation of the
specimen.

It should be noted, first of all, that the structure
of the deformation amplifier must warrant the pick-up by the
amplifier of only a deformation caused by the net elongation
of the specimen, excluding, as far as possible, that share of
deformation which is caused by the unavoidable bending at the
elongation of the specimen.
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The task of the deformation amplifier is to intercept
the small specimen deformations; it is therefore necessary
that the dimensions of the components of the deformation am-
plifier vary as little as possible during the test. The
variation in the dimensions of the components of the defor-
mation amplifier may occur as a result of: (1) thermal
expansion, caused by the variation in the temperature of the
components; (2) their plastic deformation; and (3) phase
transformations taking place in the material of the component
as the result of the variation in volume.

Rith respect to tht thermal conditions of the operation,
all components of the deformation amplifier may be classified
into two groups: (1) components operating in high-temperature
regions; and (2) components operating at room temperature.

The influence of thermal expansion on the components
operating in the high-temperature region can be reduced by
using materials with lower coefficients of linear expansion
and by increasing the accuracy in maintaining the temperature
in the furnace. For the components operating at room
temperature we can, apart from using material with low co-
efficients of linear expansion, in some cases also use
compensating systems with materials of different coefficients
of expansion. However, devices of the latter type will
operate properly only at slow variationslin temperature.

We can reduce the plastic deformation of the compo-
nents by selecting an appropriate material as well as by a
rational selection of shape and cross section with a view
to reducing the specific forces (stresses). The problem of
eliminating phase transformations in the components during
operation can be solved by selecting the material.

Provisions must be made in the structure of the de-
formation amplifier for a simple and easy compensation for
the variation in the length of the specimen, which is caused
by the thermal expansion of the specimen during heating, its
deformation in the process of loading, and errors made in
preparing it.

The pulse transmitter system can be accomplished in
several variants, such as electrical contact systems (fixed
contact, slide contact, and mercury contact), systems with a
capacitor, systems with a phototube, etc.

The most important factors in selecting a pulse trans-
mitter system are: (1) sensitivity (the least variation in
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the deformation of the specimen which leads to actuation) of
the pulse transmitter system; (2) simplicity in making this
system; (3) its reliable effect at prolonged operation.

If the accuracy in maintaining the deformation of the
specimen is preset, then by increasing the sensitivity of the
pulse transmitter system we reduce the amount of deformation
to be increased by the amplifier.

The simplest transmitter system is composed of cir-
cuits employing a contact. In this case, the most important
factor is the reduction in the output of the current
switched off (or switched in) by the transmitter contact.
A reduction in current increases the reliability of opera-
tion and sensitivity of the system and reduces the resis-
tance ("sticking" of contacts) in the increaser of defor-
mations.

The diagram of the relay system, which controls the
electric motor, can be fully specified after both the pulse
transmitter system and the capacity of the motor have been
selected, and the operation time of the relay system is
assigned.

3. The recording of diagrams

The diagram can be recorded by either joined broken
lines or steps, depending on the variant selected to main-
tain the constancy of deformation. If the time scale *is
small, these broken lines will blend into one continuous
curve of a definite width. This curve may have zigzags,
i.e., deviations from an even ("smooth") course. The degree
of perfection of the diagram (line width, absence of zig-
zags, etc.) is defined by: (1) the stiffness of the loading
spring; (2) accuracy of maintaining the deformation;
(3) operating reliability of the relay system, the deforma-
tion amplifier and the pulse transmitter system; (4) the
degree of constancy in the temperature of the specimen; and
(5) the influence of external vibrations on the operation
of the pulse transmitter.

The relaxation diagram may be recorded by various
means, such as photographic recording, pencil, pen, etc.
The simplest and most reliable means of recording is either
"a pencil or a pen with ink. The photographic recording has
"a substantial drawback, which is rooted in the impossibility
of observing the course of the curve during the test.
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In order to conduct the tests in a wide range of
initial loads it is desirable to use several scales in re-
cording the stresses. Since the relaxation rate eventually
drops, it is also necessary to have several scales in record-
ing the time.

To reduce the harmful effect of outside vibrations
on the clearness of the recording, provisions must be made
for a shock-absorbing device; the influence of vibrations
must also be taken into consideration when designing the in-
creaser of deformations and the pulse transmitter.

4. The system which produces and maintains the temperature

The system which produces and maintains the tempera-
ture consists of two basic elements: (1) a temperature-
producing device (furnace); and (2) a temperature-maintain-
ing device (thermocontroller).

A detailed review of heating devices has been made
by A. M. Borzdyka (7); the study produced the conclusion
that the best heater is an electrical-resistance furnace.

Particular attention must be given to producing an
identical temperature for the entire volume of the specimen,
since some of the regions of specimens under different
temperature conditions will relax to different degrees.
The primary means of obtaining such a distribution of temp-
eraturo are: (1) using furnaces which are (in comparison
with the specimen) several times (3 to 4) longer than the
specimen; and (2) using a system of unit-type heating coils
with individual controls.

To mount the specimen we must either remove the
furnace or remove the specimen together with the pull rods
and the elements of the system which transmits the varia-
tion in deformation. The first variant can be accomplished
only in two cases: (1) a dismountable furnace; or (2) a
furnace which can be moved along the specimen.

It is more complicated to make a dismountable fur-
nace, and it is still more difficult to ensure an identical
temperature for the entire volume of the specimen in it.
In the case of a furnace which moves along the specimen,
the height of the machine must be at least twice as long
as the length of the furnace. As for removing the specimen
from the furnace along with the pull rods and the elements
of the system transmitting the variation in deformation
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(combined in one unit), this variant is, in our opinion,
unsuitable, since at this point we reduce reliability by
protecting the specimen from accidental bending.

The furnace must have a sufficiently high "thermal
inertia" with respect to the specimen and as low as possible
a "thermal inertia" with respect to the element of the
thormocontroller, intercepting the variation in temperature.

The thermocontroller must have: (1) sufficient sen-
sitivity to the variation in temperature; (2) simplicity in
structure; and (3) reliability in continuous operation.

The thermal control can be accomplished by means of
systems composed of a dilatometer, bolometer, thermocouple,
etc. Dilatometric thermocontrollors are the simplest in
design. The use of a bolometer and other temperature varia-
tion indicators requires more complex circuits.

5. Electrical system

In regard to the electrical system of the entire set-
up as a whole, it should be noted that in connection with
the long duration of the test on relaxation and the relative
complexity of the aggregates included in the set-up, it is
desirable to automatize the operating process of the machine
as much as possible and ensure the electrical protection
of the individual units of the set-up as well as the warning
of inadmissible deviations from the normal operating regime.

III. The Description of the Machine Used in Tests
on Relaxation of Stresses

Let us examine briefly the operating diagram of the
machine for testing the relaxation of stresses (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The diagram of the relaxation
machine.

1 -- Specimen to be tested; 2 -- upper pull rod;
3 -- lower pull rod; 4 -- load lever;
5 -- load spring; 6 -- transmission system;
7 - electric motor; 8 -- quartz rod;
9 -- quartz arch; 10 -- the upper lever of
the increaser of deformations;
11 -- the lower lever of the increaser of
deformations; 12 -- the lower lever of the
deformation amplifier; 13 -- bracket;
14 diagram recording cylinder;
15 -" Warren motor; 16 -- pencil.
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r The electric motor 7 extends spring 5 through -I
the transmission system 6. The stress created in stretch-
ing spring 5 is transmitted by lever 4 to the specimen 1
through pull rod 2. The specimen Is secured by Its ends
to the pull rods 2 and 3. The variation in the length of
the specimen 1 Is transmitted by tiie quartz rods 8 and 9
to levers 10 and 11. The quartz rod 8 which runs inside
the lower pIull rod 3 rests with itz upper end against the

- tapered hollow in the lower end of the specimen, and with
its lower end in the counterbore of lever 10. The quartz
rod 9 has hooks at both ends. The upper hook of the rod
9 enters the tapered hollow of the upper end of the speci-
ien. The lower hook of rod 9 supports the short arm of.'.•er ii.

Aa tLe length of specimen 1 changes, quartz rod 9
turns lever 11 In one or the other direction; this will
either lock or unlock electrical contact 12 situated on
the long arm of lever 11.

Contact 12 controls the relay system (circuit)
connected with the electric motor 7. As the length of
specimen 1 increases, contact 12 locks, and the electric
motor unoads the spring; as a result, the load which acts
upon the specimen and, consequently, the length of the
specimen decrease. As the length of the specimen decreases,
the contact 12 rises and unlocks the circuit of the relay
system. The electric motor loads the spring; the load
which acts upon the specimen and, consequently, the speci-
men length increase. This cycle repeats itself unin-
terruptedly during the entire test period.

The recording cylinder is situated in cantilever 13.
Cantilever 13 is tightly connected with the bracing point
of the lower end of spring 5. Cylinder 14 is rotated
around its vertical axis by either a clock-work or by
electric motor 15.

Pencil 16, drawn to cylinder 14 by a soft spring,
is attached to lever 14.

An spring 5 is loaded it displaces the cylinder
with respect to the penail by the amount of the elastic
elongation of the spring. This amount Is in proportion to
the load which acts upon the specimen. Consequently, the
cylinder records the diagram in the coordinates: load vs.
time.
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r To heat the specimen, we move down the tubular 1
furnace equipped with a thermoregulator (not shown in this
diagram).

The relaxation set-up can be subdivided Into the
following units: (i) loading system; (2) deformation
amplifier; (3) vecording device; (4) furnace; and (5) ther-
moregulator.

1. Loading system

The loading system consists of two parts, described
below.

The lower pull rod (Figure 2) is secured to the frame
by means of two nuts. The pull rod 1 has an ear 2 with
holes and grooves for the deformation amplifier 3, the
quartz arch 4, and quartz rod 5. The upper end of pull
rod 1 is equipped with a thread (M-9) for securing the
specimen. Pull rod 1 has a through-opening along its axis
for the quartz rod 5.

The lower end of the upper pull rod 6 is threaded
(L:-9) for securing the specimen; in addition, the pull rod
6 has a through-opening for the upper end of the quartz
arch (see Figure 3). The upper end of the upper pull rod
6 (Figure 2) is held in the suspenaion device 7 by means
of a spherical rib. The suspension device 7 of the upper
pull rod 6 is secured by means of a shaft on a ball bearing
built into the load lever 8 which transmits the stress pro-
duced by spring 9 upon the specimen.

The arm ratio of the load lever is 1 : 8.

The shaft of load lever 8 is secured on ball bearings
mounted into stands 10 which rest upon the front columns
II of the machine. The short arm of lever 8 has a travel-
ing counterweight 12 for balancing the lever. On its long
arm the load lever carries a single-row ball bearing with
a shaft secured to a suspension device with swivel 13 for
spring 9.

The upper end of the loading spring is inserted in
the hole of the swivel. The swivel rests on the suspension
device through a ball-thrust bearing.
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Figure 2. Relaxation machine.

a -- Overall view; b -- lower pull rod unit;
I --lower pull; 2 -- e.,-,
3 -- the levers of the deformation amplifier;
4 -- quartz arch; 5 -- quartz rod; 6 -- upper
pull rod; 7 -- suspension of the upper pull rod;
8 -- load lever; 9 -- load spring; 10 -- stands;
11 -- front columns; 12 -- counterweight;
13 -- swivel. suspension; 14 -- carriage rod;
15 -- carriage; 16 -- rear columns;
17 -- cylinder; 18 -- pulley.
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111v•e "cunted specimen with?-'.,e- attac--hed thermoeoup-lecz.

' l*o- ,:r end of snr-ngm 9 is Incerted Into rod 14
. the o-".-a:-.&::. upper end of the carriage rod is

e. ocarriage 15 which travels over the
~'~j'.-a OiLfl f -P~ rame 16.

u.-< i•K 'h.s on its upper end a cantilever for"th~eý recn, di< 211 Lech,!Ulism 17.

Th. lower end of the carriage rod is placed into
a wo.m.'; i e wi a nut; the wormwheel is rotated by a
!,¢olllinac'"sc- the end of pulley 18. The wormacrew is set
into mzotiuLon by tho electric motor through a flexible

The moLor of the actuating mechanism, type PR of,- 1. (3, 1. securedi to the table with shock absorbers
of rbpone rubyaer. The motor represents an induction-type
zotor wiuh two rotors mounted on one axis and with two
lrdepnoe<enn. stators. Dich of the rotors can rotate in
only orle directIon (one to the right and the other to the

I; as a resiut, each of the stator windings "rests"
a"2pox1,atei- hae- f of the operating. time. To ensure
z~reat--r rolacliity Of operation, the motors are equipped

The h1.ýhest load applied to the specimen is 1,000
k,, which, with our specimen dimensions (a 4.5 mm diameter,
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rin th working section), amounts, approximately, to 63
kg/mml.

Prior to mounting, the springs were extended to
maximum working conditions and aged at 2300 for three
hours.

The elastic travel of the loading spring at highest
load is equal to approximately 160 mm.

The highest loading-unloading rate is 50.9 kg/min

(or 3.2 kg/mmrper minute respectively).

2. Deformation amplifier

The function of the deformation amplifier Is to
transmit the small changes in the length of the specimen
and increase them by a factor of 25.

The deformation of the specimen is pa ked up by
quartz arch 15 and quartz rod 14 (Figure 4) placed with
their upper ends in the tapered grooves (counterbores)
which are situated at the ends of the specimen, on Its
Ptxie. This eliminates the influence of specimen bending
on the amount of deformation perceived.

The deformation amplifier is constructed in the
form of a system consisting of two light-weight (hollow)
lovers 7 and 8 made of Invar C?]. The levers have counter-
weights which are so mounted as to ensure the tightening
of the quartz rods 14 and 15 to the specimen with a load
equal to 50 kg. The upper lever 8 is secured on ball
bearings 17 on a shaft built on to carriage 18 which can
move over the guiding column 19 and can be secured in the
necessary position by a screw.

The guiding column 19 is mounted on base 20 which
Is fastened to the frame of the machine by means of screws.

The lever 8 terminates in part 11 which carries
ball bearings 12 and has a counterbore 3 for the end of
quartz rod 14.

The shaft of lever 7 is secured on ball bearings
i1. The arm ratio of lever 7 is 1 : 25. One end of lever
7 has an electrical contact 22; the other end, in addition
to weight 13, has a special device to compensate the

Lthermal expansion of part 11 and measure the variation in]
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rthe length of the specimen (at heating, loading, etc.).

The lever 7 carries lever 4 t. htened to a metal
tubing 6 by spring 10. The plunger 24, situated in the
hole of lever 7, rests with one end upon lever 4 and has
on the other end a counterbozre for the end of the quartz
arch 15.

The compensation of thermal expansion ocurs
automatically due to the fact that the lengths of both
the metal tubing 6 and the brass screw are so matched that
the expan3ion of part 11 is compensated by the difference
in expansion between tubing 6 and screw 5.

The variation in the dimensions of the specimen,
transmitted by quartz rods 14 and 15, is compensated by
means of screw 5 displacing plunger 24.

The miorometer screw I situated strictly on the
vortical which r•ins through shaft 17 it secured to carriage
18 by means of insulation layer 23. Screw 1 is equipped
with electrical contact 2 which may be connected with
contact 22 (in our set-up, these contacts act as a pulse
transmitter).

The quartz arch and the quartz rod are shown in
FiAgILie 5.

The set-up consists of four macines. The better
of these machines ensures the maintenance of the length
of the tested specimen to an acouracy of ±0.2 microns,
which amounts (at a 100-mm calculated length of the speci-
men) to a relative accuracy of ±0.0002 percent in maintain-
i.g the constancy of the length; when the machine is not
that good, this quantity is somewhat higher.

L
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rand lower sections. This makes it possible to achieve a-1
uniform distribution of temperature over the length of
the specimen.

5. Thermoregulator

The furnace is equipped with a dilatometric-type
thermoreguTLator consisting of two elements, one of which

- is the furnace tube and the other of which is the quartz
rod which takes part in the elongation. The relative
variation in the length of the tube and the rod increases
100-fold by means of a two-staGe lever system. The travel
of the lever system caused by the thermal expansion (or
contraction) of the tube causes the closing (or opening:)
of the ele-trical contact, which, in the end, results in
n reduction (or increase) in the magnitude of current
passing, throug~h the winding of the furnace.

We should pause to discuss for a moment the method
of fastening the quartz rod 25 (see Figure 4a). This rod
must have thickenings (heads) at Its ends. The lower end
of the rod is led into a yoke on the short arm of the
t1.ermoregulator lever 26. The upper thickened end of the
rod rests upon a b'rass tube which Is put on the rod. This
tubing may be tightly secured by clamp 27 at the upper end
of the furnace.

The thermoregulator permits the temperature to be
maintained to an accuracy of ±0.170 C provided the voltage
oscillationms in the network, which feed the furnace wind-
irgs, are small. In the case of substantial voltage
oscillations in the network the accuracy of maintaining
the temperature of the specimen constant is impaired, and
it reaches ±l and 1.50 C.
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Table 2

The recording scales of the diagrams according
to the stress axis and time axis

Time corresponding to
Stress 1 mm on the diagram,

corresponding hour
No. of to I mm on the
machine diagram, With the

kg Warren motor Using only the
and the clock-work

clock-work

1 6.01 4.08-10-3 0.109
6.05 4.19.10-3 0.705

3 6.10 4.26.10- 0.724
4 5.98 4.17.10-3 0.538

Table 5

Structural specifications for the winding of the
heat-treatment furnace

I - I
Spacing of

Section Number of turns winding, Relative density
mm of winding

Upper 22 4.6 2
Central 16 9.4 1
Lower 32 3.2 3

IV. The Electrical Circuit System of the Machine
That Tests Relaxation of Stresses

The following circuits may be singled out in the
electrical system of the control board: (1) furnace heat-
LIrg circuit; (2) thermoregulator circuit; (3) deformationj
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ramplifier circuit (pulse transmitter); (4) electric
motor circuit; (5) Warren motor circuit; (6) d-o poten-
tiometer; and (7) signaling and safety circuit.

Figure 6 shows a schematic electrical diagram of
one of the panels and wiring diagrams of both the board
panel and the relay unit.

1. Furnace heating circuit

The furnace may be connected into a 120- or a 220-v
a-c circuit (see Figure 6a).

The current passing through the circuit is measured
with an ameter and controlled with rheostats II and III.
A portion of the current is shunted by rheostat IV by means
of normally closed relay contacts R6. Tube 15 (furnace),
which indicates the presence of current in the furnace,
is connected in parallel to rheostats II and III. The
central and lower heating sections are shunted by rheostats
V and VI, respectively.

2. Thermoregulator circuit

The thermoregulator relay R6 is fed by the current
(25 to 30 v) from the d-c potentiometer 1. The thermo-
regulator contacts VS close or open the relay circuit R6.
The contacts of the R6 relay connect or disconnect the
shunt rheostat IV circuit. To reduce sparking and, conse-
quently, charring, the contacts of thermoregulator VS are
shunted by the resistor RI = 240 ohms.

In case of overheating of the furnace the lower
contacts N of the thermoregulator close the circuit of
relay R1 whose contacts close the emergency relay R8 cir-
cuit.

The 20,000-ohm resistor R3 serves as a spark arrest-
er in the relay Rl contacts.

The (0.5/4F) capacitor C1 serves as a spark arrester
In the relay R6 contacts.

3. Deformation amplifier circuit

The lower lever of the deformation amplifier, by
either closing or opening the contacts 13 and 14, passes
Lor interrupts the current in the polarized relay R2. j
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Mlelay R2 is fed from the potentiometer 1 at a voltaae of 1
1.5 to 1.8 v. The input power consumed by relay R2 and,
consequently, cut off in contacts 13 and 4 amounts In all
to-O.006 v. The 10,000-ohm resistor R2 acts as a spark
arrester on the contacts of the deformation amplifier.

When the contacts of the deformation amplifier are
open, the relay R2 contacts 2B and 4B are open. At this

-point the normally closed contacts of the intermediate
relay R7 close (through the normally closed contacts of
the emergeney relay R3) the coil of the ;.ading motor re-
lay R4. The contacts of relay R4 close the stator circuit
of the motor which actuates the rotor toward loading the
peclmen.

When the contacts of the deformation amplifier are
closed, the current passes from the potentiometer through
rely R2 and close contacts 2B and 4B (the 30,000-ohm
re~sistor R4 shunts contacts 28 and 4B for spark arresting);
at this point the relay R7 contacts open the coil circuit
of the unloading motor relay R5.

The contacts of relay 7 are shunted for spark
arresting by resistors R5 and R6, 2400 ohms each.

The contacts of relay R5 close the stator circuit
cf the motor, which actuates the rotor toward unloading the
specimen.

L
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Figure 6. Relaxation Machine

a-- Schematlc diagram of electrical circuits; b -- wiring
diagram of the board; c -- wiring diagram of the relay unit
of' the machine; RI -- relay interjacent to the emergency
rnlay (general); R2 -- control relay of the mechanical
amplifier of deformation (its contacts are 2B and 4B);
R3 -- emergency relay (of the motor);. R4 -- motor relay
(loading); R5 -- motor relay (unloading); R6 -- thermo-
regulator relay; R7 -- relay (intermediate) of the
mechanical amplifier of deformation; R8 -- emergency relay
(general); RI, R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6 are spark-arresting
resistors; C1, C2, C3, and C4 -- spark-arresting capacitors;
L(T)I, L2, L3, L4, and L5 -- signal lamps; I -- d-c poten-
tiometer; II and III -- ballast rheostats of the furnace;j

L
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relectrio motor are on.

5. Warren motor circuit

The Warren motor is fed from the 120-v a-c network.
It Is connected and disconnected by switch 5v.

6. Direct-current potentiometer circuit

The relay system is fed from potentiometer 1 whose
circuit is switched in by switches 1 and 2. Signal lamp
L2 indicates the presence of voltage on the potentiometer.
The potentiometer shows readings for 2-, 30-, and 120-v
voitages.

The ballast rheostat VII is employed to maintain
constant voltage during the experiment. The voltage con-
stancy is checked by the d-c voltmeter.

7. Signaling and safety circuit

The 120-v a-c current is fed to the signal straps
through the knife switch Rb2 and the bell circuit.

In case the furnace becomes overheated, the emergency
relay P8 cuts off both a-c and d-c currents on the board
of the machine and closes the circuits of emergency lamp
LM and the Zvn bell, whose coil is shunted by the 0.6/SF
capacitor for spark arresting on the bell contacts. In
order to connect the supply of current o the board, we
muat press a special button on relay R8.

L
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rfour relaxation machines is centralized on the general
control board (Figure 7); on the same board, there are, in
addition, all the signal lamps and emergency relays. A
'.iw of one of the panels of the control board is shown in
Figure 8.

V. Measurement Errors in Testing Relaxation
of Stresses

1. The accuracy of maintaining the length of
the specimen constant

Let us assume that the width of the line of the
dlagramnz depends completely on the accuracy Ae at which
the set-up maintains the constancy of deformation in the
specimen. Then, taking the width of line z which has
actually been measured for a case when the test was con-
ducted at room temperature and the time recording was made
by using a large scale (approximately, one turn of the cy-
linder per hour), we will have:

Az = ±4zmlo/2_& = ±0.00019 Wi,

where Lz = 0.2 mm is the width of the line of the diagram;

m = 6.0 kg/mm Is the scale of stresses;

lo= 100 mm is the working length of the specimen;

S = 16 mm2 is the crose-sectional area of the
specimen;

E = 2.0.104 kg/mm2 is the modulus of normal elasti-
city of the material of the specimen at a testing tempera-
ture of 200 C.

On the other hand, we can proceed from the average
number of revolutions in one direction of theAn of the
wormwheel of the loading system (during the loading-unload-
Ing process). The numberin will be related to the to the
accuracy of maintaining deformation by the following ex-
pression:

Ii.0&p/2SE = ±0.00017 mm,

where

L i = 1/110 is the gear ratio of the wormwheel; J
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h = 4 mm Is the travel pitch of the carriage screwý

An = 5- revolutions is the average number of recllu-
tions of the worm-wheel in one direction.

When tests are conducted at an elevated temperature
and a small time scale Is used, we must also take into
account the variation 'In the dimensions of the specimen

_ - by variations in its temperature. The error in
..... +inn the constancy in the ler.,tJ of the spec';ýin

Acih depends on the thermal expansion of itsAl in tI:.e
-. st unfavorable case, when the temperatuw•: variaitionrs

reac-h ±10 C0, will equal:

A.4I = -+ LAt = _0.0016 Mam,

rhere 1 IC 1,0 mam is the working lensth of tLJe pecimri;

416.0,10-6 is the coefficLent of lineiar expan-

..kon (for hila-ailoyed chromium-nickel steels); and

/6 V= o10 C i the accuracy in maintaining, the
temper ature.

In most caees It is possible to maintain the tiemnpera-
t-ir-. to a greater accuracy, approximately *0.25° C; this
,roes with the error of thermal expanalon on the order of
"C,. 0004 .

In fact. (in complete accordance with the above cal-
culations), in Conducting the teet in the region of high
'emperaturepa the total width of 'he line of' the diagram in
.he cector of the moS., unfavorable condition amounted to
about 2 n,• and in maot cases to 0.6 mm.

'. Measurement error In the variation of load and time

Proceeding from a f requently observed diagram line
width of 0.6 mm, 1it must be assumed tVht the error in the
reading of satresses from the diagraw

m/Th = 0.114- ThG/mm

will ba equal approximately to 0.3 mm. This corresponds to
the average measurement error of the stress m!/Sb = (.114
.g/mm2 efffective in the specimen, where

Lm i 6.0 kg/mm2 the scale of stresses;
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r B = 16 mm2 to the cross-sectional area of the
specimen; and

b = 0.3 mm Is the error in the L eadilng of stresses
ciz the diagram.

If we assume that the time-reading accuracy on the
diagram is 0.2 mm, then the measurement error in time will

. be equal to the values given in Table 4.

Table 4

TZrrore. In time measurement according to the diagram
of relaxation of stresses, sec.

F
No. of f With the Warren motor Operating only with
machine and the clock work the clock-work

1 +2.9 17.8
2 t3.0 t5.4

3 ±3.0 15.4
+ .3.0 +3.6

3. Evaluating the influence of the variation in room
temperature on the stiffness of the loading spring

To evaluate the influence of the variation in room
temperature on the stiffness of the loading spring, we may
ts.e advantage of the well-known formula relating the
elcngation of the helical spring to the load applied to it:

T = G4 4 /64ir3f = kf

where P Is the stress produced by the spring;

G is the modulus of tangential elasticity;

d is the diameter of the spring wire;

I is the number of turns in the spring;

r is the radius of the turn in the spring;
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r f is the elongation of the spring;

k is the stiffness factor.

Let us assume that at a small variation in tempera-
ture the modulus of tangential elasticity depends linearly
on temperatares, namely: it drops with the increase in
temperature while the linear dimensions of the spring grow

.with the temperature, i.e.,

= r o(l + oct)

d .~(l +!%tA)

"- U -v -I

where ocis the coefficient of linear expansion;

P is the thermal coefficient of the modulus ot
el-asucity in shear; and

Lt is the variation in temperature.

From here we can easily determine the relative
variation of the stiffness factork/k-100 (expressed in
percent) with the variation in temperature.

Taking 100/..oo'• (cy- ) t. 0o0.

oc : 1.6"lo-5;

= 2.5"i0- 4 ; and

= 100 C;

we obtain /k '/E-100 = -0.23 percent.

Conclusions

I. A study has been made of the general require-
2ents of a set-up for testing relaxation of stresses at
elongation.

2. A description Is given of this set-up; it was
piuaned and built at the Institute of Physics of Metals
of the Academy of Sciences USSR (AN"SSSR), Ural Branch;
It waa designed for testing specimens 100 mm long and 4.5
tmm in diameter at temperatures up to 9000 C. The length j
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rof the specimens was maintained automatically to an -
accuracy of ±0.2 micron and the temperature to an accuracy
of ±10 1. The maximum load Is 1,000 kg. The diagram of
stresses with respect to the test time was recorded auto-
matically.

3. An analysis of measurement errors in testing
relaxation of stresses is given.
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Concerning Shearing and Diffusion Plasticity
in the Process of Relaxation of Stresses

By G. N. Kolesnikov and A. I. Moiseyev

Relaxation of stresses is customarily called the
spontaneous reduction of stresses which eventually takes
place when total deformation remains permanent. We have
today a sufficiently well-accepted conception that the pri-
mary reason for relaxation of stresses is the nonuniform and
nonsynchronous course of plastic deformation in the material.

We know that at relatively low temperatures plastic
deformation is accomplished by two processes: slip and
twinning*. In the case of high temperatures, many authors
(3-10) assume, parallel to slip, the existence of another
type of plastic deformation, diffusion plasticity. Speci-
fically, A. A. Bochvar (7) concludes that diffusion plasti-
city can be accomplished by three different mechanisms,
which he calls: (1) amorphous diffusion; (2) soluble-
precipitation; and (3) recrystallization. He, as well as
several other authors, is justified in assuming that, at an
assigned constant temperature, the greater the relative
role of diffusion plasticity, the lower the rate of defor-
mation.

The fundamental distinction of twinning and slip
from diffusion plasticity is the fact that both slip and
twinning are group processes ("collective", "cooperative");
in other words, the elementary acts of these processes are
accomplished by the regular dislocation of entire groups of
atoms along definite crystallographic planes and directions.
The elementary act of diffusion plasticity represents
process of an independent migration of individual atoms
which coincides with the elementary act of diffusion (self-
diffusion).

*To this same type of "collective" processes we also refer
the process of complex slip described by M. V. Klassen-
Neklyudova (1) and A. V. Stepanov (2).
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The conception of the existence of diffusion plasti-
city is, as a matter of fact, supported by four groups of
established experimental facts.

1. In pure metals, the preceding plastic deformation
(preset at a low temperature) affects oppositely the magni-
tude of the subsequent plastic deformation at low and high
temperatures. A pure metal, preliminarily deformed (in the
re•ion of a relatively low temperature), will at a subsequent
straining by some assigned stress (at the same temperature
region) experience a plastic deformation, less in magnitude
than a metal that had not undergone a preliminary deforma-
tion. 3ut if we carry out the subsequent deformation at a
sufficiently high temperature, the opposite relationship
will be observed, i.e., the material that had not undergone
a preliminary plastic deformation, will experience a lower
deformation (11).

2. It is generally known that the variation in the
grain size of a polycrystalline material affects diversely
the magnitude of plastic deformation at low and high temp-
eratures.

3. The distribution of plastic deformation over the
polycrystalline specimen at its deformation in the region
of low temperatures and of high deformation rates differs
from the distribution obtained at the deformation cf the
specimen in the region of high temperatures and low deforma-
tion rates. In the first case, the deformation is mainly
concentrated in the volume of the grain, and in the second
case, it is mainly localized at the grain boundaries (12-
15). Most convincing in this respect are the experiments
conducted on bicrystals (12, 16). These experiments show
that, at low temperatures and high deformation rates, plastic
deformation occurs mainly in the sectors of the crystals
removed from the boundaries, but that in the regions ad-
joining the boundary the deformation is hampered. In the
case of high temperatures and low deformation rates, plastic
deformation is localized at the grain boundaries and is
almost unobservable in the sectors of the crystal removed
from the boundary.

4. Some authors (17, 18) point out that the activa-
tion energy of self-diffusion in a number of metals concurs,
within the limitp of an experimental error, with the acti-
vation energy of plastic deformation by creep.
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The above qualitative relationships can easily be
explained on the basis of our conceptions of diffusion
plasticity. That is, the intensity of the course of the
diffusion processes must increase with the rise in tempera-
ture. Further, in considering this problem from the view-
point of contemporary conceptions of the elementary act of
diffusion in a crystalline body, it must be expected that
the elementary acts must arise more easily in the sectors
of the crystal where the crystal lattice is most distinct
from that of an ideal, i.e., near the nonuniformity of the
crystal and, particularly, at the grain boundaries. On the
other hand, the elementary acts of the "cooperative" pro-
cesses (slip and twinning), which also originate near the
structural nonuniformities of the crystalline body, propagate
to distances which are the greater dimensions of the undis-
tortod sector of the crystal where the elementary act occurs.

In addition to the above there are some other experi-
mental data which speak in favor of the existence of a
process of diffusion plasticity; for instance, data refer-
ring to the damping of oscillations at elevated temperatures
in a mono- and a polycrystalline material (19-21).

Although all that has been said above is based on
experimental data obtained under deformation conditions
different from those obtained in tests on relaxation of
stresses, it is nevertheless obvious that plastic deforma-
tion which causes relaxation of stresses must be accomplish-
ed through microprocesses of the same types as in other
cases of deformation. Indeed, from a phenomenological
standpoint, relaxation of stresses can be considered as
a special case of deformation of the specimen, in which the
variation in the load applied to the specimen obeys a
certain definite law in such a way that the total deforma-
tion (the sum of elastic and plastic deformations) of the
specimen remains invariable (22). However, some authors
have suggested (23-28) that the mechanism of plastic
deformation at relaxation of stresses is essentially
different from that of the plastic deformation under other
deformation conditions (creep).

On the processes of creep and diffusion plasticity

According to present conceptions, diffusion
plasticity is caused by independent (chaotic in nature)
dislocations of individual atoms, while creep is a group
phenomenon which consists of a coordinated simultaneous
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dislocation of entire groups of atoms along definite planes
and directions of the crystal lattice. Proceeding from
these conceptions, it may be expected that so substantial
a difference in the mechanism of these processes must
manifest itself in the difference of the kinetics of their
course.

It may be assumed that these processes are character-
ized by different dependencies of the rates of plastic de-
formation on stress, different magnitudes of activation
energy, and different dependencies of the activation enorgy
on stress.

In the opinion of Ya. I. Frenkel (29), the activation
energy for a group process must be greater than that for
the process of self-diffusion, while for a diffusion plasti-
city process the activation energy mut be of the same order
as the activation energy for a solf-diffusion process.

At present there is still no detailed thoore-cal
analysis of the dependence of deformation rate on stress
for the case of diffusion plasticity in a crystalline body.

Some authors (5, 17) note that the activation energy
of plastic deformation -.t creep is close in magnitude to
that of diffusion (self-diffusion). On the basis of this
fact, they conclude that in the case of creep the funda-
mental role is played by diffusion plasticity.

I. A. Oding (4) accepts the linear dependence of the
activation energy of the diffusion plasticity on stress,
assuming that the activation energy decreases with increase
in stress. In fact, we can expect that the change in the
specific volume caused by the superposition of stresses
must manifest itself on the magnitude of the activation
energy; in other words, that the activation energy will
depend on that part of the tensor of stresses that causes
the change of the volume. It may further be assumed that
the dependence of the activation energy on stress can be
expressed in the first approximation by a linear function.
Theoretically, however, the order of the magnitude of the
term depending on stress and appearing in the expression
for the activation energy is absolutely vague. In other
words, the question of how strongly the magnitude of acti-
vation energy for the process of diffusion plasticity
(diffusion process) must depend on stress remains obscure.
It can be assumed that this dependence must be weak.
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I. Ya. Dekhtyar (30) suggested the following form of
an expression for the dependence of the rate of diffusion
plasticity on temperature and stress:

U 2 F Koe RTshjlhA, (1)

2RT

whore U is the flow rate or the rate of diffusion plasticity;

iS is the distance between the initial (equilibrium)
position of the atom and the vertex of the potential
barior;

Xo is the magnitude depending on the frequency of
atomic vibrations;

Ql is the activation energy of the self-diffusion

process;

R is the gas constant;

T is the absolute temperature;

61 is the (internal) effective stress in the moving
atoms;

Va is the volume of crystal to suit one gram-atom;

e is the base of natural logarithms.

We will introduce the designations

A = 2SKo; z 0/2Q,;

where 8o is the yield strength at slip when T = 00; 4l = x6,
where

6 is the external stress acting upon the specimen;
and

-4 is the coefficient of local overstrain.

After some transformations and taking logarithms,
we obtain the dependence of the log of plastic deformation
rate on stress.
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Figure 1. The relationship Figure 2. Schematic
between the log of plastic graph of the relation-
deformation rate and stress, ship between the log
determined from Expression of deformation rate
(2) for fI/RT = 24, 4 = I and the reciprocal of
and 10= I-3 (continuous the absolute tempera-
lines correspond to the ture; Log A is the
upper scale on the axis of initial ordinate.
abscissas, dotted lines
correspond to the lower).

--u --. (gQ -- ,. j7) lge + Ig (I -- e HT .i (2)

For the values log A6/2 = 10; QI/RT = 24;#q= 1,
the curve which depicts Expression (2) is given In Figure
1. If T = constant, then, as obvious from Figure 1, in
changing by one order (in the region of small stresses),
the log of deformation rate decreases approximately by
unity. In the region of high deformations the log of
d eformation rate rapidly descends with the reduction in
stress, varying almost linearly. If we take A= 10-3
and the same value of QI/RT as above, then with the

L15
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rdecline in stress by one order the log of deformation
rate will descend over the entire considered region of
stresses (6< 60) by one logarithmic unity (Figure 1).

From the viewpoint of kinetic theory, the constnat
A• is proportional, on the one hand, to the number of sites,

er3 the elementary acts of plastic deformation may
originate, and, on the other hand, to the mean quantity

- of macroscopically observed plastic deformation which
corresponds to the course of one elementary act.

Let us now stop to consider the experimental deter-
mination of the activation energy and the Constant Ae.

if in the expression for the process rate there
a p ears only one exponential term Which deperds on the
reciprocal of the ab-olute temperature, then the dependence
uiider consideration in the coordinates -- log of rate and
reciprocal of temperature -- is depicted by a straight line,
whiose tangent of the inclination angle is proportional to
the activation energy Q and the initial ordinate gives the
Talue for Log A (Figure 2). In an experimental determina-
tion of these values for any process we usually plot on
the grap~h the log of the process rate on the axis of the
ordinates, and plot the reciprocal value of absolute
temperature on the axis of abscissas. Then after locating
on the graph the absolute value of the tangent of inclina-
tion angle which equals

d iYU
tg w =- 1 (3 )

we obtain the experimental value of the activation energy
from the expression

R t~.
Ige (4)

The experimental value of the constant Ae is found
from the same graph by determining the initial ordinate
which is equal to the Log As° For instance, for the case
of diffusion plasticity, described by Eq. (2), we have

Q.)=Qf1- (t + ,+ , 2 )

L
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IgA, = Ig- + Ig(t -e ) (6)

It is obvious from Figure 3 that In this case
.o Ae0 wi'1 descend with the redu-tlon in stre•-q, varying
approximately by one logarithmic unity when the stress
ch. ndes by a factor of 10.

Let us now examine the relatioriship between the
d1fo-Pratton rate, the stress, and the temperature for the
ease of deformation. by slip.

2cperlmentaly, for monocrystalline specimens, i.e.,
Tih the case when there is minimum partIcipation of
diffusion plasticity, we observe a strong dependence of
the activation energy on stress (31, 32). In particular,
2. N. Kolesnikov (31), while Inveistigatin6 the flow of
aluminum monocrysta]s of approximately the same orienta-
tion, found that the activation energy for the slip pro-
cess varies from 20,600 cal/mole at a shearing streca of
6oo -/mm 2 to 72,000 cal/mole at a stress of 150 S/mm'.

It follows from this that In the case of slip the
activation energy strongly increases with the reduction
in the applied stress; moreover, the values of the activa-
tion energy which correspond to small stresses obviously
exceed the activation energy of the process of self-
(Affuaion*; according to the indication in literature,
this activation energy for aluminum Is equal to 37,500
ca1/z-atom (17).

Present theoretical conceptions of the process of
slip also lead to a strong dependence of the activation
energy on stress.

*The actIvation energy of the process of self-diffusion
Is obviously determined without taking into aceount the
Leyollo diffusion (33).
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lor,

Figure 3. Relationship
between valus of log Ae
and stress, determined
from Expression for
Ql/RT = 24 and A 1.

As an example, let us examine the Bekker-Orovan
equation (34), since this is the simpleet of a number of
expressions suggested by various authors, and since the
analysis of other relationships produced results which
are not much different. Slightly modifiedg this express-
ion will be written as follows:

Val

tic = AJOF 3GArT e vGsT (7)

where Us = the rate of plastic deformation by slip;

A B = the constant proportional to the n=ber of
sites where elemerrtary acts of slip may originate and the
constant of the aean macroscopic deformation of the speci-
men corresponding to the course of one elementary act;

v = the volume covered by the variation in stress;

i = theoretical shearing strength;

ec) = yield strengtb at absolute zero temperature;

(5 = effective stress;

G = modalus of tangential elasticity;

k = Boltzmann constant;

L
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r T = absolute temperature;

e= the base of natural logarithms.

We will introduce the designations - Qu AN = B,

where Qo = the activation energy of the process of slip

at zero stress;

N = Avogadro' s number;

R = universal gas constant.

After a few transformations and taking logarithms,
we obtain the expresaion

f "<-
IqU,:=I g. - B(1 0 )2Ig( + Ig[1--e Ge (8)

00

where

The general course of the log of rate-stress curve
at a constant temperature Is shown in Figure 4; in plotting
t1hs graph, we assumed the values of log As = 10 and B

In all our further discussions, we will consider
•- the given constant value.

70 . .

I Figure 4. Relationship
.. .. • between the log of plastic

S -- - -- deformation rate-stress,
determined from Expression

log (8) (the continuous line
A corresponds to the upper

scale on the axis of
4_4 absoissas, the dotted line

to the lower).

7 i

1 J
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r As can be seen from the graph, in the region of
relatIvely hio. stresaes there As a strong (close to
parahc'llc) dependence of the log of nlaesVIc daforin.ation
rat~e on stress. But In t~ie reglon of relatively szia21
streaseo, ths tren~d of the curve 1_ simillar to the trend

of the ziurve exaimined earlier for the case of diff'asin
Plast. Ic Ity . Par~i-ularly, as the stress changes by one
oidert t~he log of the plastic deformation rate varies by

-One logarithmnic anity.

It. Is Irterestinr to note that when only onle type
~r ~c~es (dffuionplag-ic~ty by sliT,) 0-ocurs, t.he de--

.~eidec-acrve Of the lo- of rate on stress h%3 e. Cu~ a-~
ir'e of one sign, and itt c.onvexity facpi' ,,he n~oa t~,iv4e dl-
rccicmof tho axis of ordinates.

flu acCo~rdanice with th.6 findament&I. prcpoo,*Litonn olf
tLhe b:a, of slip, -the activqtion _rn:arigy, iLe.. 4tr vý,*Sue

ý,Oportlor~a]. to the mnimiium Isothermic work niecesseary for
or~ iginatiokn 010 one elem~entary act, Is c-xpresse'. as
0los e 0 sI - o 2 . In other woirds, the active"'ion

~crgý-ry must rapidly increaase with t-he reduction of a-pp'l,%d
B Ltress; SPecifically, according to the parabolic low.
Within the bounda of 'this tbeory, this depen rcs will be
th~e atild~ependen~ce of activation energy on applied

Meanlwhile, if we are 10o determine the activatlon
-. er:yexpe-Imerntally from the tang.,mt of tie Inclination
nleof the curve of the log r6.te of plastic defoi-mation

v3. the reciprocal of temprera~ture, we obtain a dififerent
relatlionsllip between the activation energy and stress even
if we remain writ~hia the bounds of this thecr.y. Thi IsE
explairi.~d by the fact, tLhat xpression 17)cnistw
eixponantial. termis whIch depend on temperature. The range
of the temperature variation within whIch the tests a*r,,
uonducted is usually not wi~de,, and. with the variatloi- o-f
th.*e temperature within that range Expresnion (8), depleted
la coordinates (LogU, i/'r), will dlffer little from a
etr-alght 'line. It would therefore a near thlat -,he wagnitude
of activation energy deterinilned from the tangent of11 the
IrCl~.n~a"ion ,!ngle would give tha true dependencis of tthe
activation energy on atre~is. H~owever, t'sis not so.
infr! sle us determine the activation energy 'from

i~xprezscion (8), -asing Expressions (3) and (4). Then, for
whic)~,h will be thus dc~t irmined and will -further be

called, conventionally, "effective" activation energy -

,1,e obtain:
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Particularly, in an extreme case of a stress tending to
zero, we will have

lim Q, = Qo--RT < Qo. (10)
0n

It Is already obvious from the latter relationship that
(within the bou•ys of this theory) the activation energy
determined from the tangent of the inclination angle will
be leas than the true value of the a,-tiration energy.

F-igure 5 shows the trend of the curve for ratio
'.o.i./ vs. ratio d/lo calculated for various values of
P.-r-±aeter B. The dotted curve depicts the trend of the

"true" activation energy (its further extent shows that
i.ts trend coincides with the trend of the 7urve referred.
to for the value B 20).

-T" .- ,-.-_ Figure 5. The relation-
ship between the act4va-

.....--- Viton energy and the
stress, determined from
8the Bekker-Orovan
Expression (8) for
various values of
parameter B.

L 3Lt
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r The following conclusions can be made from exami- 1
nation of this graph: (1) the "true" as well as the
"effective" activation energies increase with the decrease
in stress; (2) the lower the value of parameter B and the
lower the stress, the more the "effective" activation
energy deviates from the "trite".

ALeuuming that Expres. is valid, our dis-
. cusslons show the following:

(1) the "true" activation energy can either be equal
to or greater (but not smaller) than the "effective" acti-
vtt!on energy determined from the tangent of the
in.,uinatPion angle;

.2) the " effective" activation energy will be the
closer to the "true" activaticn energy as the stress is
the higher and the parameter B the greater, i.e., the lower
the temperature in comparison with the QO/R value. Že-
lde,, itb follows from the above discussions that in using

activation energy values determined from experimental data
• must be cautious in Judging the validity of either
theory when there Is reason to assume that the rate of the
process -uder study cannot be expressed by one exponential
term which depends on temperature.

Analogous discussions can proceed concerning the
' .iitial ordinate log Ae. Indeed, as has already been said,
in considering the dependence of the log uf rate on the
rzsoclprocal of temperature In a narrow Interval of tempera-
til-es, we will obtain for each value a segment of the
straiEght line. Continuing these segments to their inter-
section with the axis of ordinates, we will be able to de-
termcIne the value of the initial ordinate log Ae for every
streo.l Generally speaking, these values will not repre-
aen1t constants and will depend on the magnitude of stress.

Mhe initial ordinate (see Fiaure 2) can be determined
fco'm the followirk expression:

Ig A* , jiee +g.(1

!. e uae Expre•.Sions (8) arid (9), w.e can determine the

dlependence of log Ae/Ao on stress for our case In the form

L1 6
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A4 4 Ige - a
Ig= +Ig(1--e ") (12)

C 0e

Within the bounds of the theory under consideration,
Ao Is an essentially constant value; the dependence of

-lop Ae/Ao on stress will, therefore, characterize the
dependence of Ae on stress.

."ipgure 6 shows the relationship between log Ae/Ao
a-), Ltross ffor various values of parameter B. It follows
from thi graph that if the theorettcal notions under
consideratlon are correct, tlie experimeutally determined
Initial ordinate log Ae for the case of slip must decrease
at a relatively low rate with the rot.uction in stress.
This ordinate remains approximately constant in the region
of high stresses but decreasea In the reglon of low
streases by one logarithmic unity with the variation in
st8ss3 by one order; I.e., Just as this takes place In the
etFlier case of diffusion plasticity. 7n other words, in
both cases the value Ae must not decrease more rapidly
thian stress.

4 4

-,-log 51

-jL

Figure 6. Relationship
between log Ae/Ao and
atress, determined from
Expression (12) for
various values of
parameter B.

Let us turn now to the case of joint simultaneous
1participation of two processes in plastic deformation:
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rsllp and diffusion plasticity.

A:suming that. the resultant rate of plastic defor-
rL-tion U equals the sum o.1 rates of Ouh processes, we
obtain

U U1c + Ug. (13)

Usin• for Uc and Ug Expressions (7) and (1) and
introducing designations

- =A', -C, we obtain

A'.r (14)C/I -- .4,.' ' x -- , e I ± J• -- t',.I ( 4
o -

After some transformations aLd taking a logarithm,
we finally obtain

IgU =IqA. B (I--)' lg+ -Ig(j--'e )

+ Ig [I +

2A'e

As an example, Figure 7 gives the trend of T,'
carve f2or log of total deflormation rate vs. stress (to be
=:•re 6xýct, vs. relation 6/74) at a constant temperature.
I• calculating the trend of this curve, the following
•½es were assirmed: log As = lO: B = 80; C = 0.3;

7168.
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T +

log -. ' I

-" E , 1I I

Figure 7. The relationship
between the log of plastic
deformation rate and stress,
determined from Expression
(15) fo., the simultaneous
course of two processes
13 = 30; A' = 1010; C = 0.3;
ogA -10;/7=l and

As can be seen from the graph, the individual
ieoments of the given curve have curvatures of different
signs, in conItrast to the curves examined before (see
Figures 1 and 4). In other words, the curve which
corresponds to the slmultanecus course of both processes
(diffusion plasticity and slip) has a sector whose con-
vexity faces the negative direction of the axis of ordi-
ra, t e s.

Deternining, just as before -- according to Fqs.
(3) &-nd (4) from Expression (15) -- the magnitude of
"effective" activation energy Qe, i.e., the magnitude of
activation energy determined from the tangent of the in-
cl'nation ansle of the small sector of "he curve, we
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1., LO .4,1 -

-. V- (1.6)

-.- "

"•Tr.en t'/c!) -- 0, the limit value of t.his expreasior.
wrill equ.i

l~ !,',I.-i 4.4' e " , y'-.•.: "(17)

+t i a.ppropriate to 2'er!nd here of the physlc al
of t*he ii'..-meters appearI: i' xpreseons 1.o 6)

. / -- .is the rlaor of the maxirmum possible

fr .L -o. ..... -of sli, and. diffusion plasticity;
QoiC 1.; the magnitude reciprocal to the abso-

,,•r.......ure o. ;-I,- experiment at the given value of

"C= / i e ris -rti,,niý of the values of the
a -t j tv'r)o ener'--Ty 0of' diffusion piastleity and slip, at

. 3.e. eaual to zero anrd at absolute tnemper-ture; nrid

= '-Va'po/2Q! is the mvnitude proportional to the
-fflcient of loca&. overstrain at given val-es for Vs,

6,:,, axia4.

JA1 .. t.0,U•u.ar.: the v.l3.ue I I1. correspo"vi 1....
-al stresses of 41r.'order olf e so-called theoýrtI-

"s"ee.r4" "ez .i.e., the order that Is n.merI .. ally
c ose to ti- nmodulus of tangential elasticity; the vraue

S!-3 corresponds to the local stresses which are of
thr same order of magnitude as the macroscopically applied

Without going into a detailed analysis of this
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rexpression, we will only point out that the "effective"
activation energy that corresponds to the values of a
stress close to zero satisfies the condition

i.e., this energy Is not less than Ql " RT.

-AI 1 _

[I!]•,• i•! l •T.• -T -l

Figure 8. Dependence of Figure 9. Dependence of
activation energy on stress activation energy on stress
determined from Expression determined from Expression
(16) for simultaneous course (16) for simultaneous
of two processes (B = 80; course of two processes
- - 0.3; A= I at various (B = 80; C = 0.3;
values of A'). A = 10-3 at various

values of A').

Figures 8 and 9 §ive curves depicting the depen-
dence of the "effective' activation energy on stress for
t.wo values of parameter R (P = i and A =o-31 and for
varlous values of parameter A' (from A' = 10-5 to A' =
= 1030). The values of parameter A', which correspond to
the curves, are plotted next to thsm. When A' = 1030,
i.e., A8 = 1030AS (or Ae>>A,), thero is an absolute pro-
dominance of the slip process, In this case (see Figures

and 9), Qe/Qo and, consequently, the "effective" J
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Factivation anrergy monotonously increases with the reduct-I
ion in stress. For stresses close to zero, Q approaches
tIýhe value equal to Q. -RT, i.e., for stresses that differ
litlie from zero, the "effective" activation energy Is
close to the value of the activation energy of a process
of sllp equal to z:ero.

"" ) e0-30, i.e., twhen A- = 10-30A,, (ors<A4L7 ), and- there is an absoklte )redonivulce ofrthe
process of diffusion plasticity, the process of slip does
r)t • anifest itself• If the magnitude of the local stress-

:•:~ of the sarae order as the externally applied stress
-1;= 3see iure £), tien the depevd3nce of 14;-1 o,1

.e considered variai (06 )
1i .3picted by a horizontal straight line.

10ue . The relation- Figure 11. The reltion-

zhl'o between t~he activationa ship between the acti•atlon
eutergy and stjress, deter- ener~y and stress, deter-
ýrjned froT Excpression (16) mined from Mcpression (16)lo- a simultaneous course for the simultaneous

ocf two processes (A' =course of two processes
.' 10, C = 0 .• 3ad A4 (A' = 1030, C = 0.3 and- 0-3 for vai-ous values 4 = 1 for various values

of quantity 3). of,, qu antIt y B 'I

In othe;-r words, for all values of stress (OK, 6,
'•' •. ,the ;'ef.fective" activation energy is close to the

Value Of the activattion energy of diffusion plasticitytiV- an unstressed material at an absolute zero temperature.
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q1or the case 4= 1 which corresponds to high local
stresses, Qe/Qo monotonously increases with the decrease
12 /e-o (see Figure 8; A' = 10-30).

"With the decrease in stress, the "effective" activa-
tion energy, which in this case is close to the value of
the activation energy of diffusion plasticity, increases
and when e/do = 0, it reachea the value equal to Q1 -RT,

-i.e., it becomes close to the value of activation energy
in an unstressed material.

At values of A' = 1010 and A' = 100f, i.e., in
cases when there is no absolute predominance of any of the
processes of deformation (either slip or diffusion plasti-
city), the curves showing the dependence of Qe/Qo on f/l o
have a maximum. The right segment of these curves (where
Qe/Qo increases with the reduction in stress) coincides
on its either greater or smaller extension with the curve
corresponding to the absolute predominance of the process
of slip. With a further decline in stress, the curve
showingg the dependence of Qe/Qo on d/do goes down and,
in the case where the values of A' are not too high, it
eaerge; on the curve that corresponds to the absolute
.-redominance of the process of diffusion plasticity. When
-the stress is zero, the "effective" activation energy can
have values ranging between Q1 - RT and Qo - RT, depending
on the ma-nitude of parameter A'.

Figures 10 and 11 give curves showing the dependence
of the "effective" activation energy on stress for two
values of parameterA (q= 1 anda = i03) and for various
values of parameter B (from B = 5 to B = 320). When the
values of this parameter are high (B = 320, 160, and 30),
the curves showing the dependence of Qe/Qo on 1/do have a
miacimum whose width and height grow with the reduction in
.he value of B. When the values of B are 20 and 5, the
trend of the considered curves coincides with the trend
of those corresponding to an absolute predominance of the
process of slip. When the stress is reduced to zero, the
limit value that the "effective" activation energy Qe
tends to then depends on the magnitude of parameter B (if
the parameter A' is constant). In the case where the
values of parameter B are high (B = 320 and B = 160), i.e.,
when Qo>>RT, the limit value coincides with the value
Qj - RT, i.e., the limit value is close to the activation
energy of the process of self-diffusion at a stress equal
to zero. If the values of B are low (B = 20 and B = 5),
,'t.e limit value equals Q0 - RT, i.e., close to the
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ractivation energy of the process of slip at a stress equai-
to zero. When the values of B ar? Int(.iJaediate (B =O)

the limit value lies between Q - RT and Qo - RT.

i- l - -i - -÷ -• .. •-f- 4

14-

- .-- - .. ..-- -*- -.. .. " . ..

47$

' 12. The relationship Figure !3I. The rel.tlon-
"itwee. the actIvat~on eneary -nXh between the activa.-

and stress, determined from tion energy and stress;,
_cpresion (16) for the determined from ExpreesIon

smultaneous course of two (16) for the simultanieous
p'ronesses (A' = 10 2 0 , B course of two procesaee

"0(, afnd .= 10- for (A' = 1020, B = ,0, and
various values of quantity 4 = 1 for various 7alues
C). of quantity C).

Figures 12 and l* give curves showing the depend.ence
' Qe/Qo on d/•o for two values of parameter .( = 1 and

"- = -) • and for three different values of parameter C
S-.1 0.3, and 1). Naturally, there is a maximum only
r thje Pes correspondliv to the values of C =

,n the -aser where the value of the activation energy
of ,.Affuaion tlastic tv (at P.n absolute temperature anid

ee..,e equal to zero) I3 less than the value of the
.,.t -n energy of the proc.ess of slip that co;'responds

.o .... e con•Itlon.

In comrjleting the above conditions (when C -1, and
)r T• L imeters B and A are not too hi h and not too low), J
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(-rad as the streas decreases the "effective" activation
c--Aery must first increase, Dass !,.irou.eh the miaximum,=- and

i~mdecrease, gradually apProachln,, -4 certaln limit vt~lutp-
Lcla dependence of the actvivatlon eniergy on th'-,e variaticrn

_(n str-ess 1s natural. In the presence of several pro-
ceseesJ _,,esim varlous activation energies (and, a vary-

ijdependen-c of activation enerryo tes) h
(-3xperlrt:ertal~ly observed value of t-he activation energy will

-',be closer to the value of' the act~ivation energy of the pro--
ooss tl->Int W.1Ll he predominant under these conditionro.

T , both the. temperature and the value of st"re-ss
i. .~iven, a. relative ah~are of the total rate of plac-,tic

deform~ation, which depends on $'he course off either pro-
-?12, will be determined by the value of tAle activation~

'n~y of tlhis -process nt the given sti-ess, bY the great-
e~tnumber of sites where the elementary ecCt of the pro-
~'scan Orti -nate, and finally, by the magnitude of macro-

~opic Clel ration that results during the occurrence off
o~m 4rn~rt,-;y v.-t. In examining- the trend of the curve
SAe/Ak, foir the ca.se of' a simultaneous participati-on of
Pe rocesses of ilip and diffusion plasticity accordlln6

to Expreezlon (1-1), we obtairn

19( ~IU-j+ Ig eIg A,.(8

F'igure 14. The relationship between the value
JLouý Ae/AE: and stress, determined from Expression
(18) for the simultaneous course of two pro-
ceases (B = 80,v 0.1, A = 1, and A~ = 1-3).

L
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r ~As an examplie, E'iur& 14 shows the trend of curve -1
of 10o3 Ae/As vs. S/d%0 for~ parameter valuee: B3 P0
I: 120, C 0.1, log, As 109 ,t? = 1 ane~ .i )- From

xi:ý-i~aticn~ of this cr__ we can see tla.t lo. A/A~s
cl~e not vary at first with a. seicto f tress; then
It begins to decline, and with a realtively small varla-
tion In stvreý-.a shows a variation by several logarith2'i.o
unIties which corresponds to the decrease of log Ae/As

-by -several. crders. In other words, with the participation
of t~wo processes, the Value Ae/As can strongly decline with
a slight variation In stress; this has not been observed
in the canes in,9'olving the course of one of the rrocesees
BtUdied pre-vlo,,sly.

Of course, the discusaions cited In this &A-tic!&
have only P_ quali-tative nature. They show, however, that
'He experimental. st~udy of the dependencý.e of the rate of

PIazti deformation~ and the activati~on enery n 3te8
n~ay produce Information necs~aary for the evaluntion cof
tkle in-achsznsm of the processes parti. -ýVtln In plastic
de f ormat ".on.

On the mohaniam of plastic deformation during
tnhe relaxation of stresses

'z.Ai above-cited discussions do not take Into
a-cunit the varlat.1on in the state cf the mat~er.La durinag
the prozess of deformation. 1L. other words, the above
rejtilonshi~s are, as a matter of faot, valid for a case
w'heni the state of the materlai remains constant in. the
proress of deformation.

Inasmnuch as the magnitude of plasti.c deformatlbni
o-,-urring during the procees of ralaxatior. of stresses is
8niallt we M&7 assume that the state of the mate-I'al

cU~n~eslitt'le In the process of teating for relay-atioa
rud consequently, will have little bearing on the be-
havior olf the mate~rial during~ testing. In this conxieca;ion#
tkz,ý dependences determined from the data of the relaxation
tests will quite sufficien~tly satisfy the conditions of
con~tarncy in the state of the material In the proccos off
deforma~tion.

To determine the dependen.-e of the rate of plaet~a
def~ormation and the~ activaticn energy on str'ess, we used
the results obtZained in testing specimens of EI-395
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rateel*.

Th. s'ecimenr were tested oi the achines designed
by the UFAN** (Academy of 3ciences, Uh'al ranch) at.
various temperatures ra-nging from 6695 to 7900 and at an
initial stress equal to ii kg/m.n2 ; tLt.• duration of the
tests amounted to 100 hours.

The selection of this stuol was justified by the
following considerations:

1. The llI-395 steel has a high yi&e-i trength
(abcsu 22.3 kFi/=2 at 7500); the initial it.resas of ii
k::!/•RJ2 for all testing temperatures was, therefore, far
boiow the yield strength.

2. The fact that the specimen material of this
st-eel was submitted to a preliminary deformation at room
teopersture was contributory in the sense that it ensured
to a conelderable degree the occurrence of possible aging
proceases during the continuous heat-up of the specimen
before 1he test. This has reduced a passible distorting
influence of aging on the test results.

3. For this steel, there were data available (35)
in literature on the value for the modulus of normal
e6la itcty for the temperatures employed in our tests.

In order to plot the relationships sought for, it
wan necessary, first of all, to determine the dependence
of the rate of relaxation on the operating stress from
the Initial diagrams for relaxaticn. The determination
of the relaxation rate directly from the initial diagrams
can lead to great errors in determining the rate value.
As a matter of faect, on the diagram iectors corresponding
to high relaxation rates, the curve is at a slight angle
to the axis of loads; on the sectors corresponding to low
relaxation rates, the curve makes a small angle with the
time axis.

*T1he testing of thi3 steel was carried out in accordance
with the socialist-collaboration agreement with the Ural
Plant for Construction of Heavy Machinery, Imeni

0rdzhonlkidze.
**See the article by S. Averkiyev, G. N. Eolasnikov,
A. 1. Molseyev, and M. V. Yakutovich in this collection.
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TAIs kn~own that th~e determnination- of the targe"-t 71
fc~r a-11- anrY-es Involves great errors. We 'have thx~r'eore

er~>;& e se~v uge st ed by Slieve-nar (t,

Wilý%. t~hrt e~clc ln vlesw, we 'live 1"rst off P-11~e~~
f romn LYe initlal~ allagra;_ the 'values fro- t~he~ qopt-'t~-

ofre.'e1axacln 't Wve then cndculatled the. values f,-r
.- t) , wh~ierea the arbitrary Value tc, was 30

~e2~ct~dtha.t ti u'lneVuj r~alaation cuxrve superpoe-ec air
th~ý' c v 9.~t e.c ot- t 0 ) di~ffered gs-fýtt>~

s cale,:. fo~r "he traa sn .±dI(t + ~~~~
tc, dl.pOitP Lhe r ep1- 0t t ýL cur7v- In~ ;lch ai way s.3 tciý

:'~~~ d~' z~~-~ax~'.of~ co 3rdinat-c*. smi.lar to 1fht, o~f

-' Iýerit thr:.t in theae c at thP.: txxj

~ 'L ; tc,) Detearr lr ?ox the reol ýtteot cu~r~ve
St'j off the Inci1nitio. ar-.ler at the polit4 s

othte gi-.er atress va, ~, i.1t A "O8b

".The- 11ihe fr the co-mmon 3ogrl-wt- of thp &rx-
~ ~were eletormt ;!d fromn L're ob'alne iv,~2~ 'W.ee for "Ins rolaxaton rý.te 4('/dt. The 1 rvta
p~~~~~~~b dlaj~5nr f~cir~~or 1o0 d~.cta

Fr.om tl-mE duta -off ~~ table we r_'_Lott~ed th~e depe".-
:eoff tl.e rciaa l I cn. rate ron I le O-ea 4E str'-Es frir)

Ise Fiur. 1.5). The relatilvely w'1:ýe
o~p'r'Jaici ol poli-lt arth'~ curve corre~ipondl12:a lu =0I
caliL:ed by the substau;",i&2 varitlon-e, i~n temperat~i-,- dilr'ing
teat"'Lle; th'-2:ý V~frl_.tlona az,(- rela-ted '. he sliarp varl'ua-

o -1 vit. !:f the network.

£e et of tim;cvv~z hre'l.. cuvealue - e4for theý z)ltn

kg/m.-.



Motermination- of the vialuos for the rate of plastic defor.-l
mat,1on dVF/dt that correspon~ed to t~le ;i,''ven values for' the
01ý-V rr'ting s.treass. The plasti.c deroraation rate dc/dt 1.8
-A-s:Oc'at&d with the relax-ý.tUon ra.te Ae-/d~t by"'the relat'Un.-

dt (20)

41tne Et Is the modulus of normal elastic,'.-y at testClng

Therefore$ to determ-l.,e the log dýý/dt we used the
expre~sslan

Ig Ig L*T

"3ince the Initial stress Is approxclnazely the same
q al-l tiýst-sq each defined value for operatIngi stress ala0

I 'yj agrees with a deflned[ -alue Of total plast I ( defor-
nz-ti.ol ex-oeri-enced by thie Speoimen at the 1nsta*P.nt the given

v~he o op~rating st~reas h,-,,s been determined. r, other
iw-zrcisj the values for~ the defrai;r~ate determiined In

Sabove mainntir for varlous teimparatures corresponeded
!0"' Ort]-Y to one and the same operating stress but also to
t be Bame value of' Plastic de..'ormn".tion.

'Tr -t~laul:atlne, the ,,slues fPor the log of deform-a-
Lion rate, the curve2 cor espond'.ng to the testi.ng

',merattures 7P5 and. 7990 wereŽ combined Into one, since
tho di~rferer-e In testing~ taxe-ýrature was not great. For
ZT ., purpose the m~ean value Yor the relaxcation~ rat~e was
f ý.ur&d from tllke relaxation rate values aorrespond1rq~ to
!Kýoth curves; the rate- of plastle deformati"on was thar
C:..1 ;C'A.cuted from the meani. value of rele-Tation rat~e,

The values for log dE/d'tp so detolr'inedi, are given
In Table 2. Fisur:: ' C:./ 61ves curves ehwln the depenidences
of th 3'oz -f the rate of plastic deflormation on-th
cp-.-eratlng -str-"ss for var-I.Our- testiriZ temperatures. It Is
vide~nt f-roxt FliRure 15 that -the o-urvea (particular2.y-

ý'-ose corresponding to low temperatures) have a liistinct~ly
pr~onouziced seginent whose coxivexity faces the negative
JIaiuef3 off the azrie off ordinates.
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r Tab:ly a -1

Thq relaxation of stneeses in El-' 5 steel nt
varloua t.•-zperat'.!res
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The relaxation of' etresses in EI-395 steel at
vari~us Itemperatutres

P7t5° 7990

an E-4 1 0

OCKI M W I ,S ,: l lox,6 1,77
1,g1,•7 I .t46 1 10 28 16

, • , •.• J , 4.) (). 020 9,32 9, 1.
•,4)..4 NO7 t ."A, u,.040 9.1 wk,4

.tD,7) o,6.; 1 4 O,723 I ,70 ! 0,2.1lot,' 8.74I CI 8,I .0
170

75 6, 1K, 0.76o,24,; C5,7q - lA (,). ,A24 652'i -- .
f) 72 6. 1- 1 6 7 0, 46,1
6, 6#.1 5-,14) -- 0,j

7 'M4i 7,'7 t--0, 5
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.32 42 45 -. 1,39 32,4, 0,53 ---1,71
7,2 -1 1,33 27.82 0,7 -- ,t 6

40, , ,8 -1 ,35 44,40 1 ,)0 -- ,12
5.7 I • 19 -- >1,2

9 04 9 -114
47 0.49 --
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Table 2

The logarithms of plastic deformation rate log d,/dt
in relazion to operating stress •i aid testing

Tenperature

log dt•/dt log dE/dt

S-.-I 14 , 00 �- cc0_ ,

11 - 2,17 ' I
' i 3 C:L%

-- 4I It
1r -2, - th. W u, 71% -. 1 --4,9 -5,,r,1 2.. - 3-4-4 .-19; ,- , MP .-4,7, 2 --4,74

,S -3, 4 .t, _ ý .) tli -4 ,75 -- ,
3---05 -386 1--1 ,41! 3 -- 5 ,04 -- 5,0 - , -

According• to the abo-,,, discussions, this 'Pact in-
dicates the pa•'tlcipation of two processep in the plastic
de format ion.

Figure 16 exhibits cures showing the dependence
o• t e log of plaiitil deformation rate on the reciproeal
t:f absolute texperature for various values of operating
P.;bresn. Against each curve there is a constant value of
OperatIn, stress, and, consequently, a constant value of
Apl.aatlc deformation (see above). Determining from these
(urves the value of the activation energy we were able1o construct the curve for the dependence of aotivation
, iir- y on operatinZ stress. The obtained values for the
actlv.ation energy qar summarized in Table 3.
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r Table 3

The dependence of the experimentally determined
activation energy Qe on the operating stress 6

O~J H IH
01 0

1¶
CC'

It T 47 -•'J'( G] (34134)3

4775") :1

Figure 17 gives the curve sbowi.g the experi-
mientally determined dependence of the acttvation energy
on the operating stress. The spread of the experimental
points in constructing. the dependence of log df!dt on
l/• has naturally resulted in the spread of values in
determining the activation energy, since the rectilinear
sector could have been plotted by various methods. The
i•.p.,.d of vsluas for the activation energy on Figure 17
ii plotted by vertical regmer.ts.

L. .
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r

1-•

+ 4-

4,fe

e " -1 : A0 is

+. -L ,•_ ro i-i'-s -u--... ..

-~ • ##, - s i. . _2_.i.

Pg...re .... 7-. Curves Figure 16. Curves FIgure 17. The

of., experi~mental of experimental expoerimental

dependence of the dependenece of thoc dependence Of"
log of plastic de- log of plastic de- activation

formation rate formati~on rate energy Qe On •'5
lrg dF/dt on log dr-/d on the

stpress: reciprocal of a~b-
--- 60 mean solute tempera*ure

1 0.73 kg/mm2, 1/T at~ an operating

T=7970;s stress.:
2 - - 0o - 1 3 kg/m=2;
= 1...5 k/ 2, 2 4 kg/,• ;:

T = T75,0°; 3 5 k.g/pm2';
3 -- 0 o=4 6 k/.•_2;
= 10._-52 =• kg'M2 -- 7, kglfl

I 0kg!•mm2, 8 1 kg/mm,2;
of 0 66. 9 1 kemmee.
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r ~ dn~i~the curve showr In FiSa.zre 17 we Liep ha
f~f: *i~edecline I~ effecettve P~,ýs tte. a("~~Ot I~

a T f I rt ~r4..)"oS , P v 3 Ea tr c; uph t h I a r.03 11 1, E
-Pe 1 ý!3 In a ocrdalnce w~th.- tdnrcitns cited a'--

j ;r of' energy corre'.-pord t~o the i t4m In.
it.~c tte±'ormntatori Of tv hvn~derr

4,, vptio Lmorr on trezs. At this ,)oint, the of~er'
ti~tor norvv whi.cj cc'rrespornd2 I.o a st-r's-sE tiý an

~o~ut.' , triperttu~reo bothl +0~:a.t zerc, nmukt be. cor.'id-
ru~J~ elow t~he value of t,'',e actI~vation of 41,2 of te

1Th~cir½eext'orlmeneMil 1t (see thi:ýcu trveý 1.n
'Perm Je d t in'-d t- ie& 'c~r t 1- iF rd1.I- a. .ýri

?-&z~e? l.og Ae, forb vaXioup va-lueji 01 opeat.iri,-gt~3
JF.Th u) Ir e 1i o v F'~ t h c- d e, end Ic olf Io A, cr

2: 0O6r attin1 ;tr'ess.

.,%,F can be nee- fro-m the Atraph Ir.L ~iu~ 3 hS
q~ 1.3l~ ~~~b it~s .tuct~o th-.e 4Ave for "he

I o.,ct o f ae.vai Pýo, e.rercy ok: Lzt rF! - There 6- no

e, n .' sheo log .A,1 with. -1he red~ileticr In
rcis ý41,e ri,;71t Eecltoz of the cu~rve th5.B It- o - 1 oi-.v

3C tdwith thL-e *i4-z)e;ri4nce o~f the act Ivatlon snerL-y ,
lem-krat;ures it, Shoudt be indi~cated, that a e-I i1a
1 '~rof thc log A9 va4ltue was o, . erveC1. by G. Y~
~' lm ~ov 31)In atudyinK the "low 4n +~he mon~oc.rYeta1S

1). ,1 nmra, i0 1 n e i- a ea e ý:h ele no a ub at ant i al p artLI c I-
pa:Aon 0,4 the process of diffusional plasticity could be
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Table 4

The dependence of the. experimentally determined
value of loF Ae on the opera-Ir Ptres s

C'~j C;

4 ~-4-

F I la r,,1, h

t of the '-gH

iIi I I'

12.4 &;

9 , '' . I I I i H, 3 3 - - , : .

LI%--• rT-y----.-

v" ure ;.- The.
experi.•nt,ai d1per6-dence o£ the lc• Ae
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r It follows from what bas been said above that the1
s'harp drop of the log A0 value In the left portion of the
c~x've repr'esenting the dependence of log Ae or- stresa can
e. 4DP'!&1ned b~y the participation in t-he process of plastic

deofirmation. e! two different processes. The experimentally
obzerved decrease ofZ log Ae from 9 to 3 ikg/mm2 corresponds
to a decrsý of t%-he value A0 by 3.014. It Is obvious
that buch a strong variation of th~e vallue A0 =: As/Ag Is

- attribu.table not so much to the difference In the val.uea
of the plastio deformations cc~ oA~ to the elementary
act of one or another proceess, as to the substantial
"dIfference in the number of sites where the elementary
acts of one or -.ncther procese m~ay originate.

From t.his viewpoint the experif.me-, ally obaer'vid
vsir~in the value Ae aubstantiated t-i notilon3 ac-

c,,irdlng to which thhe elementary acts of alip can originate
In tte, ent irs volume of the grain whereas the elementary
acota of di.efusional plasticity can originalte for the most
part ondT In the grain regions having a distorted crystal
IL6'ttice (such as the intergranular zones, etc.).

Conaluasions

6umartzing the above, we arrive at the following
contclusionsf.

1. The experiwsntally determined dependences of
tf-,e rate of plastic deformation, activation *nergy, and
tl,4 value log Ae on stress during the relaxation of

ýsea can be- explained tf we procese from the not"Ons
',,the parti~cipation of two processes in plastic deforms-

t~ t, t-i -ontwe must admit that, at stresses
ciLoe to zero, the activation energy of one of the pro-
ct.sei Tnust be lower than that of the other processes.

2. On the basle of present condeptions of the
-hyvaes of the mechanisms of plastic deformation, -It is

or:A)ab2ly moat correqzt to ident-`ffy thin prOCees having a.
hig activation enorgy -- at a stress close to zero --

W1~i.the process ot all~p, and to Identify the other pro-

3. it folliows from what has bee-n said above -that
2epredominant role In plaatic deformatlorL, occu.rin
~fthe initi4al stage of the relaxation process under the

condttllone of our experiments, was played by the process
Lorf slip. With the reduction in the value of effectiveJ
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stress, this role was gradually turned over to the process of
diffusional plasticity. It is possible that in the case of
very low initial stresses, when plastic deformation during
the entire duration of the process of relaxation of stresses
occurs only by diffusional plasticity, the latter will play
the fundamental role even in the initial stage of the relaxa-
tion of stresses.
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Relaxation of Stresses and Nonuniform Dlffusional -lobility
in Polycrystalline Austenitic Ferrum-Chromium-Nickel

Alloys

By, V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
G. N. Kolesnikov, and A. I. Moiseyev

According to the idea which 1s the theme of the
various studies in this collection, the high-temperature
plastic deformation at low deformation rates is accomplished
mainly by the diffusion mechanism and is localized in the
boundary zones of the crystallites. This is particularly
referred to relaxation processes at high temperatures.

It can be expected that there is a correlation
between the intensity of relaxation and the diffusional
mobility in the intergranular zones, and that the presence
of an admixture in the heat-resistant alloy, capable of
slowing down the relaxation, will at the same time reduce
the diffusional mobility of the atoms in the alloy, at least
of one of its chief constituents.

This will occur partIcularly when the impurity has
a horophile nature, i.e., when it possess internal inter-
granular adsorption, since the influence of the impurity
is intensified precisely in the regions where the plastic
deformation develops.

Let us first dwell on a rough qualitative compari-
son of the results obtained in testing the diffusion of
nickel in an austenitic alloy with those obtained in test-
ing the relaxation of stresses in the same alloys.

The introduction of small additions of molybdenum
and tungsten in alloys, containing 20 percent Cr and 10
per.,=nt Ni or 20 percent Cr and 20 percent Ni, has reduced
the degree of the relative sharpness of the projections
of the diffusional front along the intergranular zones.
This fact could have been explained by a higher content of
the alloying element in the intergranular zones as compared
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to the body of the grain*.

From the standpoint of the notions related in the
article by V. I. Arkharov and M. B. Yakutovich**, the con-
centration of the alloying element in the intergranular
Lones, which reduces the diffusional mobility, will entail
the reduction in the intensity of the course of plastic
deformation at the grain boundaries and also, consequently,
the reduction in the intensity of relaxation of stresses,
provided the latter is caused by the plastic deformation
occurring in the boundary zones.

The data obtained from tests on relaxation of stresses
on the same alloys confirm the above discussions. To prove
this, let us turn to Figures 1-4 of the articley by G. N.
Kolesnikov, A. I. Moiseyev, and M. B. Yakutovich***. These
figures show curves which characterize the course of relaxa-
tion of stresses at various temperatures in ferrum-chromium-
nickel alloys containing 20 percent Or plus 10 percent Ni
and also 20 percent Cr plus 20 percent Ni having various
concentrations of either molybdenum or tungsten.

The examination of these figures shows that the
curves corresponding to alloys with small additions of
molybdenum and tungsten pass in the entire region of
temperatures above the curves corresponding to alloys with
neither molybdenum nor tungsten. This means that low con-
centrations of molybdenum and tungsten actually reduce the
intensity in relaxation of stresses; consequently, the
notions cited above are confirmed.

It is obvious that a maximum agreement of data on
diffusional mobility with data on relaxation of stresses
can be expected in a case in which the plastic deformation
that occurs in the process of relaxation of stresses is
conCentrated near the grain boundaries, i.e., when the
central sectors of the grain are practically not deformed.

It is natural that suc;h deformation conditions may
ari: only at certain correlations between the stress
effu*tive in the specimen and the temperature of the

*See the article by V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
I. P. Polikarpova, and N. P. Chuprakova in this collection.
**Published in this collection.
***Published in this collection.
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specimen; a substantial role is also played by the rate of
the load increase in the process of loading.

In fact, the value of stresses sufficient to cause
plastic deformation will be attained sooner in the regions
of the grain adjoining the boundaries at slow (as a matter
of principle, infinitely slow) loading of the material, be-
cause of overstresses which are created at the brain
boundaries. The deformation will, therefore, begin precisely
in these regions.

If the hardening coefficient Is low (in principle,
infinitely low), then, as we continue loading, a further
increase of stresses effective in the grain regions more
removed from the boundaries will become impossible. In other
words, it will be impossible to increase the stress in the
central grain regions to a point sufficient for the occur-
rence of plastic deformaticn.

The case is somewhat different at high (in principle,
infinitely high) loading rates. While the rate of plastic
deformation remains not too high, the occurrence of this
deformation will not alter too much the distribution of
stresses in the grain caused by the elastic deformation of
the material. At a high loading rate, it is, therefore,
possible to create stresses sufficient for the occurrence
of an intensive plastic deformation even in the grain regions
removed from the bcundaries.

In applying the same external tension to specimens
of two different materials having the same grain size but
different yield strengths, it can be expected (if the load-
IrnS rate is sufficiently high) that the plastic deformation
w,ý*i;. cove~r a greater portion of the grain volume in the
mal• •ial having a lower yield strength as compared to the
ma ial having a higher yield strength.

Since the yield strength decreases with the increase
in t1mperature, it follows that a constant initial stress
wi. an 4rncrease in test temperature will also result in
an .2lcrease of the portion of the grain volume covered by
the plastic deformation.

All tests on relaxation of stresses whose results are
used in this article were conducted at one and the same
value of initial stress (do = 13 kg/mm2 ); the loading rate
was the same in all cases and was equal to 3.2 kg/mm=2 per
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minute; the temperatures of testing ranged from 350 to 8000.

The selected value of the initial stress for many of
the tested materials at the highest test temperatures was
above the yield strength of these materials. From what has
been said, it can be expected that we will find the best
agreement of results obtained in testing the diffusion of
nickel in the investigated alloys with the results obtained
in testing the relaxation of stresses on the same alloys
if we use the data on relaxation of stresses taken at medium
test temperatures.

In this case, the plastic deformation will cover a
relatively small region of grain volume, adjoining the
boundaries, while the intensity of plastic deformation will
be high enough to cause a measurable value of relaxation of
stresses.

Proceeding from the above, we used for the comparison
the data referring to the relaxation of stresses at 5500.

The diffusional mobility of nickel in the inter-
granular transitional zones at a 5500 temperature cannot be
described in practice by the method of frontal diffusion
employed in our study*; to obtain metallographic patterns
suitable for measurements at this temperature would involve
extremely protracted testing. For a comparison with the
relaxation data, therefore, we had to use data on the
diffusional mobility of nickel at a different (much higher)
temperature. As has been experimentally established, the
distinctions in the diffusional mobility of nickel along the
intorgranular transitional zones and through the grain mass
are minimized with an increase in temperature. Therefore,
using the experimental data on the degree of predominance of
the intergranular diffusional mobility over the mobility
in the grain mass at a temperature much higher than 5500
could only minimize the correlation between the relaxation
and diffusional data and, consequently, raise the importance
of the value of the correlation sought for.

Even if the distinctions between the diffusional
mobility along the intergranular zones and that in the
grain mass are greater at lower temperatures, the width

*Sce the article by V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
I. P. Polikarpova, and N. P. Chuprakova in this collection.
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here of the continuous diffusional zone as well as the width
of the intergranular "projections" of the diffusional
front decrease rapidly, and this makes measuring difficult
and reduces accuracy.

The employed technique of metallographic invostiga-
tion of diffusional mobility of nickel, mentioned in the
article by V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya, et al., pro-
duced the most reliable measurement results in tests con-
ducted at 11000. These results were used for comparison
with the relaxation data.

As a characteristic for the intensity of relaxation
of stresses at a 5500 test!ng temperature we selected the
ratio of stresses CL2/c"o, where 612 is the stress effective
in the specimen after 12 hours of relaxation and do is the
initial stress value.

This value was compared with 0, the "coefficient of
diffusional mobility" of the atoms of nickel along the
grain boundaries, a qualitative description of the relative
intensity of the course of the diffusional processes in the
intergranular zones as compared to the course of those pro-
cesses in the grain body.

The data obtained for ferrum-chromium-nickel alloys
either without additions or with small additions of molybde-
num and tungsten, as well as the data for the alloys, In
which some portipn of nickel was replaced by cobalt or
manganese, were used for tha comparison.

All data are summarized in Table 1. On the basis
of thee data we constructed a graph (Figure 1), in which
we can distinctly see the correlation between the variation
of the coefficient "a" value with the variation in the
intensity of relaxation (despite the quite considerable
spread between the points).
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Figure I. The graph showing
the correlation of data on
dilffusional mobility and on
relaxation of stresses
(a = "coefficient of diffusion
mobility", do = initial stress,
10 =stress at the end of the

t~e~st) .

The decrease in the relative intensity of the
course of diffusional processes along the intergranular
zones agrees with the increase In ratio 6121&o, i.e.,
with the decrease in the intensity of the course of relax-
ation of stresses.

L1 .
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The values of the coefficient of diffusion mobility
and the ratio of stresses d12/4o

Conventional 0 Conventional ograde of a* 00 grade of a* o 0

S-- _ - _

9Cr2ONIlO 1,5-2,0 0,55 4Crl8Ni2OMo3 0,8O 0,92
5Cr2ONill f,6-2.4 0,64 7Cr2ONi2lWl 1,10 0, 75
5 4rr21NilOMol 1.o-t,4 0,77 4Cr2ONil5Ga5 0,35 0,83
4Crl8NilOMo2 0,8-1,0 o,&,, 8Cr2lNi2O 1,2--1,80 4)04
llCrl8NIlOWl 0,70 o,7 4Crl9Nil8Co2 1,8) 0,62
9Crl8NIlOW2 0,:7A 6,'1 61r21NllSO5 1,47 ,.8
8Crl9Ni1OW4 0,C)o 0,79

Conclusions

Summarizing the above we arrive at the following
conclusions.

1. The results obtained in comparing the experi-
mental data on the diffusion of nickel in the examined
alloys with the data on the relaxation of stresses in
the same alloys confirms the notions developed by V. I.
Arkharov and M. B. Yakutoviah. The addition of small
positively active admixtures in the solid s~lution leads
to the enrichment of the Intergranular zones in the Intro-
duced admixtures to a degree comparative with the body of
the grain. This will explain the reduction in the

*;3ee the article by V. I. Arkharov, S. I. Ivanovskaya,
I. P. Polikarpova and N. P.Chuprokova in this collection.**See the article by G. N. Kolesnikov, A. I. Molseyev,

Land M. B. Yakutovich in this collection. J
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r.!ffusional mobility alon, the grain boundaries as well"
•, e reduction in the .esyty of t e colirse of piaetic

fm~tien olong tho lntc-rgrantlar zo, '.. in other wordse,
t••is corffirms the notions on the substazt4i1 role pirtyeQ
b 'the intergranular zones at hi1gh defoi-mintlon and on ,he
possibility of affecting the mechanical properties of the
•,tal as a whole with the help of small positively active

nmi~xture s.

2. The data examined in this article are not
•uffl.le~nt, however, to Judge tht participation of one
• ,nlother mechardsien of plastio deformationr (slap ol
IffuV.ional plasticity), sirce the hardenlag of' the into.r-

zrarular zone may lea. to the deceleration of the develop-
m~nt of both the diffusional. plasticity and slip In this
none. A more definite opirion on this problem may be
formed on the basis of the analysis of the experimental
,•,xta on the relaxation of stressea related in the article

". N. Kolesnikov and A. I. Moiseyev published in this
collection.
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Concerning the Influence of Phase Transformations
on the Relaxation of Stresses

By G. N. Kolesnikov and A. I. Moiseyev

Phase transformations can be divided into three
eroups with respect to the variation IL the speciftc
volume caused by them.

The first group will include phase transformations
erusizg an increase In specific volume, such as the
martensltic transformation in steels (the increase in
specifli volume amounts to one to three percents (1)),
the transformation SnP--OSn,', causing the increase in
snecific volume up to 25 percent (2).

The second group wIll include phase transforma-
tions which occur without causing a variation in the
specific volume or causing a slight variation, which ie
below an experimental error (all second-order phase
,changes).

The phase transformations involving a decrease in
speeific volume (transformati6on CoO--*CoX (3)) may be
referred to the third group.

Unexpected properties which appear in metals and
riloys as a result of phase transformations hold a great
'r,&Vt of the attention of the theorists and the practical
scientists.

At present, the interrelation and interdependence
of phase transformations and plastic deformation has not
been sufficiently studied.

On the basis of the data available in literature,
the following conclusions may be made.

L 1. Phase transformations have a certain
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rtemperature region where they are more intensive.

2. The intensity of phase transformations in
alloys depends on the content of alloying elements (for
instance, the content of carbon affects the segregation
of marteneite from austenlte).

3. A great stimulative role in phase transforma-
-tions ts played by plastic deformation; phase transforma-

tions, in turn, influence the magnitude of total deforma-
tions. As a special case of the Influence of phase
transformations on the magnitude of total deformation, we
will study the possible influence of phase transformations
on the process of relaxation of stresses,

As we know, relaxation of stresses is called a
special case of deformation, at which the total deforma-
tion remains constant for the entire duration of the
experiment and Is equal to the sum of elastic L-e and
plae~tic ACp deformation (4).

The mathematical condition for the relaxation of
stresses 1s usually written in the form of the expression

At--= AB -const; Ay -+- coits; Aa =/# const. (1)

in an experimental determination of the relaxation
of stresses (usually, by means of some device) the given
total deformation (AE) is maintained for a certain time
during the experiment, while the instantaneous stress
(effort) which acts upon the specimen is determined
(meazured or calculated). In this case, if we consider
the-j possibility of a phase transformation and take into
account that the relaxation machine is actually a sensi-
tive dilatometer, then the condition for the net relaxa-
tton of stresses could be, more strictly, written in the
form of expression

As =- A-z, + A • + A~., so Const. ( 21%

where &E is the total length of the specimen which re-
mains constant for the entire durawkion of the experiment;

L Ae is the value of the elastic deformation of the j
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ropeclmen;

6-p is the value of the plastic deformation of the

AEph is the value of the variation in the linear
dimensions of the specimen as a result of the change in
the specific volume of the material of the specimen in

-the process of phase transformations.

f-

Figure 1. Curves for Figure 2. Curves for
relaxation of stresses: relaxation of stresses

1 A~p 0; a &F- ph 02 A~h 0 1 -. •P 4dph.

pn .z O. 3 ""-E- L •ph,
> Afph.

Naturally, when there are no phase transformations
in the material of the specimen, or when there are phase
transformations causing changes In the specific volume
that could be negleoted, Expression (2) becomes Expression
(1), since .ph = 0.

In order to simplify the further discussions, let
us assume that at a given value of total deformation AE
the testing of the materials for the relaxation of
stresses begins after reaching the given initial stress
'<o, and that the course of plastic deformation is the same
in all cases.

If a phase transformation takes place in the
material of the specimen in the process of relaxation of
,ý,tresses causing an increase in specific volume, the termj
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rfhwill appear In F1xpressio:n (2) with a plus sign
~ and, then, with a given value of total detorma-

t !c~n s the value for the elastic deformation Ar0 will be
>ýaa than In the absence of a phane transformaton f
Uhis case, the experimental curve :7 for relaxation of
streeses (Figure 1) will pass below curve 1 which corres-
ponds to the recording of the process of relaxation of'
stresses ~without a phase traris~ormation.

If a phase trasf~ormnation t~akes place in the
m*4-1t~rial of the specimen In th prooess of relaxation of
,_-r~oaq involving a decrease In the spoeifl~C volusme, termn

wh ill appear In Expre~ssioni()wt minue sign
U <~~-0), anid at a giver, valtie of the to~t al deforrmatilon

~- T ~ lueforthe variation of plastic deformation AL p
u~l be higher than In the absencii of a phase transformna-

tion. Consequently, the experimental curve 3 for the
relaxation of streisses (see Figure 1) will. then pass above
-:rve I. which correep onds to the procesa without S PhA36

anvsi'o.-mation.

Yhen AE<0 there are three cases possible f or the
trend of' the eiirve for the relaxation of stresses.

I. if' Ae ~p 0 -- WP~ = A`7ph) -- no varia-
~.is wil ocur hep& -au fgresaes effective In the

4: -r:OA MaIn the process of relaxation of stress; the curve
. ý,axatioxi of stressest ' recorded on the machine will have

ý'e form of a straiaht line -- curve 2 (Figure 2).

.2. If U~P hE -,1-0 (Az~ P ,AEph) -- the curve
3 for ý'relsxation of st~resses" (see Figure 2), recorded
on~ the machine, will pass below the straight line 2; i.e.,
It ivill lookz approximnately the sa-re as P. usual curve for
relaxation of stresses, though, at least a portion of the
drop in stresses will be compensated for by the decrease
lri speciflo volume Taused by th,,e phaae transformation.

tl* 3. If AF E4_ 0 -- (8E~p 1eph) -- curve Ifor
tpelaxation of stres~ses (see ?Igu.-e 2),. recorded on the

~cinewill pass above the straight line 2; I.e. , In
o.-der t-o retain the c~onditilon of constancy of deformation
(2e), the stress affecting the specimen will not have to be
r-educed (as in the usual case), but rather Increased to
componsate Tfor the reduction In. the dimensions of the
specimen resulti~ng from the phase transformation which
ocýrours iausinge a decrease In specific volume.
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To confirm the above discussions, we can cite the 1
e3xperimental data by Ya. S. Gintsburg (5).

In plotting a curve for the relaxation of stresses
In the coordinates log of stress vs. time (6), the second
sector of the curve for relaxation of stresses Is depicted
in the form of a straight line (continuous curve in
Figure 3). In the experiments conducted by Ya. 3. Gints-

-burg, it was observed that under certain conditions of
relaxation of stresses there is a third sector which
devlates downwards from the straight line in the coordl-
nates log of stresses vs. time (dotted line in Figure 3).
Ya. S. Gintsburg points out that the presence of a third
sector is always associated with the appearance of the
/3-phase, I.e., with the occurrence of phase transformation.

log --

Figure 3. Curves for Figure 4. Curves showing
relaxation of stresses in the dependence of the
coordinates: log d' vs. coefficient of the relaxa-
time. tional variation of stresses

on the testing tempera-
ture for alloys:
I-- Cr2ONi20;
2 -- Cr2ONI20TIO.42;
3 -- Cr2MNi2OTil.87.

From the viewpoint olf our discussions cited above,
this abnormal case can readily be explained by the fact
that under these conditions of deformation, in the pro-
cess of relaxation of stresses, a phase transformation
takes place in this material accompanied by an increase
ýln specific volume; i.e., the increase in dimensions
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"following the increase in specific volume caused by the
phase transformation is added in the process of relaxation
of 1tresses to the n.crease of dimensions caused by the
[:ji.<3c deforma ton; thjas, to aintain the total defo.:atlon
of the specimen constant, a lower effective stress is re-
quired.

This study advises of certain results obtained in
the investigation of relaxation, of stresses in ferruin-
cXo4u-nicke1 alloys, ite., of an anomalous case of

•'a•.ive "relaxation of stresges" observed on a ferrim-
cK rormium-rnkeJe base with additions of titanium.

"Tmab e 1

Th l chemIcal composition of a.2loys, percent.

Conventional grade 1
of the alloy C O S1 m4g 1 Cr Ni Ti

Cr2ON12O j - 100 ,3 1ý' ,5i2,0 -
Cr20Ni20TiO.42 0, 068 0,32 0U20 P,) 20•,14 0,42
Cr20Ni'-2OTil .87 0, 050 1 0, 60 10,38 Xj 95 20.40 1,S7

The alloys indicated in Table 1 were submitted to
tardening from 12500 (holding time at this temperature is
one hour) and then used for the preparation of speclmens
for relaxation of stressea at elongation.

The tests on relaxation of stresses were conducted
on F machine designed at the Ural Branch of the Academy of
SC.._nces (URAN) at temperatures ranging from 350 to e50°

. the same initial stresfi of 13 kg/mm2 . The duration
nt tOhe test was 12 hours.

The relaxation curve obtained in the test was used.
for the determination of the value for the stress d-l2
effective at the end of the given testing time interval.

L J
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r Next, as in the previously conducted studies* we 1
determined the ratio 6 1 2/1 0 representing the variation of
stresses in the wiven material at the given conditions of
teating, called the coefficient of relaxational variation
of stresses". Then we plotted a ourve showing the depen-
dence of the obtained coefficients of the relaxational
variation of stress on the testing temperature. The com-
parison of these dependencies for various alloys makes it

-possible to characterize the relative heat resistance of
the alloys.

Figure 4 shows the trend of the coefficients of
relaxational variation in stress of the tested alloys de-
pending on testing temperature. Curve I is referred to
alloy Cr2ONi2O (without additIons) and is monotonous over
the entire region of testing temperatures. This trend of
the curve showing the occurrence of relaxation of stresses
depending on temperature is characteristic and normal
since the intensity of relaxation of stresses increases
with an increase in temperature. Curve 2 is referred to
alloy Cr20Ni20TiO.42; it has a slight maximum in the
testing temperature region of 5500. The presence of a
maximum on the curve of intensity of relaxation of stresses
can only be explained by the fact that the phase trans-
formation accompanied by a decrease in specific volume
passes in the regions of temperatures which correspond to
the maximum. Curve 3 is referred to alloy Cr20Ni2OTil.87;
it has a distinctly pronounced maximum In the testing
temperature region of 5500. Here the value for the co-
efficient of relaxational variation in stresses 612/6o
in the maximum region even appears to be greater than one.
This fact means that the effective instantaneous stresses
are higher here than the initial ones. This can only be
explained by an extremely sharp decrease in the dimensions
of the specimen in the process of relaxation of stresses
due to the reduction in specific volume during the phase
transformation.

*See the article by G. N. Kolesnikov, A. I. Moiseyev
Land M. B. Yakutovich in this collection. j
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r 6 kg/M2 -6,zl/,.
1

o 2W AV W #-a hour

Figure 5. The anomalous
curve of the "relaxation
of stresses" (6o =
= 13.63 kg/mm2 and t =
= 550 0 ).

It may be assumed that in the absence of a phase
transformation the curves showing the intensity of the
relaxation of stresses for alloys with admixtures could
have been analogous to a curve for an alloy without an
admixture. Such assumed curves are indicated in Figure 4
by a dotted line.

The "relaxation curve" for alloy Cr20Ni20TIl.87,
obtained with automatic recording, is given in Figure 5.
The anomalous curve for "relaxation of stresses" is shown
in this figure In coordinates stress vs. time.

As we see from this figure, the instantaneous stress
has kept continuously increasing with the duration of the
test and amounted to 26.52 kg/jmm2 at the end of the 400th
hour, i.e., twice as much as in the beginning of the test.
The build-up of instantaneous effective stress was rapid
at the beginning, but the rate was declining, and, then,
beginning with the 350th hour, the build-up in stress
practically ceased. This anomalous case in the trend of
the curve for the "relaxation of stresses" can readily be
explained by the process of relaxation of stresses occurring
u•[der the conditions of a phase transformation accompanied
by a decrease in specific volume.

This macroscopic effect obtained in testing relaxa-
tion of stresses does not mean at all that the relaxation
of' tresses does not occur in this material under the
g1ven conditions. Relaxation of stresses is called a pro-
cess of an eventual slontaneous reduction in stress during
a ;onstant deformation. Naturally, there was a process of
relaxation of stresses in this case also, but the decrease
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in the specific volume caused by the phase transformation
has overlapped the effect of spontaneous relaxation of
stresses.

From the above-cited discussions and experimental
data it follows that phase transformations, which occur in
metals, may show up substantially on the shape of the
"relaxation curve".

We cannot expect high relaxation characteristics in
alloys where the phase transformation occurs with an in-
crease in specific volume.

From the viewpoint of industrial application those
alloys which are of special interest have, as in the described
ferrum-chromium-nickel alloys with admixtures of titanium,
phase transformations occurring with a decrease in specific
volume. In the end, the intensity 1.n the reduction of
stresses decreases in these alloys (which is exactly what
the industry is interested in). In other words, from the
industrial point of view, the degree of "relaxation of
stresses" decreases; i.e., the "relaxation" characteristics
of the alloys improve.

In the light of the cited discussions and experimen-
tal data, the task may be set forth of developing alloys
with practically no variations in the external stresses
under the given conditions of deformation (i.e., under the
given degree of deformation, in a certain region of tempera-
ture and a certain time interval).

Furthermore, the problem of obtaining "antirelaxina"
alloys is also not unsolved. Bolts made of such an "anti-
relaxing" alloy will not only not weaken any flanGe coupling
in the course of time, but, on the contrary, such a flange
coupling will eventually become more and more dense; it
will appear as though the coupling were self-tightening and
self-sealing.

In concluding, the following deduction can be made:
the search for heat-resistant and "nonrelaxing" alloys can
be conducted using alloys which have phase transformations
occurring with a decrease in specific volume; as for the
"antirelaxing" alloys, these can only be found among the
alloys which have phase transformations occurring with a
decrease in specific volume.
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And another deduction follows from the cited dis-
cussions and experiments: the phenomenon of relaxation of
stresses and its relationships must be studied in its
simplest form on pure elements or, at any rate, on alloys
representing solid solutions not subjected to phase trans-
formations under all given conditions of temperature, stress,
and duration of experiment; but if alloys are used, then it
is altogether necessary to consider the possibility of
side factors which may appear and overlap the plastic defor-
mation in the process of relaxation of stresses in the form
of phase transformations causing a variation in specific
volume.
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The Investigation of Relaxation of Stresses in
Ferreum-Chromium-Nickel Austenitic Alloys

Containing Admixtures of Titanium and Niobium

By M. G. Gaydukov and V. A. Pavlov

The study of the relaxation of stresses in Cr2ONi20-
type alloys containing additions of titanium and niobium
is a continuation of the study of one of the sections of
the complex investigation of the influence of small admix-
tures of certain alloyi.ng elements on the heat resistance
of alloys.

Procedure and test material

The study of relaxation of stresses was conducted on
machines designed at the Institute of Physics of Metals
of the Ural Branch of the Academy of Sciences USSR. The
duration of testing amounted to 50 hours at all temperatures
(650, 700, and 7500). The temperature was maintained
constant automatically, by the aid of a thermoregulator,
accurate to ±1.50. All tests were conducted at two initial
stresses: 6 and 8 kg/mm2 . The variation of the stresses
in the specimen was automatically recorded on a diagram
by a clock-work. The following are the dimensions of the
relaxation specimens.: diameter 4.5 mm; working length
100 mm; the fastening tread M9 length 8 mm. The specimens
were heat-treated in billets according to the following
regimo: heating-up to 12500, holding for ono hour, and
water cooling.

The study of relaxation of stresses was carried out
on two groups of Cr2ONi2OTi-type alloys (Table 1). The
niobium content varied (from 0.25 to 1.0 percent) in the
first group of allcys having a constant content of 0.2
percent titanium. The titanium content was increased to
one percent in the second group of alloys, and so was the
content of niobium, varying from 0.2 to one percent.

The intensity of relaxation of stresses was deter-
mined from the 6 5 0 /7 0 ratio, i.e., from the ratio of stress
obtained after a 50-hour test to the initial stress at the
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finstant of loading. The lower the ratio 0/o, the
higher, consequently, the value by which tke e~feotive
stress has decreased during the test, i.e., the higher the
intensity of relaxation of stresses.

Test results

The test results of relaxation of stresses are given
-in the form of graphs (Figure 1-6) in the coordinates o0
"log of stress vs. "duration of testing".

1o0 " L9g

: f: i----- 11 *7 5

hourF

Figure 1. Curves for relaxation of stresses
in alloy Cr2ONI2OTiO.2NbO.2 at the following
temperatures and stresses:
1 6500 8 kg/mm 2; 2 7000, 8 kg/m 2;
3 -7500, 8 kg/imm2 ; 4 6500, 6 kilJ=2;
5 7000, 6 kg/mm2 ; 6 7500, 6 kg/mm2 .
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Figure 2. Curves for relaxation of stresses
In the alloy Cr2ONi2OTiO.2NbO.5 at the
following temperatures and stresses:
1 -6500t 8 kg/mm2; 2 -- 7000 8 kg/mm2 ;
3 -- 7500, 8 kg/mm2 ; 4 6500, 6 kg/mm2 ;
5 -- 7000, 6 kg/mm2 ; 6 7500, 6 kg/mm2 .

lose6 Ito

Figure 3. Curves for relaxation of stresses

in the alloy Gr2ONI2OTIO.2Nbl.O at the
following temperatures and stresses:

3 -- 7500: 8kp2; 4 6500 6kg/mm2;5 -- 70009 6 kj/Mm2; 6 7500: 6 kg/mm2.
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1 -- 500,8 kgmm~;2 -- 7000-8 ----- ~

3 65002QO 8 kg/mmi; 4 7-600, 6 kg/mm ;
5-7Q000 6 kgý/mm2 ; 6 -- 7500, 6 k mrm2.

log6 Wq

- -: _ __ ____
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-i W--

'25 5 3E .Whour

Figure 5. Curves for relaxation of stresses
in the Cr2ONi2OTi3.O0NbO.5 all,'oy at the
following temperatures and stresses:
1 6000, 8 kg/pm2; 2 -- 65009 8 kg/mzm2;
3 -- 7000,9 8 kg/mm2 ; 4 -- 7500, 8 kg/mnm 2 ;
5 -- 6000, 6 kg/jmm2; 6 -- 650o, 6 kg/j=2;
7 7000, 6 kg/mm?; 8 -- 7500, 6 kg/mm2. -
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r We observe in alloy Cr2011i2OTi0.2NbO.2 a slight 1

reduction in stresses at the temperature of 6500 and at an
Iniit~al stress of 6 kg/zmu2 (Figure 1). An increase in the
te:r sture to 700 and 7500 leads to a more intensive re-
13 on of stresses; at 750° the sharpest reduction In
Ej see takes place at the initial momaent, during the
f hours of testing. Raising the initial stress to

8 /mm2 increases the intensity of stresses at all three
-temperatures.

Table 1

The chemical composition of the tested alloys,
percent

Conventional grade c j un s1 Cr N1 T1 Nk
of the alloy _ _

Cr2ONi2OTi0.2NbO.2 0,029 0,30 0,39 18,90 t1.61 0,15 0,25
Cr20i2OTH. 2TbO. 5 0,031 0,32 0.25 j9..15 9,61 0.19 0,40
Cr2ONiOTIO.2obl.0 0 ,t'•3 o,!3 19,20 19,20 0.38 t,00
Cr2ONi20Ti .ONbO.2 .030 0,40 1896 18,92 0.93 0,20
Cr2Oi20Til .ONbO. 5 0,029 - 0,58 19,48 19,00 0,79 0,40

Cr2ONi2OTIl.ONbl.0 0,038 6 2.'2 18,78 t8.W 1,03 1,00

At an initial stress of 6 and 8 kg/mm2 we observe
in the Or2ONi2OTiO.2NbO.5 alloy a more intensive reduction
of stresses than in Cr2ONi20TiO.2Nb0.2 alloy at all test-
ing temperatures, due, primarily, to the high intensity
of relaxation on the second sector of the curves (Figure 2).
As the testing temperature is increased from 6500 to 7500,
the relaxation of stresses on the seoond sector in the
2r2ONi2OTIO.2NbO.5 alloy builds up more rapidly than in the
Cr2ONi20Ti0.2MbO. 2 alloy.

The intensity of relaxation of stresses in the
Cr2ONi20TIO.2bl.0 alloy at 6 and 8 kg/mm2 and at a 6500
temperature is lower than in Cr2ONi20TiO.2NbO.2 and
Cr20Ni20TIO.2NbO.5 alloys, but is higher at a temperature
of 7000 (see Figure 5). The intensity of relaxation of
stresses on the second sector at-7000 is approximately the
same in Cr2ONi2OTiO.2NbO.2 and Cr20Ni2OTiO.2lbl.0 alloys
and is slightly lover in the Cr2ONi2OTiO.2NbO.5 alloy. As
the temperature is increased to 7500, the intensity of
ralaxation of stresses does not increase in the
Cr2ONi2OTIO.2NbI.0 alloy at the initial stress of 6 ke/mm=2
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nt even decreases at a stress of 8 kg/im 2 (Fieure 7).
This takes place due to the reduction in intensity of
relaxation of stresses on both the first and second sectors
of" the relaxation curve.

p 4
•i -.--.---

IJr

hir
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4' • 21' -/ ./ : hour

:1?ire 6. Curves for relaxation of stresses
in the Cr2ONI2OTi0.0Nb..O alloy at the
following temperatures and stresses'

1 6500, 8 kg/mm2; 2 7000, 8 kg/mm2 ;
3 7500, 8 k/mm2 ; 4 6500, 6 kg/;= 2 ;
5 7000, 6 kg/mm2 t 6 7500, 6 kg/mm2 .

Figure 7. The intensity of
relaxaton for stresses in
alloysB

SA Cr2ONM20 at 8 kg/mm2 ;
N. -- Cr2ON12O at 6 kj/mm2

8 ,k-/=2- 2 -- CC22O i20TiO. a NO.
U'l f at a g/MM2; -

Q.• 3--/ 4- Cr2ONi2OTiO.2NbO.5

at 6 km~m/2; C0Ni2OTi0.2NbO.2
X 14 b 5 -- Cr20Ni20TiO. boO.5 at

- 6 kg/mm2 ; 6 -- Cr2ONi20TIO.2Nbl.0
iz at 6 kS/rjm2 .
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r In the next group of the ferrum-chromlum-nilckel -

alloys with titanium and niobium, the content of titanium
was increased to one percent. The tests of the
Cr2ONi2OTIO.2NbO.2 alloy at 6500 produced somewhat unusual
reaults. While the test is on there occurs, not a re-
duction of the effective stresses but, on the contrary, an
increase in stresses (Figure 4). At an initial stress of
6 kg/mm2 and a temperature of 6500, the stresses gradually

.increased throughout the 50 hour period. At a much higher
initial stress of 8 kg/mm2 at the very initial moment of
testing there is noted a slight reduction of stresses which
stops very soon, and then the stresses already beein to
Increase as in the test at an initial stress of 6 kg/mm2 .
A subetantial reduction of stresses is noted on both the

.-- st and second sectors of the relaxation curve in the
ur20N±20Til.ONb0.2 alloy at 700 and 7500. As compared to
the Cr2ON420Ti0.2Nb0.2 alloy, the relaxation of stresses
occurs more Intensively in the Cr2O=i2OTII.ONb0.2 alloy on
account of a greater reduction of stresses on the first
sector of the relaxation curve.

A certain increase in stresses at 6 kg/mm2 and a
temperature of 6500 is noted also in the Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbO.5
alloy (Figure 5). But even at an initial stress of 8 kg/mm2

the sign of the variation of stresses in the process of
testing changes, and the stresses decrease. The
Cr20Ni2OTil.ONbO.5 alloy was tested additionally at a
teaperature of 6000 and at initial stresses of 6 and 8
kg/Tm2 ; in both cases the effective stresses increase during
the test.

At a temperature of 7000 and an initial stress of
6 kg/mm2 the stresses decrease during the test. The
intensity of relaxation of stresses in the Cr20Ni2OTil.MNbO.5
is lower tnan in the Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbO.2 alloy at 7000 and
is higher at 7500. The increase of relaxation of stresses
at 7500 is caused by the higher intensity of the reduction
of stresses on the second sector of the relaxation curve.

In the Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbl.O alloy at 6500, the re-
duction of stresses occurs at a very low rate at both 6 and
3 kg/mm2 initial stresses (Figure 6). A reduction in
stresses is observed at 7000; however, the intensity of
relaxation Is lower than in Cr2ONI2OTil.O0~b.2 and
Cr2OCNi2GTil.ON~bO.5 alloys; this occurs, primarily, on
E.ccount of lower intensity in relaxation of stresses on the
flr:t sector of the relaxation curve. The intensity of
celaxation of the Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbl.O alloy at 7500 is
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rapproximately the same as in the alloys with a lower
canntent of niobium, whereas the lower Intensity of relaxa-

•t the first sector is compensater' for by a highar
wIt~y of relaxation on the second erctor of the relax-

d tlon curve.

Interpretation of results

The test data on relaxation of stresses in ferrum-
ý-hromlum-nlckel austenitic alloys alloyed with various
a-ounts of titanium and. niobium point to the complexity
of the processes which take place in this group of alloys.
Thre variation in the relaxation of stresses is caused by
th< compoeition of the alloys and by an additional factor
-- the aelng of the alloys during testing. The intuensly
of pha,, transformations varies nonsynchronously, dependirg
'on tho temperature as well a3 on the magnitude of strejes

In testing the alloys alloyed with titanium, G. N.
Ynlesnikov and A. I. Moiseyev* established not reduction
oA .tresses but rather an Increase during the test. Under
('Ae -iven testing conditions, when the length of the speci-

was auto-at1cally maintained constant, the increase of
nt.t'szes was explained by the occurrence of a phase trans-

... ,t'. saccompanied by a reduction In volume. In this
•• this phenomenon of the increase in the stresses

during testing, apparently cansed by the same reason, was
established in alloys alloyed with titanium and niobium.
An additional alloy, the Cr20NI2OTi alloy with niobium,
changes the intensity of the phase transformation and dis-
places the temperature maximum interval (Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbO.2
and Cr?0Ni2OTlM.ONbO.5 alloys).

Increasing the niobium content to one percent in the
• l containing 0.2 percent titanium will not lead to an

i~reaa& in stresses In the process of testing; however,
trip temperature turve of the intensity in relaxation points
to the occurrence of a phase transformation even with this
composition of the alloy. For the Cr2ONi2OTiO.2Nbl.0 alloy
thIs is also confirmed by the variation in the intensity of
relaxation depending on stresses (FiSure 7). Thuus, in
alloys containing 0.2 percent titanium and 0.25 percent
nlob!-um or 0.40 percent niobium, the intensity of relaxa-
tion increases (the ratIo 6 5 0/60 becomes lower) with an

tS-e-•heir article in this collection.
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Increase of initial stress from 6 to 8 kg/mm2 at all three1
testing temperatures. In an alloy with 0.2 percent Ti and
1.a percent Nb the intensity of relaxation with an initial
stress of 6 kg/mm2 and 50 hours of testing remains at the
same level with an increase in temperature from 700 to 7500;
as we increase the temperature to 7500 at 8 kg/mm2 , the
intensity of relaxation of stresses decreases and becomes
lower than at 7000 or at 6 kg/wm2 . Thus, despite the
increase in initial stress, the intensity of relaxation
is not increased; this can only be explained by the phase
transformation which builds up with the increase in stresses.
The increase of the content of niobium in the Cr2ONi2OTil.0
alloy to cne percent will also change the dependence of the
intensity of relaxation on stresses and reduce the intensity
of relaxation of stresses at 8 kg/mm2 as compared to the
tests at 6 kg/mm2 (Figure 8). Consequently, it may be
a3auxed that the increase of niobium in the Cr2ONi2OTil.0
alloy to 1.0 percent at temperatures of 700 and 7500 (in
the Cr2ONi2OTiO.2 at 7500) contributes Lo the development
of phase transformation.

It is of interest to compare the data on intensity
of relaxation of stresses in the Cr2ONi2OTi-type alloys,
alloyed with titanium and niobium, with those of the Cr2ONi2O
aaloy. The test results of the Cr20NI20 alloy at tempera-
tures of 650, 700, and 7500 ani at initial stresses of 6
and 8 kgmiQ 2 are shown in the form of curves in Figures 7
and 8*. Comparing the Cr2ONi20Ti alloya, alloyed with 0.2
pe;rcent Ti and the Cr2ONi2O alloy, we see that the intensity
of relaxation in the Cr2ONi2OTi alloys has no marked dis-
tinction from the Mr201M20 allot except for the
CM2ONi2OTiO.2Nbl.O alloy at 7 5 0. The intensity of relaxa-
tion of stresses of the Cr2ONi2OTi alloys alloyed with one
percent of Ti is higher at a testing temperature of 7500
than the relaxation of stresses of the Cr2ON120 alloy. It
may also be noted that increasing the content of niobium
in the Or2ONi2OTil.ONb alloys increases the intensity of
relaxation at the same testing temperature of 7500. No
explanatiou has yet been found for the phenomenon of in-
creasing the intensity of relaxation of stresses in alloys
alloyed with titanium and niobium at a certain temperature
and under testing conditions. It is possible that this is
associated with a definite variation in the cohesion forces
dyring the alloying of the alloy with titanium and niobium
o,: with the acceleration of the diffusional processes at

,*.hese data were-obtained by G. N. Ioleanikov and A. I. j

Moi seyev.
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f750o. The intensity of relaxation of stresses of the
Cr20Xi2OTil.Oq.b alloys at testing temperatures ranging
from 600 to 7000 Is lower than that of the Cr2ONi2O alloy
and is, obvIously, defined by the influence of an addi-
tional factor -- the processes of phaso transformations
accompanied by a decrease In volume.

Figure S. Intensity of
relaxation of stress In the
following alloys :
A- Cr2Ol~i20 at 8 kg/mm3;
B-- Cr2ONi.20 at 6 kg/mm2;
f -- r2ONi2OTil.Ohrb0.2 at 8 kg/•m2;
2 -- r20Ni2OTil.ONbO.5 at 8 kg/nmra
3 -- Cr20Ni2OTi1.OhNbl.O at 8 kg/mm2;
4- Cr2ONI2O0M.M~O. 2 at 6 kgimm2;
5 -- Cr2OXi2OT11.ON•hO.5 at 6 kg/xm2;6 Cr2ONI2OTil.0Nbl.0 at 6 k., m2.
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Conclusions

1. T:ie complex alloying of Cr20Ni2O alloys with
titanium and niobium leads to a complex dependence of the
intensity of relaxation of stresses on the composition and
testing conditions.

2. In testing the Cr20Ni2OTi alloys alloyed with one
percent of Ti, at definite temperatures, there develops a
phase transformation accompanied by a reduction in volume.
This results in a decrease in the intensity of relaxation
of stresses, whereas in some individual cases an increase
in effective stresses is observed rather than a decrease.

3. The increase in the content of niobium in the
Cr20Ni2OTi alloys containing one percent of Ti displaces
the maximum of phase transformation toward the lower tempera-
tures.

4. A reduction in the intensity of relaxation of
stresses is observed in the Cr20Ni20Ti0.2Nb alloy with a
one percent content of niobium at a relaxation temperature
of 7500, which is obviously related to the development of
phase transformation.

5. Increasing the amount of titanium to one percent
in alloys containing niobium increases the intensity of
relaxation of stresses of the Cr2ONi2OTil.ONb alloys at a
temperature of 750o as compared to the intensity of
relaxation of stresses in the Cr2ONi2O alloy.
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The Investigation of Creep in Ferrum-Chromium-Nickel
Austenitic Alloys with Admixtures of Titanium,

Niobium, and Tungsten

M. G. Gaydukov and V. A. Pavlov

Cr20Ni2O alloys, alloyed with titanium, niobium, and
tungsten, were investigated in connection with the study of
the general problem on the influence of small admixtures of
certain alloying elements on the increase in heat resistance.

Test procedure

The tests on creep were conducted on TsKTI-2-type
machines (designed by the Central Boiler and Turbine Insti-
tute). Regular-type specimens measuring 100 mm long (cal-
culated length) with a 10-mm diameter were used. The
variations in the diameter with respect to the length did
not exceed 0.02 mm. The specimen billets measuring
20 x 20 x 250 mm were submitted to the following heat treat-
ment: heating to a temperature of 12500, holding at this
temperature for one hour, and quenching in water. The
temperature was measured during the test by three thermo-
couples, secured by hot junctions at both ends and at the
center of the gage length of the specimen. After fastening
the thermocouples, the gage length of the specimen was
wrapped with several layers of asbestos cord to protect the
thermocouple junctions from the heat radiated directly from
the heated walls of the furnace. The difference in tempera-
ture over the length of the specimen did not exceed 2.5 to
30; the mean variation of the temperature during the entire
test period was of the order of 1.5 to 20.

The deformation of the specimens was measured with
indicators accurate to 0.001 mm.

The loading of the specimens was smoothly applied
through the spring of a dynamometer, beginning with a
preliminary loading for clearing the gaps in the loading
system, and then applying the full load.

The duration of testing amounted to 250 hours. The
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readings of the temperature and deformation given the indi-
cators were taken off on the hour. The tests were conducted
at a temperature of 7000 at several different stresses.
From the obtained initial deformation curves we plotted. the
curves showing the dependence of the total elongation ([,%)
on the stress applied for a tesing period of 250 hours.

Tests were made on three groups of alloys with a
Cr2ONi2O base, alloyed with titanium (0.27, 0.77, and 1.09
percent), niobium (0.2, 0.5, and 1.1 percent), and tungsten
(0.2, 0.5, and 2.95 percent); tests were also made on two
roups of alloys, alloyed simultaneously with two elements
titanium and tung3ten, the niobium content being unknown).

The chemical compcsition of the investigated alloys
is given in the table.
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r
The chemical composition of the alloys,

percent

:Cmý,r-entional grad SI U? - - -
of the alloy 1 1 11 1* I'I-IMI

Cr2ONi20 0,016 011 0.17 2,81 2D.30 -

CrM1N20MTI0.27 0,046 0,35 0,29 19.58 20.24 0.27
Cr2ON120TIO.77 0,000 0,37 0,45 20,22 20.46 0,-.-
Cr2ONI20TI.i 0,020 0,40 0,43 2,23 2,34 1,09 --

Cr2ONi2ONbO.2 0,040 0/ 0,2f 18,75 19,76 - 0,21 -

Cr2ONI2ONbO.2 0,032 0,32 0,14 M90D 19,0 - 0,20 -

Cr2ONI2ONbO.5 0,037 0,38 0,23 19,2D 19.76 - 0,52 -

Cr20NI2ONbO.5 0,038 0,24 0,29 20,06 18,78 - 0.53 -

Cr2ONI2ONbl.l 0.023 0,28 0,38 19,45 19,81 - 1,10 -

Cr20Ni2O Nbl.l 0,08 0,24 0,38 19,87 9, - t,05 -

Cr2ON120WO.2 0,04t 0,2' 0,06 t9,86 2D.12 - - 0,20
Cr2ONI2OWO. 5 0o47 023 0,04 19o62 19,2 - 0,4&
,r2oN1i20l.1 0,010 023 006 t9,48 2D,12 - t,15

Cr2ONM2OW3.0 0.051 0,28 0.6 19.35 2,28 -- 2,95
.2r2ONi•2OIiO.2NbO.12 0, 0,36 0,46 19,90 19,50 0,18 0,12 -
CO20N120TMO.2NbO.33 0,008 0,18 0,37 t8,84 19.22 0.18 0.33 -
Cr2ONI2OTIO.2NbO.89 0A8 0.17 0,48 20,16 t9.50 0,23 0,89 -
Cr20Ni2OTil.OMoO.17 o,03 0,25 0,39 20.17 19,50 1,04 0,17 -
Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbOA6 0.040 0,29 0,39 19.92 19,57 1,28 0,46 -
Cr2MN120NbO. 5WO. 3 0.05t 0,23 0,41 t9,42 19,64 - 0.51 0,30
Cr2ONi2OlbO.5W0.2 0,00 0,2t 0,43 19,22 19,64 0,48 0,25
Cr20NI2ONbO.5W0.5 0,051 0,22 0,46 19,53 1952 - 0,58 0,54
Cr2ONI2ONbO.5W1.O 0,04 0,31 0,58 19,39 t9,6 - 0,6t t,00
Cr2ONI20•bO.5W1.O 0.3 0,22 0.42 19,68 19,45 - 0,39 1,00

Or2ONi2ONbO.5W3. 0,028 0,26 0,32 19,17 20.26 0,62 3,10

Cr2Oi2 bO.5W3.1 0,0 0,25 0,32 19,7 20,2o - 0.5 3,15

*Translator's notes The original text gives "Mi", which
is evidently a misprint, since we are discussing here a
phromium-xaakel base. W
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r Test results

Some test results of Cr2ON120 alloys alloyed with
titanium are given in Figure 1. We have Investigated
alloys containing 0.27 to 1.1 percent titanium. Data on
alloys alloyed with even a snlaller amount of' titanium
(below 0.2 percent) are given in the paper by V. A. Pavlov,
Ya. S. Yakovleva, and M. B. Yakutovich. From three alloys

-with a titanium content of 0.27, 0.77, and 1.1 percent,
the highest heat resistance was obtained for the alloy
alloyed with the smallest amount of titanium (0.27 percent).

6kF,/Mi 2

,PT-

N .. 4 4 4 _V

"ii I 1 • i !i _ i ~ I1~

Figure 1. Curves for the creep of alloys
alloyed with titanium:
1 -- Cr2ON120; 2 -- Cr2ONi2OTiO.27;
3-- Cr20NiWOTiO.77; 4 -- Cr2ONi2OTiI.09.

Inoreasing the content of titanium to 0.77 percent
l3ads to a relative resoftening of the alloy. At a
temperature of 7000, the Cr2ONi20TIO.77 alloy has a con-
siderably lower heat resistance than the Cr20Ni2OTiO.27
alloy, which is slightly higher than the Cr2ONi20 alloy
v•lthout titan!ium.

The heat resistance of the Or2ONI2OTil.1, contain-
irkS 1.09 percent titanium, is also lower than that of the
Cr20Ni2OTIO.27 alloy, but Is already higher than the
heat resistance of the Cr20Ni20TiO.77 alloy. A phenomenon
of negative creep was established In the Cr2ONi2OTIl.1
alloy under certain testing conditions. This phenomenon
consists of the decrease in the length of the specimen
durirg the test and may be explained by a phase transfor-
weatifn accompanied by a decrease in volume. In testing
•hc relaxation of stresses In alloys containing 0.42 and j
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F1 .8 7 percent titanium, G. N. Kolesnikov and A. I. Moiseyei*
established the presence of a maximum and have explained
It_ by a phase transformation accompanied by a decrease in

Comparing a number of tests on creep, conducted under
various conditions, we may conclude that the intensity of
the phase transformation depends to a considerable degree
on the magnitude of the effective stresses. Under prolonged
testing at low stresses of the order of 6 to 8 kgs/mm2 , the
specimen of the Cr2ONI2OTIl.l alloy gradually lengthens.
At a stress of 11 kg/mm=2 there was observed a considerable
creep at the first moment of testing, which began to de-
crease immediately thereafter. After a certain period of
creep damping we noted a period of negative creep, at which
tne lonzth of t.he specimen decreased. The reduction in the
length of the specimen evidently occurs as the result of
a• phase transformation accompanied by a reduction in volume.

The test data on the Cr20Ni20 alloys, alloyed with
v•,bum, are given in Figure 2. Alloying with an amount
o" niobium up to 1.1 percent considerably increases the
hr_)t resistance of alloys. The heat-resistant properties
Qf Alloys containing niobium improve at all investigated
&limixture percentages of niobium (0.2, 0.5, and 1.1 per-
cent M.); however, the highest effect is obtained by a
C,.' percent admixture of niobi-am. The alloys containing
0.5 and 1.1 percent N~b have a somewhat lower heat resis-
tan.c• at low stresses than the alloy with 0.2 percent NO.

Ferrum-chromium-nickel alloys with niobium, investi-
ga÷tled in this study, are referred to austenitic alloys of
the aging type. As has been established in the study by
V. 1. Ark-aov, S. I. Ivanovskaya, I. P. Polikarpova, and
N. P. Chuprakova*, the alloys with an admixtures of niobium
-rhlbit a decomposition of thie solid solution of austenite
along the grain boundaries as well. as In the grains them-
_e! -vea after the alloy has been hardened from a temperature
. i1O50 0. It should be noted that the introduction of
niobium into an alloy sharply reduces the plasticity of
alloys at a high temperature.

;-See their article in this collection. J
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Figure 2. Curves shoving creep
of alloys alloyed with niobluzn:
1 -- Cr2ON120; 2 -- Cr2ONI2ONbo.2;
3 -mCr2ONfi2ONbo.5;

4 -Cr20N2ONbl.l.

iI

Figure 3. Curves showing the oreep of alloys
alloyed with titanium and niobium:1 -- r2ONI2O; 2 -- Cr2ONi2OTiO.2Nbo.2;
3 Cr2-Ni2OTIO.2NbO033;'4 -5
CrM2OTI2O~i.2o.89; 5 -- CrM2O 0MO~.ONWO.17;

L 6 -- Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbO.46.
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r Next, we investigated two groups of Cr2ONi20-type
alloys, alloyed with a combination of titanium and niobium.
The first group includes alloys alloyed with 0.2 percent
tita ntum and a varying content of niobium (from 0.12 to
0. "' percent); the second -roup Includes two alloys alloyed
with one percent of titanium plus 0.17 and 0.46 percent
Nb, respectively. The test data are given in Figure 3.
Alloying with 0.2 percent TI and 0.12 percent Nb increases

.the heat resistance of the alloy as compared to that of
the Cr2ONi20 alloy. Increasing the content of niobium t-
0.33 and 0.89 percent in an alloy containing 0.2 percent
TI, leads to a further increase of heat resistance, approxi-
z2tely equal for both alloys.

An Increase in the amount of titanium to 1.0 percent
It. alloys containing niobium sharply cbnmges the nature
of the behavior of alloys under a load at a high tempera-
turs. In many cases we noted a reduction in the length of
the specimens during the test. In the alloy with 1.0 per-
cent of TI and 0.46 percent of Lb, the period of negative
creep continued over the entire period of testing. From all
earlier investigated alloys, Cr20Ni2OTil.0 alloys exhibited
t.le highest heat resistance; however, at this point we
chrerved a considerable decrease in plasticity. The
Cr2ONi2OTil.0Nb0.17 alloy fails at a total elongation not
exceeding 0.80 percent, while the Cr2ONi2OTil.ONbO.46
alloy fails at even a lesser elongation.

Tests were made on Cr2ONi20 alloys alloyed with
"t.ingsten in amounts of 0.2, 0.5, 1.15 and 2.95 percent
(Figure 4). Alloying with 0.2 and 0.5 percent tungsten
Increases the heat resistance as compared to that of
Cr2ONi2O alloys without tungsten at low stresses. As the
stresses are increased to 7 kg/mm2 the total deformation of
the alloys containing small admixtures of tungsten over
the entire 250 hours of testing is higher than the total
ieformation of the alloy without tungsten. When the tung-
ftten content in the alloy is increased to 1.15 and 2.95
-;icent, the heat resistance of the alloy substantially
Increases, particularly at higher stresses of the order
of 9 to 11 kg/mm2 .

A test was made on a group of alloys from the
r20Ni20-type series containing 0.5 percent Nb and 0.2 to

3.1 W (Figure 5). All alloys with admixtures of niobium
and tungsten have a much higher heat resistance in com-
parison with that of alloys alloyed with tungsten only.
LJ
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4' 41 4'l ... '? 41 47 51

Figure 4. Curves showing creep
In allovs alloyed with tungsten;
1 -- Cr2ONI20; 2 -- Cr2ONI2OWO.2;
3 -- Cr2ON20WO.5; 4 -- Cr20N;20W1.1;
5 -- Cr20Ni20W5.0.

f kg/mm2  7,,'.,,.,
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Figure 5. Curves showing creep
in alloys alloyed with niobium
and tungsten:
1-- Cr20Ni2O; 2 -- Cr2ON120WO.2;
3-- Cr2ONi20WO.5; 4 -- Cr2ONi2OWl.O;
5 -- Cr2ONi2ONbC.5; 6 -- Cr2ONi2ONbO.5WO.2;

7 -- Cr2ONI2ONbO.5WO.5; 8 -- Cr2ONi2ONbO.5W.IO. 3
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r Increasing the content of tungsten in the
CrŽONi2ONbO.5 alloy produces en effect similar to the
V 4.ation in heat resistance caused by the increase of the
niobium content in a Cr2ONi20 alloy. At low creep rates
(low stresses), the alloys with small admixtures of tung-
sten (Cr2ONi2O~bO.5WO.2 and Cr2ONi20NbO.5WO.5) are more
heat-resistant. At much higher creep rates the highest
heat resistance is observed in alloys with a higher con-

-tent of tungsten. The nature of the variation of the
curves showing the dependence of creep rate on stresses
confirms the analogy between the influence exerted by the
variations in the concentration of niobium in Cr2ONi2OW
alloys and that of the variations in the concentration of
niobium in Cr2ONi2ONb allojs on the heat resistance.
Alloying the 0.2-percent-W alloy with 0.5 percent niobium
increases the heat resistance of the Alloy to the level
of that in the alloy containing 0.2 percent Nb (Figure 6).
But alloying a 3.1-percent-W alloy with 0.5 Nb produces
an influence typical for the increase in the concentration
off niobium in Cr-2ONi2ONb all1ys to 1.1 percent (Figure 7).

6 kg/m 2  .

Figure 6. Curves showing creep
in alloys alloyed with niobium
and tungsten:

3 -- Cr2ONi2ONbO. 5 4 -- Cr2ON12OW0.2;
5 -- Cr2ONi2OffbO. 5WD0'2.
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Figure 7. Curves showing creep

in alloys alloyed with nioblum
and tungsten:
1 -- Cr2ONI20; 2 -- Cr2ON12ONbO.5;
3-- Cr2ONI2ONbl.l; 4 -- Cr20VI2OW3.0;
5 -- Cr2ONi2ONbO.5W`3.l.

Since the investigated alloys containing nioblum
, tuIngsten have shown a suffltcently high heat resis-
tnce at low stresses, and sinee the total deformation
over a 250-hour test at 7000 amounted to less than 0.1
percent, the duration of testing was increased to 1,000
hours. Continuous tests, conducted on Or2ONi2ONb alloys
and on the Cr2ONI2ONbO.5W3.1 alloy confirmed the results
obtained for 250 hours of testing. The creep rate of
alloys, alloyed with nioblum (0.2 to 1.1), is approxi-
mately the same at a 4 kg/mmc2 effeotive stress. At a
6frese of 6 kg /ms 2 the creep rate of Cr20N12ONbl.l and
Cr2ON12ONbO.5W3.1 alloys is somewhat higher than that of
the Cr2MONiONb0.2 alloy alloyed with the least admixture
of niobium.

Interpretation of teat results

Alloyirn the Cr2ONi2O alloy with the first smallest
admixtures of titanium, niobium, and tungsten Increases
the heat resistance of alloys at low stresses of the order
of 6 to 8 kg/mm2 as compar-ed to the heat resistance of the
Cr?ON120 alloy. The creep of alloys at high testing
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rteemperatures and low initial stresses is mostly produced •
by the deformation alone the grain boundaries. On the
.'roer hand, from the studies confirming the hypothesis of

T. A-rkharov*, we know _hat a nimber of allcyinE eierets
mostly and principally concentrated in the bouro-ary

zones of the crystallites provided the total content of
these elements in the alloys is small. This selective
distribution of the alloying elements in the boundary

-zones of the crystallites strengthens the grain boundaries -

and increases the heat resistance of the alloys, which is
(onfirmed by the results of this study.

Thus, increasing the concentration of the alloyinF
ele-ents to a definite level icharacteristic for the. -Iven
>v.cnt and the given alloy increases the heat re-o...t.nce.
f -loy. .-..--owever, the increase in heat resLt-ance has

rE'-al:y an Irregular nature which manifests itself in the
rt.lative resoftening of the alloys in case the concentration
o; e alloying elements is increased. Thus, the high creep
r'a.e at lo.. stresses for the Cr2ONi2ONbl1. alloy, in com-
•, _'-con with the Cr20Ni2ONbO.2 alloy, indicates that thereh--t3 been a certain resoftening after the niobiu content

.,n the alloy had been increased to 1.1 percent; this could.nave been caused by a certain resoftening of the grain
Sounclarles. The relative resoftening of alloys with a higb
.ioblum content at low creep rates (low stresses) can

Po~sibly be explained by either a redistribution of nlobium
e!ueed by the increase of its concentration in the alloy

, •y a much stronger hardening of the volume of the
1.1,_tenit-t -rains as compared to the grain boundaries.

This irregularity in the variation of heat resistance
",of the alloys, caused by an increase in the concentration
o4 certain alloying elements, was observed by us in the

-,iie.3tigated titanium alloys as well as in the alloys
a `oy!rd wcth a sombined amount of titanium and niobium.

n tis connection, It Is of interest to compare the data
c"-bt.a.ned on creep of alloys alloyed with titanium and

.--,,um with the data of the alloys alloyed individually
wltu-h either titanium or niobium. The first admixtures of
either titanium (0.27 percent) or niobium (0.21 percent)
•moduce the maximum influence on the increase in the heat
r'e3istance of the alloys. However, when the admixtures
i.' alloyed in a combination, the percentage of each being

7 37e also the article by V. I. Ar.kharov and M. B.
Vfq-1utovich in this collection. j
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rthe same, the heat resistanoe of the Cr2ONi2OTiO.2NbO.12 7
alloy is found to be below that of the alloys alloyed with
either only titanium (Cr2ONi20TIO.27) or with only nlobium
(C:'2ONi2ONbO.2l) (Figure 8). Whe t content of niobium
in Cr2ONI2OT1* alloys with 0.2 Ti in increased, the heat
x-esistance of the alloys increases becoming higher than
that of the Cr2ONi20TiO.27 alloy but lower than that of
the alloys with niobium alone (Figures 9 and 10),

k~

"" - f--, •+

C.? i" 0?r I,, /. 2.2 25 -0 JE .I (7 .iit.%

Figure 8. Curves showing creep of alloys
alloyed with titanium and niobium:
1 -- Cr2ONi2O; 2 -- Cr20Ni2OTiO.27;
3-- Cr2ONi2OTil.09; 4 -- Cr2ONi2ONbO.2;
5 -- Cr2ONi2OTiO.2nbO.12.

•cransiator' s note: The original text gives Ni2ONi2OTI
p1 'rich apparently is a misprint. J
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Figure 9. Curves showing creep of' alloys
alloyed with titanium and niobium:
1 - Cr2ONi2O; 2 -- Cr2ON12OTIO.27;
3 -- Cr2ONi2ONbO.5;, 4 ~-Cr2ONi2OTIO.2-NbO.33-

6 lrg/mmi2  4AI.

:t J _1

V AS

Figure 10. Curves showing creep of alloys
alloyed with titanium and niobium:
1 -- Cr2ONi2O; 2 -- Cr20Ni20TiO.27;
3 -- Cr2ONi2ONbl.l; 4 -- Or2ONi2OTiO. Nb0.89.

L J
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F Explainink., these data, we must take into consider--
ation the fairly complex compos"ti.n of the investigatedi
alloys, In which the variation in heat resistance caused
1:v the concentration of the alloying elements depends cn a

>.Žr of imporuant factors. These includ.c: the •rarlat iýn
, , austenltic solid soi?.7Tion itselJ: the varla"iC, i-

'C _er••ity of the aging processes, ;,1ý)co these all-oy:
ffi. crlassed as aging-type alloys (the neFative cree£ co'-

,s the occurrence of a phase transformation); the
_-1iationr, 4n the diffueional processes which produce a

-.- :-ta~tia., influence on the heat-resistant properties of
t: *-Ž aLoys.
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-•e Influence of Small Admixtures of Tungsten, Molybdenum,-
Tiraniut, au Niobium on the Oxidation Resistance of Certain

t�r•'�C •r20Ni20- and Cr20Ni35-Type Alloys at Temperatures
Ranging From 1100 to 13000

By Z. P. Kichigin

Du1ring the investigation of the mechanical pro-
P -tle8 of certain ferrum-chromium-nick.l austenitic alloys.J has developed that small admixtures of molybdenum, tung-
•i rn, titanium, and niobium improve the heat-resistant
i.. 'perties of these alloys*. It was of inte rest to find

: how these admixtures affect the oxidation resistance
the alloys. With that end in view, we have taken a

_,-, of the alloys, the heat resietanciý of which we have
._Iready tested. The composition of the alloys is shown in

77-the article by G. WN. Koiesnikov, A. I. Molseyev,
M., B. Yakutovich in this collection. I
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r Tble 1

The chemeical oomposition of alloys, percent-

Conventional grade Cr NI jMn S W TL

'-J.20 t9,95 120.0 O,M 0.30 , -0

C -20111 *20i400. 24 9,2101 If-,048 10,2 0,04 0.24
'r-?ONI20MO,.65 20 t 120.2 10,031 0,22 0,04o 65 -- -

,C,2.ON1 2Mol,2 10.48 i 2.3 (:.,Of 0,29 0,14 2
Cr'ONi20MoO.l.7Nb.41o 97 2(; 5 ý0,M7 ID, 8 0,7 -- -- C. ,
G.* ý0N20MOI .431O. 42t,)29 12;,"1A 10.023 P,2 0,45 t,43 - -

2- C, , 2 OW 0 219.48 120,2 10.041 0 -N, - -

N 2 U~i.LP0 .09 ý0. 25 1.8.45 c"~'2 ,, -*j O.ýUO - 0,0 -o

~~2 0T10 -3 7 120,15 20 35 A,005 0,:0 4l-S ~0,-37
'40 l.0,S9 2 .0.l. .0,050 0,38 0,t, - - 8

" -1<'N•20Ti0.II•0,5 19,20 129.9 0 0,20 00,48
0' oi0o.23NWb0.55 J9,5 t20, 62 0,021 024 u" - - i023 0 50

D~~C). 20A 0 6 NbO..5 18.95 ~20,91 fO.026 0,25 0.i 0, 41 019
t-.1i2ONbO. 119,1 19,98 0.06 0,37 0,41 1- -0,2

.7-5.. .1 5,6 IOO 0,45 0.2-1 0 -

90 2,35WO.3 0,0M 34• 0,5o -
2m0M-35W-l-14 !'j,91 136,C?, 0,03? 0.54 1 0,53 I M-114 - -

r20N13!5MOO. 5 0.55135.68 0. M 0,37 0, 3 -.P20Ni35WO.2NbO.58 •.359.3'0.0::8 0478 0,/ -- 2,80 - 0.V2NMO- O5 19,63 36.36 0,028 03 ,01-
J. 3 55,W-3A NbO.5 119,09 J5,96 0,03 0,47 063 - 2,87 - 0 5

Metbod of investigation

The oxidation resistance was defined as the rate
W7 orxýdatlon, i.e., the ratio of the increase in the
..'Igiat1 of the specimen after oxidation over a definite
,ie 'Interval at a constant test tem-,erature to the area
ofi th:, Initial surface of the specimen.

Cylindrical specimens 10 mm high and 10 mm in dia-
.er were aade of the alloys. The oxidation wcs carried.

IýA i a porcelain tube placed into a horizontal sila t
(ce, Both ends of the porcelain tube were closed with

P- ois *ppers through which glass tubes were inserted
",- 1.,e admission and withdrawal. of dry air. The air,
.•'d as an oxidation atmosphere for t~he specimen, was
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rdeslccated and purif led from CO2 by pasilng It through -
s•lfuric acid, calcium chloride, and soda lime (1). The
rate of air stream was maintained constant by means of a
f1low meter.

T emperature wa5 measured with platinum-rhodlum
thermocc. .--2 built Into the furnace. The specimen was
placed above the thermocouple. The furnace together w

- the inserted porcelain tube was brought up to the test~n<-
Lei-1erature. A quartz boat contalnlrn ;he weighted speci-

za, wvs placed Into the tube. The ends of the tube were
t*• closed and the passlng of dry air through the tube

i'n After the lapse of two hours the specimen was re-
S frfom the furnace and cooled in a!.r on a porceiain

: t�hio point careful attention w' •iven not to
any of the scale. After the c-neotmrn was cooled oil

was weighed. The oxidation rate was investigated at
_ O L i0c and 13000 temperatures.
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r" Table 2

Dependence of oxidation rate on temperature

Increase in the weight

M~ake of steel 
of the specimen, m8/Cm2

2W1 1W

Cr2ONI20 2,8 3,0 3,5
Cr20N, 2OMoO. 24 4.2 2,47 3
Cr20NI2MMoO.65 1.5 i.jXi .
CP2ONI20Mol.2 2,17 2, 5 3.48
*r2ONi2O!oO.0l7NbO.4 2,6 9,6 j 5
Cr2ONi2OI4ol.43NbO.4 4,9 4,7 ,Cr2ONI20WO. 2 0,-3 IU7 2,8

Cr2ONi2OW2.7 092 2,52 255,,pCr2ON120T IO. 09 1, 5 3,3 .1,
Cr20120TI•OTO.37 1, 2 I'll-) t, -1
Cr2ONi2T011.87 1,0 2 5 Ai,/,
Cr2ONi2OTiO.llNbO.5 3,- 19,1
Cr2ONi20TiO.23NbO.5 3,7 .
Cr2ONI2OTiO.6NbO.5 2,s 8,05 2,77
Cr2ONi2ONbO. 5 1.71,48 1(;
Cr20Ni35 M,1I
Cr20Ni35WO.5 2 0"S7 1,22:
Cr2ONi35Wl.14 3,,3:
Cr20Ni35NbO. 5 t ,:s , 13,o
Cr20Ni35WO.2NbO.58 2, -i,,i 4,6
Cr2ONi35W3NbO.5 1.7 1.45 215,o

Investigation results

The test results are given in Table 2.. We can see
from the tabular data that the influence of small admix-
tures on the oxidation resistance of alloys differs de-
pending on the type of the added element, on its concen-

i* . ion, and on temperature.

A1loys with the admixture of molybdenum. The oxida-
tiron rate of Cr2ONi20-base alloys with admixtures of 0.2

71 1.2 percent Mo hardly differs at any temperature from
11c oxidation rate of the base (Cr2ONi20); however, the
1.. Idation rate with an 0.6-percent-Mo admixture is
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slightly lower than that of the base.

Alloys with the admixture of tungsten. The oxidation
rate of the Cr2ONi2O-base alloy with an admixture of 0.2 W
at all testing temperatures Is a little lower than the
oxidation rate of the base. But the alloy with an admixture
of 2.7 percent W at 1100 and 12000 oxidizes practically at
the same rate as the base; however, as the temperature
approaches 13000, the oxidation rate rapidly increases and
becomes many times higher than that of the base.

The oxidation rate of the Cr20Ni35-base alloy with an
admixture of 0.5 percent I is somewhat lower at 1100 and
12000, while at 13000 it is uonsideraoly higher in comperi-
son with the oxidation rate of the base (Cr20Ni35).

The oxidation rate of the alloy CifP the same base
with 1.14 percent W at temperatur'es of 1100 and 12000 is
practically the same as in the base alloy; at 13000 it is
considerably higher than that of the base.

Alloys with the admixture of titanium. The addition
of 0.09 percent Ti to the Cr2ONi2O base has no effect on
the oxidation rate of the alloy; the addition of 0.37 per-
cent sli.htly reduces the oxidation rate of the Cr2ONi2O
alloy at all testing temperatures. The oxidation rate of
the alloy with 1.87 percent Ti at 1100 and 12000 is slightly
lower, and at 13000 it is the same as the oxidation rate of
the Cr2ONi2O base.

Alloys with the admixture of niobium. The oxidation
rate of the Cr2ONi2O alloy with 0.5 percent Nb at 1100 and
12000 is a little lower than that of the base at these
temperatures, while it is higher than the oxidation rate
of the base at 13000. The Cr20Ni35-base alloys with the
addition of 0.5 percent niobium at 11000 oxidize a little
less than the base; at 12000 the oxidation rate becomes
slightly higher and at 13000 it becomes considerably higher
than that of the Cr20Ni35 base.

Alloys with combined admixtures of molybdenum and
niobium. The oxidation rate of the Mr2ONi20-base alloys
with combined admixtures of molybdenum and niobium is
marrkedly higher at 1100 and 120 0° and is by far higher at
13000 as compared to the oxidation rate of the base
(Cr2ONi20),

Alloys with combined admixtures of tungsten and niobium.
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The Cr20Ni35-base alloy with the combined aamixtures of 0.2
percent W and 0.58 percent Nb had an oxidation rate sli6htly
higher than that of this alloy without admixtures at all
testin6 temperatures. At temperatures of 1100 and 1.20 0 0
the Cr20Ni35 alloy with admixtures of 2.87 percent V and
0.5 percent Nb oxidizes a little less, and at 13000 a little
more, than the base.

A.•loys with combined admixtures of titan14•nd
niobium. The oxidability of the Cr2ONi2O alloy with 0.11
percent Ti and 0.5 percent N-b at ll0o0 is slightly higher
than that of the Cr2ONi2O base. As the temperature is
raised to 13000, the oxidability becomes many times highe:

arn that of the base at these temperatures.

The oxidation rate of the Cr20Ni20 alloy with 0.23
percent Ti and 0.5 percent Nb at 1100 and 12000 is slightly
higher and at 13000 much higher than that of the base.

The oxidation rate of the Cr2ONi20 with admixtures
o' 0.6 percent titanium and 0.5 percent niobium is almost
t'-e same as that of the base. At 12000 the oxidability of
t.is alloy becomes noticeable and at 13000 it is considerably

higher than that of the Cr2ONi20 base.

Conclusions

1. Small admixtures of molybdenum (up to 1.0 percent),
tungsten (up to 0,2 percent), and titanium (up to 1.8
percent) have almost no marked effect on the oxidation
resistance of ferrum-chromlum-nickel alloys.

2. Niobium (up to 0.5 percent) reduces the oxida-
tion resistance of ferrum-chromium-nickel alloys, parti-
cularly in the presence of Mo, W, or Ti in them.

3. A reduction in oxidation resistance is also

caused by tungsten, its content being above 0.2 percent.
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The Effect of Internal Adsorption on
AgInG Processes and the Value of
This Effect for Heat Resistance

By V. I. Arkharov

1. Gradation of the aging process of an alloy and
the value of the lat~er for heat resistance

According to the most widely accepted notion, the
prIme condition for a high resistance of an alloy, parallel
to the great atomic interaction fcr-xas 'n the crystal
lattice, is the degree of nonuniformity of the alloy's
crystalline structure, which is specific for each type of
alloys. The local nonuniformities, which are either large
or small, aither morQ or loss thickly distributAd over the
m •s if tho alloy, and either more or less sharply pronouncad,
are the sites where the plastic deformation is slowed down
,-_d damped.

In order to obtain for practical purposes the best
mechanical properties, depending on the type of the alloy
and the character of the atomic interaction in it, it is
essential that there be an optimum degree of nonuniformity,
i.e., an optimum combination of size factors, dispersion,
sEha.pe, denseness, and uniformity of spatial distribution,
physical and crystallographic nature of local nonuniformi-
ties, and bonding degree with the surrounding crystalline
ba'3e of the alloy. There exists a wide gamma of nonuni-
"formities which are distinguished by the above character-
isPics. The aging process of the alloy, i.e., the decompo-
sition of the supersaturated solution, can be used as a
basis for realizing this gamma.

There are reasons to assume that even in an unsaturat-
ed solid solution there are either more or less stablo dis-
tribution nonuniformities of the atoms of the dissolved
cv:iponent among the atoms of the solvent in the common
crystal lattice. Approaching the saturated state and, then,
at a supersaturated state, these nonuniformities increase in
respect to both the size of the regions they occupy and
the concentration of the components; they pass through
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stages of "pro-transitional" formationst, Guinier-Preston
zones, a partial or a complete break of the coherent bocnd
with the surrounding crystal lattice, the nucleus crystal
of the new phase getting isolatel, and tbrough the stage of
further growth of those crystals (1).

2. Internal adsorption in solids

Apart from the structural nonuniformities inherent
to the alloy in its given state, i.e., those effected by
factors such as temperature, composition of basic consti-
tuents, and holding time for attaining equilibrium, there is
ono more type of nonuniformities related to the micro-
structure of the alloy anO tc the particular behavior cf
certain components. This perticular behavior of the alloy
is displayed w'nen microstructural nonuniformities, which
avi the spots of incroesed potential enrray of atcoic inter-
ncticn, cause the redistribution of the components between
those spots (nonuniformities)and the burroundizn, since
such a redistribution minimizes the energy nonuniformity in
thi; alloy.

The reduction ef excess energy at the sites of
at.ructural nonuniformity can be achieved during such a re-
dissribution by either increasing the concentration of some
c3mponents or by reducing the concentration of others. The
elements that enrich the sites of the structural and energy
ncnuniformities are called hcrophile, while those elements
that are deprived of these nonuniformities are called
.orophobic. The horophile and horophobic properties depend
on. many factors that are not quite clarified yet; first of
all, on the chemical type of the given dissolved element
and the solvent in whose lattice this element is in a solid
solation; next, on the concentration of the element (on an
average -- over the entire alloy), on the crystallometric
character of nonuniformity, on temperature, etc.

Obviously, the sharpest nonuniformity in concentra-
tion during its redistribution in the alloy containinV9
energy nonuniformitios will be observed in the presence of
smnall quantities of strongly horophile elements in the
alloy. This puts forward the problem of the physical
nature of the strong influence of small and very small
admI.xtures of certain elements on the properties of the
a11oys.

The phenomenon of redistribution of dissolved compo-
nouts caused by the structural (energy) nonuniformities and
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producing a concentration nonuniformity (whereas the former
are minimized due to the others), we call internal adsorp-
tion in solids.

We must emphasize here the community of our defini-
tion for the phenomenon of internal adsorption because
there were tendencies to its narrow understanding. We
examine structural energy nonuniformities of most diverse
types and scales. The most sharply pronounced are the
structural energy nonuniformities in the conjunction sites
of crystallites of polycrystalline bodies, in other words,
in intergranular transitional zones*. The variation in the
concentration of some components which occurs independently
in these zones and reduces their excess energy**, according
to what has been said, we call intergranulAr internal ad-

_sot ion.

Less pronounced are the structural energy nonunifor-
mities In the sites of the elements of the so-called sub-
crystallite structure join crystal lattice of the solid
solution surrounding them.

Of particular interest at present are the elements
of the subcrystallite structure that originate and develop
in the process of aging. These include the most initial
formations, i.e., the stable groupings of the atoms of the
dissolved components in still unsaturated solutions, pre-
transitional formations, ,Guinier-Preston zones coherently
bound with the surrounding zones which had partially or
completely broken the coherent bond and had thus become
isolated crystals of the precipitating phase. Even though
the structural energy nonuniformities are not very sharply
pronounced in the conjunction of such elements of sub-
crystallite structure, it is possible on a general basis
that they may also have an internal adsorption of some
components.

The changes in concentration caused by adsorption in
general, to one degree or another, affect the course of
aging processes at the sites where these changes occur. It

*We contemplate the crystallites which are rather distinctive
by either orientation or crystallographic character of the
lattice.
**It is sometimes called incorrectly "surface" energy of
intergranular "boundaries".
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therefore seems important to ccn•ider in detail the problem
of the influence of Internal adsooption, in its broad undier-
standing, on the aging processes of alloys and, in this
connection, on the shaping of their heat-resistant proper-
ties.

3. The influence of the intergranular internal
adsorption of the excess component on the aging process

Let us examine first the most simple case, when the
excess component (that supersaturating the solid solution)
in an aging binary alloy is adsorption-active, whereas the
adsorption affects only the sharpest structural nonuniformi-
tias -- the i.ntergranular conjunctions.

In this case, when the adsorption is positive, the
concentration in the intergranular transitional zones may
be considerably increased as ccmpared to the mass of the
crystallites. However, the closer the average concentra-
tion of the alloy to solubility at hardening temperature*,
the lower the degree to which the nonuniformity in concen-
t.'ation is pronounced. 'When the intergranular internal
acsorption is negative, in this case It is the opposite:
the periphery of the crystallites is supersaturated to a
loaner degree than the central section of each crystallite**.
Hexe, the closer the averaged concentration of the alloy to
solubility at hardening temperature the narrower the zone
of impoverishment of adsorption.

Thus, during a positive adsorption in the inter-
granular transitional zones, due to an increased super-
saturation, the conditions for the decomposition of the
slid solution are more favorable; therefore it is Just here
whulre aging begins, in the first place, extending further
down deep the crystallite. This difference in the kinetics
of aging, particularly manifested in its initial stages, is
inimized when the average concentration of the excess

.The adsorption enrichment of the structural energy zones
of nonuniformity in the horcphile element is to some extent
:r.olated to its solubility (2) and is limited by it although
in smce cases it can, obviously, exceed it as, for instance,
in tno copper-ferrum system (3, 4).
u*Huwaver, in some alloys, at a negative adsorption, the
periphery of the crystallites may prove to be supersaturat-
eti.
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component in the alloy is increased (retaining the same
hardening temperature). This fact indicates that the
initiatory role of the intergranular conjunctions here is
related to the intergranular adsorption, but not just to the
boundary distortions of the lattice which facilitate the
structural rebuilding. During a negative internal adsorp-
tion more favorable conditions for aging are found in the
mass of the crystallite; as for the periphery, where the
supersaturation is lower, there aging will lag in the be-
ginning. Increasing the average concentration in the alloy
at the given hardening temperature up to the value of
solubility at this temperature must lead to the contraction
of the zone of adsorptional impoverishment near the inter-
'ganular conjunctions and zWo a more uniform distribution
c2 the conditions for the decomposition of the solid solu-
tion over the crystallite which is supersaturated every-

S-oro to the same extent except for the narrow intergranular
transitional zones where the lagging of aging (if it is net
compensated for by the accelerating effect of the usual
distortions of the lattice in th;.es zones) is not detected
experimentally due to the narrow width of the intergranular
transitional zones.

To confirm the above considerations we may cite
the results of the study made by V. I. Ar1harov, I. P.

~rere, va, and N. A. Kozina (5). In these tests they in-
vestigated the distribution of microhardness in individual
crystallites of aluminum-zinc, aluminum-silver, and
aluminum-copper alloys, hardened and aged to various stages.

In the Al - Zn and A! - Ag alloys, where the content
of the second component was below its solubility at harden-
ing temperature, aging (observed by the increased micro-
ha:rdness) bcgan intensively and developed rapidly at the
intergranular "boundaries", where it succeeded in goin3
through the microhardness maximum while it was just be-
E;ir.ning (to develop) in the center of the crystal. In the
ailoys of the systems with a higher content of the second
component, which were hardened from the same temperatures
as the alloys with a lower concentration, the difference
in microhardness over the periphery and in the mass of the
crystallites were found to be minimized.

In the Al - Cu alloy having a low copper content, the
miorohardness on the periphery of the crystallites at the
bo .- 1nninG of aging appeared to be considerably reduced as
cciv.,pared to the mass, and the course of the variation of
muzrohardness on both the periphery and in the mass of the
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crystallites in respect to time was opposite to that in the
Al - Zn and Al - Ag alloys. The decrease of microhardneea
(due to the set-in coagulation of the precipitated parti-
cles) in the mass of the crystallite was taking place at the
time when the microhardness on the periphery was Just be-.
ginning to build up.

In the Al - Cu alloy containing a higher amount of
copper and hardened from the same temperature, the aging
occurred uniformly in both the periphery and the mass of the
crystallites.

3imilar experimental fects show that intergranular
internal adsorption is an important factor able to influence
tha aSing course of alloys in general; It can, therefcre,
particularly have an effect on the formation of the proper-
ties of heat resistance, inasmuch as this formation is
basically produced through aging.

4. The influence of the internal adsorption of the
admixture of a third component on the

decomposition of a binary solid solution

A more interesting case is aging in the presence
of a third component in a disintegratirg solid solutiun,
the component being in low concentration and also adsorp-
tion-active (horophile).

Although the average concentration of the element
admixture in the alloy is low, in the adsorption-enrichment
zones it may appear increased. Due to this, the influence
of the admixture on the properties of the alloy, which is
insignificant structurally uniform in the mass of the
crystallites, may substantially change these properties
in the adsorption zones: in particular, the ability to age
may thus appear substantially changed. The mechanism
cf such an effect is the same for structural-energy non-
uniformities of all previously considered gradations;
however, it may be assumed that of greatest interest is
the study of this mechanism as applied to suberystallite
nonuniformities formed at the very beginning of the aging
pr.•oceEs. We will therefore not dwell upon cases in which
t.a third component, i.e., the admixture, experiences an
Intergranular. internal adsorption, but will turn to the
mos interesting case mentioned.

'Ye know of many examples of a strong influerce of
srall admixtures on the kinetics of aging of alloys; however
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not all such cases can be given a simple explanation by the
direct influence of the third component on the solubility
cf the excess component, i.e., on the supersaturation of the
solid solution. Naturally, the admixtures which marketly
reduce the solubility of the third element increase the
supersaturation and stimulate the decomposition of the solid
solution, while those that increase the solubility slow
down the decomposition.

However, as it has been determined by our studies
(6, 9), such an explanation is unsuitable for certain
alloys, since the admixture used in its given (low) average
concentration in alloys will either not change the super-
saxturation or will have an insignificant effect on it.
N,ývertheless, an admixture in these alloys has a quite
marked effect on the aging process. k-t this point It turns
out that the admixture has a horophile character.

An analysis of these cases leads us to the following
two possible types of influence mechanism of horophile
admixtures on the aging process, on the basis of notions
on the internal adsorptions of these admixtures (6, 10).

1. The given admixture, being in a low concentra-
tIon, does not greatly charge the solubility of the excess
ccwmponent, but it can change it considerably with increase
in concentration.

In this case the adsorption enrichment in the given
admixture of the sites of structural nonuniformity will
create in them seats of increased (or reduced) supersatura-
tion, and, consequently, alleviated (or encumbered) nu-
cleation centers of crystallization of the new phase.
This may occur on the intergranular ccnjunctions as well
as on the elements of subcrysuallite structure, including
here the "finest", i.e., the groupings of the atoms of
Vhc- component precipitating during aging. The adsorption
forms around those groupings, which exist at the earliest
stages of the process (possibly even in unsaturated state
o•• the alloy at a high temperature before hardening), as if
";clouds" of atoms of the horophile system. Increasing the
concentration of the admixture in such "clouds" while
c.-'w!ging the solubility of the excess comp)nent will either
facilitate (at a reduced solubility) or obstruct (at an
increoased solubility) tho conversion of this grouping of
a-ores into a nucle •s of crystallization.

Thus, in the considered mechanism of the phenomenon,
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the influence of internal adsorption of the admixture on the
kinetics of aging depends on its influence on the rate of
nucleation of the centers of crystallization of the new
phase. The admixture which, at a sufficiently increased
concentration, reduces the solubility of the excess com-
ponents, accelerates the nucleation of the centers of
crystallization; the admixture, which increases solubility,
will, on the contrary, decelerate the nucleation.

2. The given admixture, at a sufficiently increased
concentration, affects the rate of diffusion of the atoms
of the excess component in an aged solid solution.

In this cose, the adsorption-enriched zones that
surround the structural nonuniformities -- in particular,
the "clouds" of the atoms of the admixture around the
nucleating crystallization centers of the new phase (on all
development stages of these centers, beginning with tho
initial groupings of atoms and endin3 with an isolated
crystal) -- will affect the diffusion of the atoms of the
excess component from the surrounding regions of the lattice
of the solid solution to each center of crystallization.
This means that the adsorption "clouds" affect the rate of
7wo-etI,.of thgo nucloli.

The horophilo elements (admixtures) which accelerate
the diffusion of the excess component into the solid
solution accelerate the growth of the crystallization
conters of the new phase; but the admixtures that decelerate
this diffusion will retard the growth of the centers of
the new phase.

To confirm the above-stated considerations we can
cite the results of a number of experimental investigations
(6-12), where it has been established that the decomposi-
tion rate of the solid solution changes substantially under
the effect of certain dissolved admixtures. Comparing
with the disintegration rate of a binary alloy 94 percent
Cu + 6 percent Ag, in an alloy of this composition plus
0.16 percent Be, the disintegration occurs considerably
more slowly; in a similar copper-silver alloy with an
addition of 0.17 percent Sb, the disintegration is strongly
accelerated; in a similar alloy with an addition of 0.03
percent Fe, the integration is markedly accelerated, though
to a lesser degree than in the case with antimony. The
addition of cadmium also has a marked accelerating effect.

As our other studies have shown (3, 4, 11, 13, 14),
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all those admixtures appear to be horophile in respect to
copper as a solvent. On the other hand, it has been estab-
lished (6, 8) that those admixtures, in indicated concentra-
tions, have no marked effect on the solubility of silver in
copper and, consequently, their effect on the kinetics of
aging cannot be reduced to a variation in the supersatura-
tion of the solid solution. At the same time, at increased
concentrations in the admixture of beryllium, antimony, and
foe:rrum, the solubility of silver in copper and, consequently,
the supersaturation of the solid solution, somewhat change;
the admixture of beryllium increases, while the admixtures
of ferrum and antimony reduce, the solubility of silver in
copper.

Parallel to this, it has been established that the
rate of diffusion of silver in copper with a high content
of antimony is very strongly increased as compared to the
rate of diffusion in pure copper. The same effect, even
though to a lesser degree, is observed in copper with an
admixture of forrum, while beryllium at its high concentra-
tion in copper strongly retards the diffusion of silver
(11, 13).

The comparison of all these experimentally estab-
lished facts (the horophile activity of the admixtures,
their effect on the rate of aging, on the solubility of
silver in copper, and on the rate of diffusion of silver
in copper) leads to the conclusion that in these alloys the
:nfluence of the admixture on the kinetics of aging is
caused by internal adsorption.

The adsorption influence on the kinetics of aging,
apart from the copper alloys, was found in the aluminum-
copper alloys we investigated containing horophile admix-
turos (6, 10), such as silver or zinc. The horophilo acti-
vity of these elements in respect to aluminum follows from
thD results of our investigations conducted somewhat earlier
(5); this can also be confirmed for silver -- in the micro-
X-ray examinations made by the author of this article and
by N. N. Skornyakov (6, 10), for zinc -- in micro-X-ray
and a.utoradiographic studios made by French authors (15, 16).

At the same time, it has been established that the
concentrations of either zinc or silver in aluminum employed
in the study (6, 10), had no marked effect on the solubility
of copper in aluminum (9), which eliminates one possible
easy explanation of the effect of either zinc or silver
on the rate of aging of the supersaturated solid solution
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of copper in aluminum. It must be noted that at high con-
centrations of silver or zinc the solubility of copper in
aluminum appears slightly increased. It must be concluded
from this that the acceleration of agi:ig of the aluminum-
copper alloy affected by small additions of silver or zinc
cannot be explained by the accelerating influence of the
internal adsorption of the latter on the nucleation of the
crystals of the new phase. As further tests have shown (17),
increased concentrations of zinc or silver in aluminum pro-
duce an accelerated diffusion of copper into it. This
offers the possibility of explaining the acceleration of
the aging of the "aluminum-copper" alloy containing admix-
tures of either zinc or silver by the accelerating influence
of the internal adsorption on the rate of growth of both
the pre-transitional formations and the crystals of the new
phase.

5. The possible value of the influence of internal
adsorption on aging for heat resistance

The above-cited general theoretical considerations
and experimental data show that the processes of a(cing, so
iiAportant for the formation of high mechansical properties
of alloys, are subjected to the influence of small admix-
tures on account of the internal adsorption of the latter.

There are numerous experimental data on the sub-
stantial influence of small admixtures on heat resistance,
and there are reasons to assume that, at least in some
cases (and maybe in most of them), this influence is related
to internal adsorption which changes the kinetics of aging
toward obtaining the prolonged stability of the -rade of
this process, which has an optimum combination of both dis-
pirsion and distribution of forming structural nonuniformi-
ties. Much is being done in searching for new formulas
fcr heat-resistant alloys toward making their composition
more complex and introducing several admixtures simul-
taneously into the alloy.

In this connection we must point out a very inter-
esting and important phenomenon which complicates the pic-
ture of internal adsorption of the admixtures, and speci-
f1cally, their tendency to some kind of "competition" in
respect to a preferential concentration in the regions of
various structural nonuniformities.

WThen there are two or several horophile admixtures
in a solid solution, the latter can participate jointly in
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the adsorption enrichment of the sites of structural energy
nonuniformities only in some cases; in other cases, their
participation in adsorption is unequal and not additive.
At certain correlations in the concentrations of the admix-
tures the adsorption is experienced mainly by one admixture,
while the other practically does not participate in ad-
sorption. At other correlations in the concentration of
the same admixtures they may change roles: the first will
be deprived of adsorption activity while the other will
enrich In adsorption the sites of increased energy.

In respect to intergranular internal adsorption,
such a competition was revealed in our works on copper
alloys (3, 4, 10, 14). In the presence in the copper sol-
venu- of small admixtures of antimony, berrylium, and ferrum
in various combinations and various correlations of con-
centrations, it is possible to observe a different change
of the crystal lattice parameter of the solid solution by
varying the size of the crystallites. Since the influence
of the content of antimony in solid solution on the parameter
of its lattice is opposite to the influence of berrylium,
it is easy to establish which of these admixtures changes
its concentration in the mass of each crystal by varying
the grain size, i.e., at the variation of the total amount
of admixture which departs to the intergranular transitional
zones due to adsorption. Thus, by the variation sign of
the lattice parameter affected by either the decrease or
the increase of the grain size of the alloy, it is possible
to judge which of the admixtures (antimony or beryllium)
experiences adsorption.

Iron has practically no effect on the lattice para-
meter of a copper solvent. In combination with either
antimony or- beryllium (or with both), the behavior of iron
in copper-base alloys can alao be traced by the character
of the var~iation in the crystal lattice with the variation
of the grain size of the alloy. The competition of admix-
tures with respect to their participation in adsorption
we also traced for the same alloys by a different method --
the influence of foreign component (silver) on the charac-
ter of I.ts intergranular diffusion into the alloy; the ro-
sults cotained were the same (3, 4).

Parallel to the phenomenon of competition between
2.overal horophile admixtures during their simultaneous
rnseonfle in the solid solution, there is one more fact which
complicates the internal adsorption. The adsorption activity
(horophile activity) of any admixture depends on the
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composition of the solvont, which may be not only the element
but also the solid solution that includes in its composi-
tion several components, adsorption-Dassive. In particular,
the horophile activity of an admixture depends in some
cases on the concentration of the admixture. For instance,
that is the way it is in the Fe - Pd system. According
to our data (18, 20), at low concentrations, palladium is
horophile in respect to iron, but in concentrations above
4 percent, palladium loses its activity.

In the light of the cited experimental data on the
competition of the horophile admixtures as a function of the
horophile activity of the composition of the alloy in gen-
eral, the picture on the influence of the composition on
heat resistance becomes clear.

In this connection we find it possible to introduce
one new hypothesis that can serve as a basis in the search
for an explanation of the complex dependence of heat
resistance on the composition of the alloy, as well as in
the search for a better formulation of alloys.

This hypothesis is reduced to the following. Horo-
phile admixtures, taken individually, may be adsorption-
active to a various degree in respect to different types
of structural energy nonuniformities (for instance, inter-
granular transitional zones and subcrystallite nonuniformi-
tics, the periphery-type pro-transitional formations at
aging or the periphery of the Guinier-Preston zones, etc.).

When there are more than one horophile admixtures
present simultaneously in a solid solution, their competi-
tion may be displayed in various degrees for different
typos of structural energy nonuniformities. As a result,
there may occur a redistribution of horophile admixtures
at which various admixtures will be adsorbed on nonunifor-
mities of various types: the sites with the greatest
energy nonuniformities will be enriched mainly in one of
the admixtures, while the others will enrich the regions or
zones where the nonuniformities are less pronounced, etc.

At this point, it is important to take into account
that in the course of aging there occurs a change in both
scale and character of the structural energy nonuniformities
on the periphery of the originating and developing structu-
r•.l formations in the mass of the lattice of the solid
solution. Consequently, it may be expected that the com-
poting horophile admixtures will rearrange themselves even
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in the very process of aging, in its v.r.ious stages.

We already know that there are alloys in which the
internal adsorption of admixtures either accelerates or
doceleratos the processes of a,,ing and the nucleation can-
tors of the formation of the precipitating phase, as woll
as the growth of these centers; and we know that, combining
various admixtures qualitatively or quantitatively, it may
be possible to paralyze the adsorption effect of some and
intensify the influence of the others.

Generally speaking, in an aginS alloy there may be
such a selection of admixtures where one of the admixtures
will, through adsorption, accelerate the nucleation of the
formation centers of the precipitating phase and their
growth in the most initial stage of the process; but, then,
on its course, it will be displaced by another competing
admixture which is more active in respect to much sharpoer
structural energy nonuniformities and thereby slow down
%hj diffusion supply of the excess component to the growing
fo rmati on.

Under these conditions it is possible to obtain an
optimum of heat-resistant properties owing to the fact that
tue optimum dispersion degree of sufficiently closely dis-
tr•ibuted structural nonuniformities is rapidly attained at
t-e beginning, whereas this state is further stabilized for
a sufficiently protracted period duo to the retardation
of the growth of the nonuniformities on account of the re-
distribution of the acimixturos in the adsorption zones
around these nonuniformities. The optimum dispersion, the
closeness, and the uniformity in distribution of the
structural nonuniformities depend on the type of the alloy;
there may be one set of requirements for the case of
austenitic alloys and entirely different ones for aluminum-
base alloys and so forth.

Here, it must also be taken into consideration that
the character of the distribution of the originating
structural nonuniformities over the various regions of one
and the rame crystal depends on the intergranular internal
adsorntiiln. An excessive concentration of the aging process
•f 6•ergranular conjunctions may cause a dangerous
"interrranular" brittleness. On the other hand, as we have
earlier noted (1, 21)*, the regions of the crystallite

*Zet also the article by V.-I. Arkharov and M. B. Yakutovich

in this collection.
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adjoining the intergranular conjunctions are the sites of the
most intensive high-temperature plastic deformation (diffusion
plasticity). Therefore, hardening these regions by means of
forming in them optimum structural nonuniformities by aging
brought to a certain stage is essential to a greater degree
than in the center of the grain. Attempts can also be made
to control the course of aging in the various crystallite
regions through a proper selection of horophile admixtures.

All considerations here cited lead to a conclusion of
the necessity of widely expanded investigations of the in-
ternal adsorption in alloys in general.

It can be said that these investigations went through
inly the very initial stage. Now it has become clear that
internal adsorption may play an important role in the forma-
tion of many properties of alloys, but it appears to be a
more complex phenomenon than it had seemed at the beginning.
Now there is already an awareness of the need of theoretical
generalizations concerning the criteria of either horophile
or horophobic activity, quantitative evaluation of the degree
of adsorption activity of the components of solid solutions,
the dependence of these characteristics on the concentration
of the adsorption-active admixtures themselves, as well as
of other components both inactive and active (the interaction
with the latter causes a competition which is to be investi-
gated both qualitatively and quantitatively). Then, investi-
gations should be conducted on the influence of the horophile
components of the admixtures (at an increased concentration)
on the solubility of the "excess" component, which determines
the aging of the alloy, as well as on the rate of its diffu-
sion in the solid solution.

Considering the diversity of alloys and the admixtures
employed with them, we must admit that the scope of the
problems which arise is enormous.

However, we deem it necessary and urgent to carry
out these investigations, since their results can (as we have
attempted to show above) offer us one possible method of con-
trol't. ng .ie properties of alloys, and particularly of im-
pro,.(.r •leir heat resistance.
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